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THE FALL OF LIBERTY IN ROME.

Whatever may be the feelings of

others, we approach this subject, of

the fall of liberty, with emotions of

perplexity—almost of dread.

"We are dizzy with the events of

the present hour. There is a con-

fusion and darkness before our eyes

which shuts out the future, and com-

pel us, if we see at all, to turn our

face backwards towards the past.

We do not know the present. We
only know the past.

As a system, there is, indeed, no
such thing as the present.

That which is not completed is

not. We can only see an unfinish-

ed part. We do not koowwhat the

whole is, and- therefore we do not

know what it is in itself.

There is, therefore, no such thing

as a history of the world, but only

of a part of it.

The world is not yet a thing of

the past—its destiny is not yet run

out ; we do not know what it is.

It is not the wheat, as we put it

in the dry ground, but as it brings

forth its ripe fruit, that shows us

what it is in itself. We are in the

same predicament with regard to

the world, and to ourselves. We are-

only in progress towards our desti-

nation, and we can only write a part

of our own, and the world's life—of

our, and its infancy.

History, therefore, is only a great

fragment, and the portion of history

to which we call attention in this arti-

cle is but a single point of that

fragment.

But, as a point, it is past—it is

finished. We may, therefore, study

it as a system, where the struggles

of liberty and the history of its re-

strictions, may be traced, if not

from their beginning, to what was

Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1868, by Van Evrie, Horton & Co., in the Clerk's Office of
the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York.
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at least their end. The beginning

of the restrictions upon freedom are

as old as sin—which is supposed to

date from a very high point of an-

tiquity.

Almost all the early forms of re-

strictions upon human liberty were

directed against words or deeds.

The only restriction attempted was

a repression of overt freedom. The
more refined process of fettering

thought had not yet been discovered.

Thought had to be spoken or acted

before it could be restricted. The

early tyrants of the world never at-

tempted to punish a man for his

opinions—never locked him up for

his sympathies, as did Lincoln and

Seward. But with the more exten-

sive use of writing, and still more,

subsequently, with the invention of

printing, there came in a different

sin, and there soon grew a different

mode of dealing with it. The com-

mon process of restriction in the

shape of punishment after trans-

gression, was held to be inapplicable

to the new condition of things.

"When the word was uttered, or

the deed done, the mischief was

complete, and it was too late to pun-

ish. Hence arose the system of an-

ticipation of ideas, or at least of the

expression of them.

Tyrants established a preventive

service over thought. The censor-

ship arose. This represents the

highest development of repressive

tyranny. It was a thousand-headed,

thousand-handed power,which could

check in as many ways the move-

ment of the human mind. It was
more subtle and penetrating than

the merely repressive system. The
one arraigned the published word,

the other the contemplated word.

The one killed the body, the other

the soul. The one wished to be an
open reprisal, the other was a clan-

destine surprise.

The censorship suppressed the

undisclosed thought—murdered the

child in the womb ; was the instru-

ment of torture, a rack of the

thoughts.

The first stage in human society,

then, was natural freedom. This

was followed by the repressive sys-

tem, or the punishment of supposed
offenses before they becme actual, by
being done or spoken. This,again,was

followed by the preventive system,

or censorship, which attempted to

deal with the thoughts before they

became overt acts. This is the ex-

treme of tyranny, from which the

monarchies of Europe have for a
long time now been receding. They
are dropping the cenxnial and re-

taining more the repressive power.

And even this is giving way in Eng-
land and parts of Europe, where
the area of freedom is widening1

year by year ; and the domain of

coercive restraint narrows with the

progress of popular wisdom.
The old tyrannies that spread over

the world from the East, seem al-

most everywhere dying out in the

West—everywhere but in the United
States. In the ancient world ty-

ranny was born in the East, where
free thought seemed an impossi ili-

ty. There were but two classes

—

despots and slaves. That is the pen-

alty which God attaches to coward-

ice—that when the people allow des-

potism to live, they must become
slaves.

But in Greece mind burst forth,

and with that the consciousness of

liberty, and with that free thought,

even to license of speech. Words
were avenged by words, and no one
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watched the turns of thought and

speech, to subjugate the mental life

and cramp it within fixed limits and

restraints.

Therefore was it that the Greek

State was so full of life and the

freshness of youth, that it is a source

of admiration to us to this day.

The Greek literature is so full of

nobility, sap and juice, that even

now, after thousands of years, it en-

dures, the most beautiful, the most

healthy, the undying food of the

cultivated mind. The Greek is an

eternal, because it was a free mind.

And Greece was the teacher of

Rome. After the model of Greece

the Roman republic moulded itself

in free, manly power. The laws of

the Roman republic only restrained

deeds—writing and speech remained

unshackled. And so they continued

till the decay of the republic. The
restriction upon free speech began

in the civil wars, in the last days of

the republic, and the empire finally

destroyed it. Restriction was in the

dying republic what high treason

was in the days of the monarchy.

With the fall of the republic fell the

liberties of Rome. But oppression

did not venture suddenly upon the

people. It came on by stealthy de-

grees. The people were assured

that the changes which were going

on were for their benefit, and would
lead to an expansion of their liber-

ty and prosperity.

It is remarkable that in the be-

ginning of the empire every one of

the emperors began his reign with

a most full and flattering assertion

of liberty of thought and speech
;

but every one departed, in a longer

or shorter time, from every profes-

sion which they had made, and rush-

ed into the extreme of suspicious,

harsh and tyrannical restraint.

Csesar and his partisans destroy-

ed the republic of Rome by en-

couraging a civil war, and then seiz-

ing the reins of government under

the pretence of saving the common-
wealth. He, in the first place, pro-

cured his elevation to the consul-

ship, in which position he labored

continally and cunningly to per-

suade the Roman people to believe

in the advantages of a single gov-

ernment, and actually disposed their

minds to approve of monarchy in

consulship. He passed with them

for a consul, while he actually was

introducing usurpation and tyran-

ny—while he was destroying their

republic and laying the foundations

of the empire.

He raised a mighty army under

the pretence of serving and saving

the commonwealth. He tried to

bribe the senators of Rome, but

failing in that, he seduced the sol-

diers by giving them double pay,

after which he put himself at their

head and passed the Rubicon, driv-

ing the senators out of Rome, who
fled to Durazzo, leaving all Italy in

his power.

And though he was now master

of Rome, he did not at first act as

though he was so. He justified his

conduct by attributing the cause of

all the civil strife to Pompey
;

pro-

fessed that he was desirous of peace,

and by such plausible pretexts caus-

ed himself a second time to be

chosen Consul.

He ordered a strong garrison to

be left in Rome, and persuaded the

people that he was doing all this in

his zeal for the commonwealth.

There was now but one bar to his

¥i
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ambition, and that was the army of

Pompey, which still represented the

republic.

He was a professed friend of Pom-
pey, and had no enmity against him,

except that he was an obstacle to

his reigning over Rome. He pur-

sued the legions of Pompey into

Spain, where he lost the first battle,

but gained the second on the Plains

of Pharsalia, and thus became mas-
ter of Rome.

After he had subdued Egypt and
many other African provinces, he
returned to Rome to receive the

honors due to his conquests ; but

he sagaciously refused to allow his

victories against Pompey to be

reckoned among them. He knew
tnat he could not triumph over a

Roman consul without alarming the

fears of the friends of the common-
wealth ; and on his first appearance

in the capital, he received more ap-

plause for omitting that victory than

for all he had gained. He assumed

an admirable moderation, and thus

caused himself to appear in the

eyes of the people both glorious

and triumphant, without a mixture

of pride and ostentation. Caesar's

very enemies, who had been once

conquered by his arms, were thus a

second time conquered by his pru-

dence and seeming virtue. Tlr.'s

triumph established the Roman Em-
pire, and made Caspar the master of

the world.

At first, however, he would not

be called King, but Emperor, a title

usually given to a General who had
triumphed. But as soon as he dared

throw off the disguise, he declared

himself King—assumed absolute

authority, rose no more from his

seat, as he used to do when the

Senate appeared before him, and at

last made a public jest of the very

name of the commonwealth. The
disguise was off now, and he pun-
ished some Tribunes who had com-
mitted a man to prison for crown-
ing one of his statues. When a Se-

nator a ked him how he had disre-

garded the laws of Rome, he replied

by quoting a verse of Euripes

—

" That it was lawful to break through

the laws to serve the government '—

a

hypocritical excuse, of which the

people of the United States have
had many examples within the last

ten years.

It was at this time that Cicero ut-

tered those words of folly, which
have by ignorant people been since

called a maxim of law, that silent

legis inter arma—" in war the law is

silent."

It was the language of a coward,

attempting to justify the acts of a

usurper and a tyrant. How often

did we hear the same thing in Mr.

Lincoln's bloody reign?

But although Caesar had destroy-

ed the republic and established the

empire of Rome, he was too great

and wise a man to at once strike

down the personal liberties of the

people. Usurpation and tyranny

are a science with a mind possessing

the greatness of a Caesar. He, there-

fore, allowed the largest liberty of

speaking and writing in the begin-

ning of his reign. He went upon
the policy that what was least no-

ticed was soonest forgotten. But
when some notice appeared inevita-

ble, instead of punishing the offend-

er, he knew that no other means
could be effectually employed against

words but words, and so when Cicero

published his eulogy on (7afo,Caesar

met it with the anti-Gato.

Again, when his intercourse with
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Cleopatra, and the supposed off-

spring of that intercourse, were

made the subjects of scandalous

mirth all over Eome, he caused a

pamphlet to be written by one of

his friends, Oppius, the object of

which was to prove that Cleopatra's

son was not Caesar's.

Had he imprisoned his accusers

instead of answering them, all Rome
would have taken it for granted that

the accusations were true. Im-
prisonment for criticising the acts

of public men is the last resort of a

tyrant, when revenge and madness
get the better of his judgment.

But what most chagrined Caesar

was the banter relating to his con-

nection with Nicomedes, King of

Bithynia. This rose at times into

the expression of the most vehement

scorn, and evp.n found utterance in

the Senate from the lips of the

greatest Senators. The enemies of

Caesar cons antly alluded, with loud

and confident sarcasm, to the no-

tariety of this affair.

But, though greatly grieved at

these real or supposed stains upon

his character, Caesar resorted to no

arbitrary measure to remove them.

He was above all things anxious to

preserve his fair fame among his

companions in arms ; and when*

therefore, he found his own soldiers

singing the Nicomedian scandal up
and down his own camp, he deemed
it necessary to give it a public con-

tradiction, and for the rest, by his

tact, frankness, and careful avoid-

ance of anger, succee ed in disarm-

ing many of the talkers. His policy

was not to punish, but to check—
not vengeance, but victory.

Therefore, in the early days of

the Roman Empire, words were

never treated as crimes. And this

was not because Caesar was not a
tyrant, but because he was not a
fool. We must not forget that the

usurper was at this time only work-
ing his way to absolute power. He
had too many and too formidable

obstacles in his path to allow of any
outbursts of arbitrariness. When
he began to feel the consciousness

of the possession of this power, he
was quick enough to exercise it.

And the conduct of his successors

must be in part accounted for on
the same principle. Monarchy was
a new thing in Rome—or if an old

thing, an old thing with a bad
name, which was worse—and each

succeeding emperor must have felt,

at first, a certain precariousness of

tenure, which made him commence
his reign with loud professions of

respect for the public liberties.

The instances above given, there-

fore, of Caesar's leniency and for-

bearance, and of his respect for

freedom of speech and thought, are

not to be taken as evidences that

he was not a tyrant. They are not

examples of power achieved, and
used with moderation, so much, as

of power achieving, and exercised

with sagacious caution and cun-
ning.

Presently, however, the germ of a

different policy showed itself. We
have alluded to the fact that Caesar

had at first declined being saluted

as king. The Tribunes of the peo-

ple gladly took him at his word, and
they summoned before the courts

some persons who insisted on be-

stowing upon him that title. The
empjeror interpreted this as an act

of personal hostility to himself.

The Tribunes complained, declaring

that they were no longer free to

consult the welfare of the State.

j
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The Tribunes were in the right,

but Csesar made their representa-

tions a ground of bitter complaint

to the Senate, and it evinces the

slavish spirit which had already be-

gun to dawn in the Curia, that there

were some Senators found capable of

proposing that the Tribunes be put

to death.

Fortunately, Cresar was not mad
enough to carry through such a

proposition, but the Tribunes were

displaced from their office ; and the

spirit of manliness and liberty had

already become so dwarfed among
the Eoman people, that they for a

while submitted to this loss of free-

dom.

Caesar, however, lost credit by this

palpable step towards absolutism.

Till now, the proud spirit of free-

dom slumbered in Rome. The gi-

gantic strides of the great Caesar

had amazed and paralyzed the pub-

lic mind. The republic had per-

ished and the empire had become

established without the people re-

alizing it. So infatuated and de-

luded were they, that they even

joined to aid the usurpur in under-

mining the ancient foundations of

their liberties.

Thus he was safe as long he was
temperate ; but indignation and the

dormant spirit of liberty raised their

heads as soon as he began to intro-

duce measures of restraint upon
thought and speech.

Thus, it often happens, that the

very means by which governments

hope to insure their safety, are those

by which it is lost. As with the in-

dividual man, no grief is so gnawing

as that which is buried without

sound or expression in himself, so if

a people are not permitted to speak,

their sense of injury becomes deep-

er, and their opposition intensified

into hate or despair.

All the grounds of disaffection

kept down for a time, formed the

substratum of a volcano which at

length burst forth and engulfed

the great Csesar.

The people began to think of

the lost republic, which they had
themselves so bliiidly, so foolishly

allowed to perish, and began to call

for another Brutus. " O ! that thou

wert yet alive," was written on the

tomb of the founder of the republic.

Genealogies soon appeared, show-
ing that the then Brutus was de-

scended from the ancient Brutus,

and on his P-setorian tribunal was
flurg the note—"Thou sleepest,

Brutus !" and " Thou art no Brutus I"

These symptoms of general discon-

tent soon brought the rule and life

of Julius Caesar to an end, and that

end was occasioned more by his de-

parture from his first policy, and
from his efforts, as his power in-

creased, to restrict the public free-

dom of thought and speech, than

by any other causes. He was as-

sassinated by Brutus and five other

friends of the republic, while sitting

in the capitol, in the midst of the

Senate. He had made himself kirg

while pretending to be a staunch

republican ; and when the cheat

was fully real'zed, the republicans

themselves were his executioners.

He fell, pierced by twenty-three

wounds. Though thus surprised,

he maintained his greatness of mind
to the last moment. Seeing Brutus

among the conspirators, he exclaim-

ed, " Oh ! son! art thou among them
too r
These were his last words, and

covering his face with his man^e,

he calmly received his fate. After
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he fell on the floor, with his left

hand he drew down the skirt of his

imperial mantle to his feet, as if

thus setting a greater value on his

dignity than his life.

Thus perished the greatest name
in history ! Thus was destroyed by
the people of Rome the immortal

Csesar, whom themselves had aided

in destroying their republic.

But though Caesar was dead, his

works were not dead ! Though they

were rid of the usurper and the

founder of the empire, they had not

restored their lost republic ! Though

the mighty genius which robbed

them of their liberty was no more,

their liberty did not return ! There
was never to be a return to that

;

for republics there may be a death

and a grave, but there is no re-

creation.

We sha'l conclude this melancholy

history of the fail of Roman liber-

ty in the next number of The Old
Guard, and show the startling

parallel between it and the dr. ft of

events in our own unhappy country

at the present time*

DEMANDS FOR A NEW INTERPRETATION OF THE ACCOUNT
OF ADAM'S CREATION IN THE BOOK OF GENESIS.

To Professor R. L. Dabney, D.D., of

Virginia

:

Dear Sir—I take the liberty of

pending you the last or July num-
ber of The Old Guard, for the pur-

pose of calling your attention to an

article on " The Political Aspects of

Religion in the United States." Al-

though that article is no more than

an intimation, or an outline, of the

wonderful mass of evidence which

science is now producing to show
that God has created different spe-

cies of men, to inhabit different

zones of the earth, just as He has

created different species in every

genera of the lower animal kingdom

—yet I think it will be sufficient to

impress you with the very great im-

portance of this subject. I hope it

may induce you to use your justly

great influence with the clergy of

the United States to reconsider the

interpretation of certain passages of

Scripture which are supposed to prove

what is called the unity of the human
race; or, that man is the single

species of a single genus. By the

latest demonstrations of science, the

plurality of the human species is as

clearly proved as is the rotatory mo-
tion,the stratificationt

or the spheroidal

shape of the earth. When science

first revealed these gr, at facts, they

were supposed to be directly con*

trary to many portions of fthe sacred

Scriptures, and a fierce and bitter

warfare for some time raged between
science and religion. Galileo was
forced to make, on his knees, a pub-
lic renunciation of the earth's mo-
tion. But what a farce ! How use-
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less to the cause of religion such a

recantation ! It neither altered a

scientific fact, nor prevented its uni-

versal spread in the world. When
Galileo rcse from his prostrate re-

nunciation, he said, in a low voice,

J3 pur si muove— i. e., "and yet it

does move." To what effect was the

edict of the Inquisition of 1616, that

"the doctrine of the earth's motion

is contrary to Scripture ?" The doc-

tors of the church had now to con-

fess that it was only contrary to their

mistaken interpretation of Scrip-

ture. And the eminent Cardinal

Bellarmine finally gave the follow-

ing most sensible and prudent rule

in relation to changes in the inter-

pretation of Scripture: "When a

demonstration shall be found to es-

tablish the earth's motion, it will be

proper to interpret the sacred Scrip-

tures otherwise than they have hi-

therto been interpreted in those pas-

sages where mention is made of the

stability of the earth and movement
of the heavens." Now in the very

spirit of this decision, one of the

most eminent of the modern theolo-

gists of Europe, the Rev. William

Whewell, D. D., one of the Profes-

sors of the Cambridge University in

England, has said, in his work enti-

tled " Indications of the Creator :'*

"When a scientific theory, irrecon-

cilable with the received interpreta-

tion of Scripture, is clearly proved,

we must give up the interpretation,

and seek some new mode of under-

standing the passages in question,

by means of which it may be con-

sistent with what is proved."

This distinguished divine says, in

another place :

"It is in the highest degree un-

wise in the friends of religion unne-

cessaiily to embark their credit in

expositions of Scripture on matters

which appertain to natural science.

By delivering physical doctrines as

the teaching of revelation, religion

may lose much, but cannot gain any-

thing."

This wise rule was affirmed by St.

Augustin, who said in relation to

over confident interpretation of

Scripture, in matters of dispute

:

" Let us not rush headlong by posi-

tive assertion to either one opinion

or the other; lest, when a more tho-

rough discussion has shown the

opinion which we had adopted to be

false, our faith may fall with it; and
we should be found contending, not

for the doctrine of the sacred Scrip-

tures, but for our own; endeavoring

to make our doctrine to be that of

the Scriptures, instead of taking the

doctrine of the Scriptures to be

ours."

Kepler in a very prudent manner
pointed out the misfortune to Reve-

lation of attempting to use the

Scriptures in opposition to science,

in these words : "If you will try to

chop iron, the axe becomes unable

to cut even wood."

In another place this great author

says :
" In theology we balance au-

thorities ; in philosophy we weigh

reasons. A holy man was Laetan-

tius, who denied the earth was
round ; a holy man was Augustin,

who granted the rotundity, but de-

nied the antipodes ; and holy to me
is the Inquisition, which allows the

smallness of the earth, but denies

its motion ; but more holy to me is

Truth : and hence I prove from phi-

losophy that the earth is round, and
inhabited on every side, of small

size, and in motion among the stars;

and this I do with no disrespect to

the doctors."
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It is certain that no scientific mind

was ever yet influenced by the oppo-

sition of Scripture ; while it is un-

doubtedly true that hundreds of

thousands of men have had their

faith in Eevelation unjustly shaken

by the unwise opposition of the

clergy to new disclosures of science.

And so firm is my belief that the

Bible, rightly interpreted, will never

be found in conflict with any true

discovery in science whatever, that

I am constrained to entreat the cler-

gy of America to thoroughly inves-

tigate the sublime and beautiful

truths of anthropological science,

before they vainly attempt to drag

the Bible before the wheels of ad-

vancing knowledge. In this con-

flict the clergy will be sure to com e

out where they did in the fight they

urged upon astronomy and geology.

And the general cause of religion

will be sure to come out worse, be-

cause of a fatal leaning of the pub-

lic mind of this generation to infi-

delity of a gross and alarming cha-

racter. The dogged adherence of

theologists to the doctrine that ail

the widely different types of man-
kind sprung originally from one
pair, gives the atheist a base to stand

upon which is invulnerable. If cli-

mate, or all fortuitous agencies com-
bined, can convert a white man into

a negro, an Indian, a Malay, or Mon-
golian, or vice versa, then we assent

to the existence of a force in matter

which may account for all the va-

rious forms of animal life from the

molush up to the highest type of

man ; and thus every Christian idea

of a God would be dismissed from

the universe. Science has now
proved that the anatomical, physio-

logical and psychological differences

between these different types of men

are specific, and as great as obtain

between any of the different spe-

cies in the lower animal kingdom.

Science, therefore, proves that these

different species of men are not bro-

thers, except in the sense that the

horse, the ass, the zebra, &c, are

brothers. Science at this day can

no more permit a man to believe

that all mankind sprung from one
pair, than that all the different spe-

cies of every other animal genera

sprung from one pair. And it is

useless for the clergy to drag the

Bible down under the wheels of this

science. It is pernicious for them
to do so. I can speak from some
experience on this subject, for I have

been engaged more or less in lectur-

ing upon the Kaces of Men for seve-

ral years ; and, while the great ma-
jority of the most learned and in-

telligent clergymen, who have lis-

tened to these lectures, have gladly

assented to their doctrines, I have

frequently met with opposition from

the less learned and more reckless

portion of the clergy. But, in every

such instance, I am certain that

science has entirely triumphed in

the public mind.

I find no difficulty in convincing

all candid and intelligent men and
women that there is no more reason

in quoting the Bible to prove that

all mankind sprung from Adam,
than there was in using it to prove

that the earth was flat, and without

motion. In a very learned work
which I have just received from

England, entitled, " The Biblical An-
tiquity of Man, by Kev. S. Lucas,

F.S. S," I find that even while he is

vainly laboring to prove the unity of

man, he is compelled to make this

confession :
" True, the brief h sto-

ry that is given to us on the sub-
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ject in the Book of Genesis, does

not in so many words expressly as-

sert that no human beings existed

before the Adamic creation." The
same assertion was made long ago

by old Dr. Parr, and has, 1 believe,

been affirmed by the great majority

of divines who have thought espe-

cially upon this subject. And the

confession certainly opens a way for

the clergy to seek an interpretation

of the account in Genesis which
shall not be in conflict with the posi-

tive teachings of science. In the

early patrt of the seventh century a

bcok of great research was publish-

ed in England entitled " Preadami-

iaz" which admitted the inspiration

of the Scriptures, but contended

that the account in Genesis did not

affirm that Adam was the first and
only man that was created, but that

there were very many ages of men
before him, who peopled the greater

part of the world. If I had space

I could show that such views have

been, and are now entertained by
many of the most learned and pious

divines, both in this country and
Europe. It therefore seems to me
to be a lamentable fact that so many
of the clergy of the United States

have suffered themselves to remain

in profound ignorance in relation to

this vital matter, and continue to

fight the conclusions to which men
of science have almost universally

come in relation to the plurality of

human species. This course can

but bring religion into further and
greater disrepute among a great

many of the most intelligent men
and women of America, while at the

same time it is rendering aid and
comfort to the most monstrous and
abominable political dogmas—dog-

mas which, if not speedily arrested,

will result in the complete overthrow

of our civilization, as well as in the

loss of popular liberty. Those whom
God has made to differ in every par-

ticular, can never be made alike in

any particular. All the godless tin-

kering of man to equalize what the

Creator of the world has made radi-

cally unequal, can never result in

anything but failure and disaster,

both to Church and State. It is to

clergymen of your learning and li-

berality that we must look to correct

the fatal error of too many of your

profession at the present alarming

moment. I hope that the article in

this magazine, to which I have called

your attention, will convince you

that it is of vital importance to the

cause of Christianity that the clergy

of this c untry should no longer

attempt to shut their eyes to tho

progress of scientific knowledge,

which is absolutely demonstrating

that the common interpretation of

the account of man's creation in Ge-

nesis must be erroneous.

Your obedient servant,

C. Chauncey Burr.
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THE CUB OF THE PANTHER;

A MOUNTAIN LEGEND.

BY W. GILMORE SIMMS, ESQ.*

EOOK THIRD.

CHAPTER X.

THE MIDNIGHT SUMMONS.

We have reached a point in our

narrative which makes it necessary

that we should appeal to the higher

susceptibilities of the reader's

imagination, or what is spiritual in

his nature, to prompt sufficient cre-

dence in our legend, as popularly

believed in the obscure world in

which the events occurred.

That region had not survived, for-

gotten or discarded the early su-

perstitions of the race, as descended

to its people from their ancient

British, progenitors. A people liv-

ing in solitude, indeed, rude, unso-

cial and nomadic, are usually singu-

larly tenacious, indeed, of the su-

perstitions which they inherit. Tra-

dition with them becomes a more

sacred thing than any books or his-

tory, and in the absence or deficien-

cy of human associations, the mind
naturally looks for, and recognizes,

a superior companionship in the

supernatural world. It is from a

rude and wild people, like the Arabs,

that we derive most of these crea-

tions of wood and water, mountain

and lake—the dryad and faun and
satyr ; the Ondine and Naiad ; and
those exquisite and capricious tribes

of elf and fairy—which have prompt-

ed the inspirations of our poets for

five thousand years.

Oar legend will now exhibit, in

some degree, the susceptibility of

our mountain people to spiritual

influences ; show the faith which

they still possess in agencies beyond
and above those of humanity, and
exhibit that working of the indi-

vidual soul, here and there, which

demands, in extreme conditions,

where humanity can command no
other agency to effect some great

good, or prevent some great evil,

the intervention of some superior

power, whose mysterious operations

it is impossible for science to define

* Entered, according to Act of Congress, in the year 1868, by W. G-ilmore Simras, Esq., author and proprietor

1 n the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the District of South Carolina.
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or discover, and the belief in which,

in many countries, is almost their

only substitute for religion.

In referring now to some such

agency, in the case of Rose Carter,

in her great peril, we still follow the

old mountain legend, as tran mitted

to us by a generation of simple

hunters, some fifty or sixty years

ago.

That dreary evening in which we
have seen Rose Carter, speeding,

crazed with fears and fancies, and

the agonies at once of heart and

conscience, up the dreary steppes

of the mountain, conscious of the

terrible and savage beast which

sped also in keen pursuit, was yet

even cheerfully passed in the cabin

of Sam Fuller—at least, by two of

its inmates.

A rousing fire was blazing in the

chimney-place, the shutters were all

fastened in, excluding all sight of

the melancholy snow-drifts, and the

presence of a dismal winter was
only made apparent to them by the

sad soughing of the wind, simmer-

ing through crack or crevice.

A hot supper of venison steaks,

wheaten biscuit, corn pones, and
warm coffee, reconciled Sam and his

wife to the atmospheric influences

which they did not feel, and care

hung upon neither heart, in the

consciousness of peace and plenty.

Besides, there was the dear ba* y,

now several weeks old, " as hearty,"

in Sam's phrase, " as a buck," and
looking about him already as
" spry as a young puppy, of good
nose, in his first deer-hunt."

Mattie Fuller was a vigorous and
healthy woman, and did not suffer

herself to keep her bed, or even her

chamber, more than two weeks af-

£er the baby's birth. Though she

still retained Goody Waters, the

female accoucheur, as her nurse and

assistant for a whde, she yet made
herself almost as busy as ever about

the household. She had an abund-

ance of milk, and the baby throve

wondrously. Every day she makes
some new discovery of his perfec-

tions, and to-night she particularly

challenges Sam's attention to the

length of his limbs.

" It's about the tallest boy-child,"

quoth Goody Waters, " that I ever

did see. Mattie Fuller, I never seed

sich long legs and long airms to a

baby before."

" He'll take after Mike," said the

sister ;
" he's tall and Sam's short."

"I short, Mattie! You hear that,

Goody Waters ! Who ever said I

was short before, I wonder ! I'm

jist of the right height, and ef little

Mike will only grow like me, he'll

do, I reckon, for any young woman
in the country !"

" Well, Sam, I'd rather he'd grow
tall like Mike. He looks mighty
like him in the face too."

" Well, Mattie, I must say you've

eyes to see what no man has ever

jut been able to find. Now, Goody,

you tak 3 a good look at little Mike,

and then you look well at big Mike
and me, and ef you don't say's he's

my very picture, then, I kin only

say, the eyes in your head ain't of

much service
#
in helping you seeing!

Why, jist you look at little Mike's

nose, thar! Now, ax yourself whose

nose is that cut out a'ter—Mike's or

mine ?"

" We1

!, Sam, it does jist look like

your'n—its got the same sort of turn

up at the eend."

" My nose hain't got no turn up,
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Goody. Look again, and you'll see

little Mike's nose and mine both as

straight as the barrel of my rifle."

" Thank the stars, Sam," said

Mattie, " that they're neither on 'em

quite so long. But you're right

about one thi'g, Sam ; baby's nose

is straight ! There's no crook in it,

Goody."
" No ; that's true, Mattie ; I see

it now ! Its rigilar straight ; but I

think thar's a leetle turn up at the

eend of Sam's.
" Oh ! phibs, you're getting old,

Goody, and don't see straight. It's

the crook in your eye. Nobody
that ever seed me before, ever seed

anything turnuppy in my nose!

That's my nose all over again.

'Taint like Mike Baynam's a bit!

And thar's the mouth—who can

claim that mouth better, or hafe as

well as me ?"

" Well, Sam, I do agree that ba-

by's mouth is jist like yourn. The
very picture of it, I may say."

" And the eyes—look at 'em, and

say, ef they aint adzackly mine, all

over?"
" Oh, Sam !" said the w ;

fe, " don't

be a'ter making a stupe of yourself.

Baby's eyes are right bright blue,

and your's as black as a coal ; and
thar's the color of the skin, Sam

;

its a cl'ar red and white, and yours

is brown."
" That's all sunburn !"

"No, 'taint! Look at Mike's!

He's jist as much in the sun as you
air, yet you sees how cl'ar red and

white he is ! And his eyes air blue,

and he and baby hev both got

brown har, and yours is coal

black
!"

" Oh ! his har will git black, too,

as he grows older."

" But jist look at his head ! See

what a broad, high forehead he's

got, and yours is low and narrow!

I tell you, Sam, he's a'most the pic-

ter of Mike, and I'm glad of it, for

Mike's one of the handsomest men
I ever did see, and if he'd only git

out of his sulks, he might stand up
with any man all on this and
'thother side of the .mountains,

too !"

" Why, dean it, woman ! ef you
go on in this sort of calkilation,

you'll hev it that I've got no sort of

share in the baby at all ; no right,

title or interest!"

" Oh hush your tongue, and git

your fiddle and play a tune for

baby. That's a good goose of a

husband. Git your fiddle."

And the fiddle was got, and Sam,
hanging over the baby, in the lap of

Goody Waters, played such in-

spiring strains, that the child

woke with a scream, and set up a

pitiful chorus of its own, which

rendered it necessary that the fiddla

should stop, and the mother take

the infant.

" Why couldn't you play easy and
soft, Sam ? You're always in such

a storm when you take up the fid-

dle, that one would think your very

soul was in the catgut."

"And so I sometimes thinks it is.

My fiddle is to me what Mike B iv-

nam's pipe is to him. It's a com-

fort, I tell you, and it makes my
hairt easy, and takes the aches out

of my bones after a long day's

hunt."

The allusion to Mike Baynam, the

elder, and his pipe, seemed to draw
his attention to the fact that he had
been for some time already drawing

upon it, for its soothing vapors,

after he had exhausted all the to-

bacco in the bowl. This was tha
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only sign be Lad yet given of hav-

ing taken in any of this domestic

dialogue.

He had sat, already musing, sad-

der and darker of aspect than

usual, his thoughts running upon
the past with more than usual ac-

tivity, fr,>m the survey that evening

of the grand abode, in the supposed

pleasures of which, as he supposed,

Rose Carter had forgotten him.

As if conscious that his melan-

choly humors did not accord with

those of the happy little family with

which he dwelt, and perhaps with

some notion that his gloom was
something of a restraint upon their

baby prattle, he rose in a little while

qui< tly, and, without a word, retired

to his chamber, seeking whatever

degree of peace could be yielded by

his pillow. He was probably wearied

also from the protracted fatigues of

the day.

The family very soon after retired

also.

It was about midnight, when Mat-

tie Fuller, whose chamber adjoined

that of Mike, awakened Sam, and
said :

" Sam, something's the matter

with brother more than usual. Hear
how he's a-groaning in his sleep!"

Sam drowsily listened and said :

" Oh ! its nothing, I reckon, but

sore bones. He's tired out like my-
self. I wish, Mattie, when I am in

such a sweet sleep, you wouldn't be
waking me with your notions."

He had scarcely spoken the words
when a wild shriek, succeeded to the

groaning from Mike's chamber, and
in a minute after he was heard to

leap f"om his bed across the floor,

like a drunken man, heavily and
staggering along, until, in ihe dark-

ness, he had reached the door of

Sam's chamber, and knocking loud-

ly, called out with a voice full of

tremor :

"Sain! Sam Fuller!"

" What's it, Mike ?"

" Get up and bring your light
!"

When Sam entered the chamber
of Mike he was standing in the

middle of it, waiting for the light,

his cheeks ashy white, his eyes

staring wildly, and one hand clench-

ing his rifle, which, as if by instinct,

he had caught up, even before he

sought his clothes.

" Why,God-a-mercy, Mike ! what's

the to do with you ? You looks fair

skear'd out of your seven senses."

" I have seen her, Sam !"

" Seen who ?"

" Rose Carter \"

"The h— ! you hev! and whar? 5

Sam held up the lamp as he

spoke, and looked about the room
as if expecting to discover Eose in

a corner.

"I have seen her plainly as I see

you, Sam, and she ran to me with a

cry of terror, and called out three

times to me— ' Oh! Mike Baynam,
save me ! save me, Mike Baynam !

save me if you ever loved me !'
"

" Oh ! you waur a dreaming, Mike.

It's nothing but a dream ! I reckon

you had the night-mar, for you was
a-groaning bitterly in your sleep,

jist before you screamed out!"
" Did I scream ? But I might well

have done so, for I was terrified at

the sight of her terror ! She rushed

towards me and fell forward at my
feet ; her arms stretched out, her

hair flying over her shoulders, and
her eyes seemed ready to burst from

their sockets. And her cry, O ! so

pitiful !

—

f Save me, Mike, if you
ever loved me!'

"

" Well you see, Mike, 'twas noth-
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ing but a dream ! Thar's no Rose

Carter hyar."

"Bat what a terrible dream! and

all so distinct—so vivid—as if she

was wrapt in the moonlight ! And
then her voice—so clear—so shrid

—

it rings through my brain even

now I"

" 'Tis all come from your looking

at the house of that rich old hag

that she lives with—looking at the

house and thinking over old times,

and then the night-mar, owing, per-

haps, to the heavy sapper."

"I ate no supper, Sam."

"Well, that was so much the

worse. You smoked pipe after pipe

on an empty stomach, and that's

always bad. The smoke gits into

the head, and the tobacco juice,

somehow, gits into the stomach,

and then one has bad dreams. Git

to bed agin, Mike, you'll git your

death, standing up thar, a'most

naked, in the cold. I kaint stand

if, Mike ; I'm all in a shiver, and
for nothing but a dream!"

And Sam abruptly disappeared,

taking the light with him.

Mike Baynam, left in the dark-

ness, and the ordinary processes of

thought working in him, was some-
thing ashamed of his fright, and got

into bed again.

But scarcely had he slept for half

an hour, when the alarm was re-

peated, and Mattie Fuller, this time,

went to Mike's chamber, Sam re-

fusing to go, and found him, as Sam
had found him, with the same looks

and attitude of fright.

"Again! again!" he cried, "The
very same vision ! The very same
cry of terror ! I tell you, Mattie

Fuller, I never saw Rose Carter

more distinctly in the daylight than

I have seen her twice to-night, rush-

ing towards me in the moonlight—
rushing to my very feet, stretching

out her arms to me and crying, in

such tones of pleading and terror,

imploring me to save her—save her

if I had ever loved her / God ! how
I w^uld have saved her, and cher-

ished and protected, and loved her,

if she had suffered me!"
"But you see, brother, you are

here alone in your chamber ! you
sees nothing, nothing

; you hears

nothing now ; its but a dream! I'll

open the window. Thar!"
She did as she said.

"Thar! you see that thare's no
moonlight ; or, if the moon is a

shining, she don't show her face

hyar. Its nothing but snow. Now,
listen

; you hears no cry. Every-

thing's jist as silent as death and
the grave!"

"Death and the grave!" echoed

Mike ominously, but unconsciously;

then he said :

"It is even so ! But what can it

mean, Mattie? Twice, twice, this

dream—this vision—for of a truth,

Mattie, I saw her—oh ! s© plainly :

and heard her voice, crying, like

one in the wilderness, so very piti-

fully, as if laboring under a mortal

terror
!"

"Jist so it is with some of the

dreams I've had, Mike. Its mighty

strange what raal pictures of the

life is made in one's dreaming. We
kin swear we seed, and we kin swear

we haird ; and yet we finds out,

a'ter day-break, that it's nothing

a'ter all but a dream !"

"But twice, twice, Mattie—the

same 1"

" Well, Mike, ef such a thing was

to happen three times, all on the

same night, I might think some-

thing of it! But it's only your
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thinking by day that makes your

dre iming by night. Its your fool-

ishness to give a thought to sich a

fool-girl as that, all vanity and

feathers
!"

"Hush! hush! Mattie ! had you

but seen that face of terror, and

heard those pitiful cries
"

"Nothing but your dreaming. I

reckon the gal's a dreaming, too,

jist now, at this very hour, never

once putting you in her dream, but

jist a dreaming sweetly of that

young cock-sparrow, the fashiona-

ble young squirt, Edward Fair-

leigh."

Mike turned as if stung by a ser-

pent.

" Get to bed, Mattie ! Go !"

And, with his self-esteem newly

awakened, Mike Baynam closed the

door behind his sister and got into

bed also.

And now, as if it were so decreed,

he again sunk rapidly to sleep, to

be roused, within the briefest possi-

ble space of time, in the same man-
ner as before.

"Thrice! thrice!" he exclaimed,

leaping from the bed and thunder-

ing in the darkness at the door of

Sam Fuller.

" Get up, Sam Fuller, if you be a

man ! Get up, dress, and go with

me ! Thrice, thrice have I had this

vision ! I can endure it no longer !

I can sleep no more! I must go
forth ! That shrieking prayer— it

rings in my ears like a bell of death !

That pleading, pitiful, prostrate

form, it pleads to me as if it with a

prayer for life ! Ever it sounds

—

1 Save me, Mike Baynam, if you ever

loved me !' It says nothing of Ed-
ward Fairleigh ! The prayer is to

me—me alone ! And ! when she

cries, ' My mother ! my poor mother

!

how am I to face my mother !'

—

These were her words, ending ever

with, 'Mike, 0! Mike! save me, if

you ever loved me !' Hasten, Sam
Fuller ! hasten ! I must go down to

Fairleigh Lodge ; I cannot rest till

I know that she is safe !"

He had dressed himself in the

dark. He had grasped his trusty

rifle. His conteau de chasse was in

the belt at his side. He was at the

door making his way out, when Sam
Fuller, half dressed, followed by his

wife, came forward, and questioned

eagerly.

" Again ! again !" was the reply to

all his queries. " Thrice have I

seen this vision! Thrice have I

been called to save her! It is no

dream, I tell you ! There is some
fearful tragedy going on, and I may
yet be in time to save ! My God !

why did I not go forth at first? It

may be too late now ! Follow

quickly, Sam Fuller, if you love me.

I will hurry on to Fairleigh Lodge."
" Shall I bring the dogs ?" asked

Sam.
" Anything you will, but follow

fast; I'm off!"

And he darted forward, into the

blear moonlight, under that leaden

sky, the snow still falling, and deep

silence hovering over all with bat-

like wing, significant of fate and
doom.

" Gimini !" cried Fuller, as he

hastened back to his chamber to

prepare—"What a morning ; snow

so heavy and falling: fast ; and all

for a dream, owing to tobacco

smoking, I reckon—nothing else."

But, however reluctant, he obey-

ed. The superior wit and will of

Mike Baynam had long since co-
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erced his own. And Mattie Fjller

egged him on. Solemnly speaking,

she said :

" Three times warning, Sam—
three times ! It's no common dream,

jl tell you. " hurry, hurry ! here's

your coat!"

"My knife! whar's that?"

"Thar, you hev it, and thar's

your rifle ! Take the dogs, be sure.

It's near upon daylight, and, though

you can't see the moon, her light's

on the snow. Now, be off, and keep

close to Mike. It's near upon day,

I reckon."

"Bolt the door a'ter me, woman
;

rouse up Goody Waters, and see to

the baby. Git a good hot break-

fast 'gin we come. Hyar, Tearcoat,

Snap, Bruiser, Swallow !"

The dogs came bounding out

from under the house and began to

give tongue ; but with the smart

stroke of a whip, the wary hunter

silenced them, and with a sign he

taught them to follow, and even to

course, in silence.

CHAPTER XL
BURIED IN THE SNOW.

Eose Carter had reached the level

of one of those terraces which occur
frequently in mountain regions, as
it were to bi eak the uniformity of

slope in the ascent, and afford places

of rest for the exhausted traveler.

It constituted a long ledge tolerably

level, and might have been some
fifty feet below the plateau upon
which stood the habitation of Mike
Baynam and the Fullers. It need-
ed only that she should gain the

terrace above, and there would be
but half a mile of distance to over-

come, when the cottage of the hun-

ters would afford her perfect secu-

rity.

But as it is the last feather which

breaks the camel's back, so it is the

last mile, after a protracted journey,

which is found the most wearisome

and tedious ; which seems the long-

est of all, and is the most difficult

to compass.

Rose was not equal to the task.

She had made wonderful progress,

all circumstances considered, sus-

tained by a temporary insanity for

much of her success in the first in-

stance, and then, goaded forward by
that pursuing terror, which had res-

tored her somewhat to her senses,

in making her fully conscious of the

horrors of her situation.

But human nature could do no
more; and, gasping with agony, she

shrieked her mournful" appeal for

succor to the winds ; the sounds of

her voice being laid in the never-

ceasing fall of the snow, while she

sank exhausted to the soft white

couch which it offered her, and which

seemed decreed to become her grave !

How white, how very pure ; but oh

!

how cold

!

A new terror was now upon her

—

one so novel to her experience, and
accompanied with so much physical

suffering, that she half forgot the

voracious monster whom she knew
to be tracking her footsteps.

Rose Carter asked herself, for a

moment, what was the cause of these

novel pains which she felt ; and, ia

the next moment, answered, her-

self, the question. The natural in-

s^'nci told her that she suffered

from the pains of labor ; and with

this consciousness, startling and
terrible beyond all that she had felt

before, her shrieks were redoubled

on the midnight air, and summoned
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mother and aunt, and the discarded

hunter indiscriminately, to her suc-

cor. Had he really heard these

cries?

What a terrible conflict! Life

and Death, at the fearfulest wrestle

that ever tried the strength of wo-

man ! And, in place of soft couch-

ing and loving tendance, a couch so

desolate ; and in night so wild; and

with such a coverlet of snow mo-

mently accumulating its incumbent

masses around her prostrate and

writhing form

!

And the new birth—the yet unde-

veloped Life—was to be cradled in

the very lap of Death ! No help for

babe or mother! And the subtle

savage of the mountain gorges ap-

proaching—stealthily with catlike

tread and agility, and raging with a

demoniac appetite for human blood.*

What a condition to endure

—

what a fate to contemplate! The
human sensibilities shrink from the

spectacle, while the imagination

conceives fully all its terrors. It is

in such cases that the poor suffering

heart of humanity invokes the su-

pernatural agency—demands of and

expects, while it implores, the inter-

position of a special Providence to

rescue from the operation of the ge-

neral law The necessity is such as

* It is the belief of the mountaineers,

quite a faith, indeed—for which there may-

or may not be good grounds—that the

panther has a special appetite for a woman
in the situation of Rose Carter ; and that

he has been known to lollow a woman who
is enciente, for a whole d?y, and spring upon

her at night. So subtle, according to the

popular superstition, is this instinct and

appetite of the beast, that he has been

known, for days, to circle around the

dwelling of a female in this condition,

watching for her coming forth. Many are

their narratives to this effect.

to be worthy of the interposition of

a God.*

The wan light of a shrouded
moon, though it softened none of

the gloom of the sky, yet served a
better purpose, while the whole
earth was whitened with the snow,

in showing the route, and opening
the successive scenes, to the eyes of

our hunters. Luckily, they had not

brought their horses, knowing how
useless they would be with four feet

of snow upon the ground, and how
dangerous their progress down the

gorges, which held great chasms,

now filled with snow drift, between
gigantic boulders.

Michael Baynam led in advance,

Sam Fuller following closely, how-
ever, and keeping the degsm check.

For they, too, reaching the terminus

of the upper plateau, had heard,

from below, the peculiar, and soft,

childlike cry of the panther. That

beast was then in their very track ;

and, though impatient of the impe-

diment to his progress, though tem-

porary, Mike felt his necessity, as a

hunter, to destroy the monster if he

could.

"Keep the dogs quiet, Sam, but

come on closely. We must be care-

ful not to frighten him off, for we
can't take his scent to-day, unless

with the wind. That's in our favor

now, and, unless the dogs give

tongue, and scare him off, we sLall

have him. Hark, you hear ! The
beast is eager. He is after a doe."

How little did Mike suspect the

doe upon which he was about to

spring

!

He went forward cautiously, cov-

* Nee Deus intersit, nisi degirus vindlce

JErodus." Surely, our legend does not

violate the rule of Horace.
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ering himself, as well as lie could,

Tinder some of the great boulders,

which broke, here and there, the

uniform surface of the second ter-

race.

Here, crouching behind a rock,

Mike motioned back to Sam to come

forward, and share the cover with

himself. The latter did so prompt-

ly, the dogs stealing after, crouch-

ing low behind him, and now begin-

ning to show some signs of uneasi-

ness. It might be terror, for they

well knew the subtle and fighting

qualities of their enemy. But their

full faith in the hunters kept them

at once firm and silent.

TliTe, looking over the boulder,

Sam beLeld the panther, long, long,

tawny, as he slowly stole around,

making a circuit on the plain, which

seemed to contemplate some object

in the centre of the area which he

traversed.

"I see him !" said Sam, in a whis-

per, "what a monstrous fellow! as

large, I reckon, as the one you had

the big fight with, down by the Bal-

same Mountains. But what's he

circling about ?"

" Look to the left ; about thirty

yards from the panther—what do

you see ?"

" It's a bank of snow, Mike, heap-

ed up around some low rock."

" It's something that lives, Sam !

Look good ! Do you not see some-

thing slowly waving in the air, just

oat of that bank of snow?"
" I think I do, Mike ; what kin it

be?"
" You see how it moves, slowly,

waving towards the panther ?"

"That's so!"

"That is a human arm and hand,

Sam ; and I think a woman's ! Do

you notice anything else, Sam?"
" Thar's something red, as ef twas

clothing, poking out of the bank."

" It is clothing, and is partly round

the arm, the snow falling off as the

arm waves. Stay—it must be a cloak

or shawl
!"

Then, as he said this, Mike Bay-

nam was seized with a sudden shiver,

and he exclaimed :

" My God ! my God ! It is a wo-

man ! And 0, Sam! Rose always

wears a red shawl ! Sim Fuller,

Rose Carter is under that bank of

snow, with one arm out, and she's

trying to keep off the beast with

that poor little arm of hers! A
dream, did you call it? 'Twas no

dream, Sam! It was her voice I

heard, and she is there, or I'm no

living man."
" Fsho ! How should you hear her

cry a mile off at any time, and sich

a night as this? It's cl'ar unpossi-

ble."

" Nothing's impossible with God,

Sam ; and I believe in God when I

have no faith in man or woman. Be
ready to let the dogs slip when I

give the word. The beast is draw-

ing his circles nearer and nearer.

He's hardly fifty feet from her now;

and he can leap at fifteen. He's

hardly more than sixty yards from

us."

"Snow's deceiving, Mike. That
painther's a good hundred yards off.'*

" It matters not Here is the only

cover between us. I mast shoot."

" Don't
;
you're all in a shiver,

Mike. Let me shoot."

" You ? No, Sam ! I cannot trust

your shot here. I can trust no eye

and aim but my own. Don't you
fear. I'll kill him. I can't miss him,

believing, as I do, that Rose Carter
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lies buried in that heap of snow."

"Wall, stop a minute and s.eady

yourself."

Mike rose, and seemed to shake

himself, like s Newfounland clog just

out of the water. His face was co-

vered with a thick clammy sweat.

Then he caught up the rifle, threw

it up on a line with his eye, and pre-

pared to fire. Just then one of the

dogs gave tongue, and the panther

stopt in his catlike circuit, and eager-

ly snuffed the in the direction of the

sound.

In that moment Mike fired, and
in the next instant the beast bound-
ed up fully twenty feet in the air,

then, as he came down, he tore the

snow with his sharp claws, and
lashed it with his tail ; rolling over

and over at every spasm, till he lay

writhing directly between the hunt-

ers and the snow-covered form of

the woman.
MikeBaynam naturally conceived

him to be much nearer to Rosa tb an

he really was ; and, obeying his

passionate impulse, in spite of the

expostulations of Sam Fuller, he

threw down his rifle, and drew forth

his hunter's knife—a sharp, formid-

able instrum nt, approximating the

well-known Bowie blade, capable at

once of cutting and stabbing.

" Take care, Mike, ef the beast is

in his death spasm, he's dangerous;

and ef he aint got his death from

that bullet, you'll hev work to do."

But he was unheeded, and, in a

few moments, he beheld Mike bound-
ing on the prostrate but writhing

form of the monster ; he saw the

flash of his bright blade, as it de-

scended on the beast
s
and then he

saw that the two had rolled over to-

gether in the snow.

Without waiting to see more, he,

too, dashed in, the dogs following

fast, well accustomed to such scenes,

and sagacious enough to know that

the beast was partially disarmed,
and prepared to put in, after their

fashion, when they might profitably

work.

Sam found Mike again on top of

the panther, and striking at her
throat.

"Strike under me, at his belly,

Sam. He dies hard."
" Air you hurt, Mike ?"

"Never you mind ! Strike! strike!"

The panther, meanwhile, worked
with his claws, with ruthless feroci-

ty, and Sam somewhat cautijusly

felt his way.

At length he cried out, putting

his rifle to the head of the monster,

and firing :

" He's got the lead ! Shake off,

Mike, ef you kin, and let him tum-

ble about as he pleases."

It was not so easy to get free, but

Mike did so ; and in the death ago-

nies of the beast, the dogs proceed-

ed to the attack.

For a few moments he was still

formidable. Two of the dogs were

thrown off with a slit in their jack-

ets, and then the panther rolled over

in the last spasm, no longer capa-

ble ; while the do s tore him at

pleasure, with a vindictive fury that

seemed like the gratification of a

long cherished revenge.

Mike Baynam, meanwhile, had
hastened to the pile of snow, where

lay the object most precious to his

heart. Still her hand and arm kept

waving above the snow.

She had kept her head free, for

breathing, one skirt of her red shawl

seemingly wrapt about it with some
care. But she was now insensible.

'It is she !" cried the hunter. " It
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is she ! It is Rose ! And she lives

!

Oh, God! she lives!"

Fuller now came up, and wonder-

ed, as well he might But the im-

patience of Mike suffered no time

for idle wondering.
" Hurry back," he cried to Sam.

" Hurry back, Sam, as quick as you

can. Put the horses to the wagon,

and throw a mattress in some warm
blankets ; and Sam, bring a bottle

of the apple-brandy. She is faint-

ing, feeble to exhaustion. Make
haste, or she will die ! My God ! my
God! that she should ever come to

this. Oh! those d d people I

And I have come too late I"

Mike could swear at times.

" I'll watch here ! Leave the dogs.

I'll watch till you come back. My
God ! my God ! Have mercy upon
her ! I would have saved her from

wind and snow, and panther. But
she would not! Poor, poor &ose!"

And, while he murmured the pi-

teous sorrows of his soul aloud, ne-

ver heeding who heard, Sam Fuller

sped away ; how slowly, was the

thought of Mike! And how tedious

seemed that single hour, which Sam
needed to harness the horses, and
bring out the wagon, laden with

mattress and blankets.

But they came at last.

Meanwhile, Mike had thrown off

his overcoat—cleaned off the snow
from the unconscious girl, covered

her with the overcoat, and then cov-

ered that with the snow.
" It will keep her warm," he mur-

mured, "and unless she keeps warm
she will die ! Great God ! How does

it happen? Why is she here? What
have they done to her, those miser-

able people ? Oh, Rose ! Rose ! had
you but suffered me, I had saved

you from all this
!"

Poor fellow! He had as yet no
suspicions of the truth. Rose moan-
ed even in her unconsciousness.

There were frequent spasms, leading

to the contraction of all her limbs,

and the writhing of all her frame.

"It is cold," said he. It is fatigue.

What a night she must have had
upon these hills ! And surely it was

her voice that cried to me for succor.

Three times! Three times! Had I

only come at first!"*

CHAPTER XII.

THE JOOKS.

The wagon came at length, with

mattress, feather beds, blankets; all

that these simple people could think

of, as likely to make the poor girl

comfortable; and Sam brought, also,

the bottle of apple-brandy, and a

vial of peppermint—a domestic pre-

paration. With one or other of

these, Mike Baynam moistened her

lips; but she made no effort to swal-

low. She answered all their cares

with moans only, interrupted, now

* The rude ballad of the mountaineers,

illustrating the legend, to which we have

already referred more than once, is still

sung along the mountains, as the hunter

winds through their solitudes. This bal-

lad is one that Bose Carter was supposed

to have sung during that period of deli-

rium which carried her off from Fairleigh

Lodge in the midst of a snow storm. Its

coarseness, bordering on vulgarity, will not
permit of its publication ; but one of the

verses may well be preserved, on account
of its touching simplicity. It is the only

one that we dare to detach, and runs thus:

"I wish that my poor little babe was born,

A-setting on nis f tther's knee,

And I, poor girl, were dead and gone,

And the green grass growing over me !

Oh ! what will my mother say to me,

"When she shall see—when she shall see ?"
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and then, by a short, sharp cry, un-

der a keener spasm than usual.

The two strong men lifted her

into the wagon with all the tender

ness of women. Mike sate at her

head, which now rested upon a pil-

low in his lap, and from time to

time he moistened her lips with the

mint or brandy.

They drove slowly over the rough
road, and rising the great steeps

fiom one terrace to the other on
which stood the cottage of the hun-

ters.

There, after a tedious time which

tested severely the patience of Mike

Baynam, they at length arrived in

safety, and were received at the en-

trance by Mattie Fuller, and good
mother Waters. It was lucky that

this old woman was yet there, for,

during the journey the pains of la-

bor had so far advanced, that the

child was half-born when the two
women removed the mother to her

chamber, and closed the door upon
the men.

Mike, awe-struck, confounded, and
utterly miserable, at an event which,

to the last moment, he had never

anticipated, hung about the door •

with the most tender anxieties. At
length a great shriek from within

drove him further from the house
;

but his anxieties would not allow

him to be absent long. When he

returned, Mattie Fuller came out of

the chamber and said :

" The child is born, Mike."
" Whose child ?" was the hysteri-

cal query.

"Rose's child."

"Great God! why should Rose
Carter have a child ?"

" Hum !" responded Mattie, ra-

ther coolly—" I reckon its agreeable

to one law if not to another. The

child is born, and a fine child it is

—

a boy—but rather small. I reckon

the poor thing hadn't reached her

fall time. The scare and the fatigue

together, have been a-most the kill-

ing of her. She's very low, and I

think she's a-sinking fast."

" You do not think she'll die f" he
asked in low, husky tones, that still

declared for the lingering passion

which harbored in his bosom.
" She's very feeble and very low.

You'd better ride down as fast as

you kin, and let her mother and
Aunt Betsey know."

" Let Sam go. I can't leave her

now."
" Why, what good kin you do by

staying here, Mike? You kain't be

of any service."

"Good! good! What good can

any body do ? I'll stay here, Mat-

tie Fuller."

This was said doggedly. Mattie

knew him too well to fancy she could

move him in his present mood ; so

she sent off Sam.

But Sam had not compassed a

fourth of the distance, when Mattie

came again from the chamber to her

brother, who waited outside.

" She's going fast, Mike. There's

little life left in her now. She's in

no pain now, but she kain't speak,

and her eyes are shut. I reckon

there's some inward mortification
;

so Goody Waters thinks."

"Great God! can nothing be

done ? The Doctor
"

"She'll be dead and cold long

afore any doctor kin git to her.

There's no use, Mike. The poor

young thing's not long for this world,

hairdly an hour."
" I must see her, Mattie—now."
" What's the good of it, Mike ?"

" Good !—what's the harm?"
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" To you, Mike. It will so onset-

tie you."
" As if I were not unsettled now,

quite as much as I shall ever be

a?ain. There"—and he pushed her

aside and made his way into the

chamber.

"She's gwine, Mike; but she's

hardly breathing now," said Goody

Waters, in those whimpered tones

which are so emphatic in the cham-

ber of death.

Mike stole towards the bed, clasp-

ing his own hands together, with a

vicelike clutch, and gazed on the

face of the frail, fair beauty whom
he had so much loved, and who was

about to be lost to him forever. She

was still fair; but the pallor of death

had already taken all color from her

cheeks, even that which comes from
extreme pain and anguish. The
features were all in repose. The
eyes were sealed over with the lids

fully let down, and the long lashes

spreading their silken net-work over

the now narrow apertures. She did

not even seem to breathe.

A deep sob, choking, for the mo-
ment, stifled the voice of Mike Bay-
nam; then, with a burst of anguish
throwing himself down by the bed-

side, with his eyes riveted on her

face, while his hands grasped one of

hers, which hung drooping by the

pillow, he cried :

"Oh! Rose! oh! my precious

Rose : look at me. Give me one
look of those dear eyes. It is I—it

is I, Mike Baynam, who loved you,

Rose, as mortal never loved before

!

One look, Rose, dear Rose; one look

of those beautiful eyes, before you

shut them from earth forerer, to

open them in heaven."

"She looks! she looks!" cried

Mattie Fuller ; and indeed she did

look, as if this fond, sobbing adju-

ration had arrested the fingers of

death for the moment, the lids were

rolled away from the orbs, and the

large eyes, filled with expression,

settled, for a moment, tenderly on

the face of her luckless lover. But

only for a moment—then they closed

again, sealed firmly in death. One
slight shiver, and she lay silent.

Nor voice of love or hate, nor feel-

ing of pain or pleasure, shall lighten

those beautiful orbs again with mor-

tal consciousness of mortal life.

" She is gone !" cried Mattie.

"Gone!" echoed Mike, while a

great groan, bursting from his bo-

som, shook to the centre his Hercu-

lean frame. Then, wringing his

hands together, he gave one look to

the beautiful death beiore him

;

stooped fondly, and pressed his lips

upon her cold cheeks ; and then

darted headlong from the chamber

—

from the house, and into the neigh-

boring solitudes of thickets. None
saw him again for the remain-

der of the day ; but at midnight,

Mattie Fuller, hearing a noise in the

chamber of death, went thither, and
found her brother sitting by the

coffin , with one cold hand of the

dead woman grasped firmly, almost

fiercely, within his own ! And he

bade Mattie depart, sternly—and
he watched with his silent compa-
nion that livelong night, till they

came into him at dawn, to deck the

beautiful victim for the grave I
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THE LITERATURE AND NATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SPAIN-

It is through many smiles and
many tears that the poet of every

land directs his eyes towards Spain.

A thought of the brown mountains

of Andalusia, and of the valleys of

the Bastan, everywhere wakes the

heart with a sigh, and kindles the

eye with a light that shall be ever-

lasting memorials of the beauty and
chivalry of Spain.

Nor can we look towards this for-

ever happy, and forever unhappy
land, as on a motionless picture, for

so strong is the national physiogno-

my of Spain, that every trait of it

may be seen as distinctly as we
judge of the height of the Pyrenees

or the depth of the Gaudianna.

The soft banks of the Tagus or of the

Gaudalquiver cannot be more dis-

tinctly seen by us than by the Span-

iard himself, with his fiery, solemn,

inexpressible look. If you will think

of a deep, contemplative man, a

frank, patient, decided man, a man
of quick, passionate, generous heart,

you will see a Spaniard—such as he

was before the ruin by Rodrigo el

Desdichado—such as he is now—for

the spirit of " progress " was never

in the genius or literature of Spain.

The vicissitudes of ages have

scarcely produced a change on the

Spanish peasantry, nor have they on

Spanish literature. Those to whom
the inimitable pages of Cervantes

are familiar, will find little new in

tae letters of the European Penin-

sula now.

But all that Spain ever was, or

ever will be, is completely embodied
in her literature. We know of no
literature so thoroughly national in

this respect. A history of Spain

from the fall of the Visigothic mon-
archy down to the present hour,

might be formed from the existing

romances alone.

Nor is it the history of a low and
selfish people that we shall find

there ; for it must not be forgotten

that, down to the middle of the

seventeenth century, Spain was the

most splendid monarchy in Europe.

Whether we examine its prose

writers or its poets, we fin i every-

where the same spirit of private

honor, patriotism and national faith

breathing through the whole.

In the noble beauty and proud

simplicity of the " Cid," the sublime

morality of Calderon, Gongora, and
even in the eratic, wandering Lope
de Vega, there are to be found

some of the loftiest lessons of pub-

lic and domestic honor that the

literature of the world can afford.

In this characteristic, the Spanish

poets stand out in honorable ex-

emption from the utter national

faithlessness and private incon-

tinency of all the Italian poets. All

the poets of Spain are true-hearted

Spaniards—the plot and execution,

the fancy and the reality, the idea

and the illustration, all are Spanish.

To us there is a bewitching beau-

ty, a sweet, never-ending beauty, in

the Spanish poetry. A clear, bright

light is in the soul of it, flashing
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out a strange brightness on the

earth—gleaming forever, like the

lightning of passion, that plays

around the heart.

This poetry has not the pomp
and pageantry, the deep, solemn,

funeral sta
l

e of the German, it is

true ; nor has it the wild, wrapt

sublimity of the great English poets;

but it has one excellence all its own
—a Spanish excellence—soft as the

light of a star that beams in the

Spanish sky. There is an enchant-

ment in it that sets the heart to

beating.

It has been called weak, but then

it is sweet weakness—like the weak-

ness of woman, lovelier far for be-

ing so.

But, after all, the Spaniard is no
weak nature. It is tru e, he never

soars among the clouds, to hear

the live thunder " leap from crag to

crag," nor does he play with the

lightning ; but you will find him on
the earth, among its best flows

—

deaf to the storm, and reckless of

vicissitudes there—a soul not to be

dismayed. "What he writes and
what he says are full of pervading

sensibility, of noble, natural feel-

ing, and deeply religious often,when

the subject is neither connected

with religion nor morality.

Let the following, from Juan de
Ribera, be an example :

"The good old Count in sadness strayed

Backwards, forwards, pensively
;

He bent his head, he said his prayers,

Upon his beads of ebony
;

And sad and gloomy were his thoughts,

And all his words of misery :

O ! daughter lair, to woman grown,

Say, who shall come to ma ry thee?

For I am poor, though thou art fair,

No dower of riches thine shall be.

"Be silent, father mine, I pray,

For wh;,t avails a dower to me ?

A virtuous child is more than wealth,

O ! fear not, fear not poverty
;

There are whose children ban their bliss,

Who call on death to set them free ;

And such defame their lineage,

Which shall not be defamed by me,

For, ii no husband shall be mine,

I'll seek a convent's purity."

The charm of Spanish poetry is

in this : it is always the portraiture

of genuine feeling, unencumbered

with the decoration and formalities

of artificial life, without the misti-

cism of refinement or the adornings

of deceit. Let a passage from Sii-

vestre be an example :

"Ines sent a kiss to me,

While we danced upon the green
;

Let that kiss a blessing be,

And conceal no woes between.

How I dared I know not how,

While we danced I gently said,

Smiling, ' Give me, lovely maid,

Give me one sweet skiss'—when lo !

Gathering blushes robed her brow,

And with love and fear afraid,

Thus she spoke—I'll send the kiss,

In a calmer day of bliss,"

We do not doubt but many of our

readers may conclude from this

passage thatprocrastination is a pro-

voking trait in Spanish literature.

We may have another example

from the adored Gongora, whom
the Spaniards used to account the

prince of their nation. He has been

acused by French and English criti-

cism, of bombast and exaggeration;

but, for all that, there was in the

soul of Gongora a deep fount of

pure feeling, of mild, soft beauty

and love. J here is a harmony in

his verses, and a music like the

sweet chime of bells, and a grace

and facility of expression forever

rare and delightful :

«' They are not all sweet nightingales

That fill with songs the flowery vales9
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Bat they are little silver bells,

Touched by the winds in the smiling

dells,

Magic harps of gold in the grove,

Forming a chorus for her I love :

Think not the voices in the air

Are from some winged syrens fair,

Playing among the dewey trees,

Chanting their morning mysteries
;

O ! if you listen, delighted there,

To their music scattered o'er the vales,

They are not all sweet nightingales :

But they are little silver bells,

Touched by the winds in the silent

dells."

The simplicity and beauty of na-

ture has, it seems to us, been more
amply used in Spanish poetry, to il-

lustrate the charm of the affections,

than in any other literature in the

world. Nor should it be forgotten

that the soul of all Spanish poetry

is beauty, not strength ; but for us,

when our heart is bruised and weary

from its many rough contacts with

life—when after grappling long with

its unceasing cares, and exhausted

with its anxieties, nothing is more
refreshing than a draft from the

Spanish mu?es. To stir up theheait

to battle, and fire the scul with

strength, we would prefer the Ger-

man and the English poetry ; but

to soothe the affections and quiet

the fears into a pleasant dream, let

us lie among the flowers of Spanish

poesy. Give us to hear the soft

murmur of the Spanish muse, like

the rippling of a brook in summer

—

like the voice of a streamlet hid

among the flowers :

" Thou little stream, so gayly flowing,

So sparkling in the sunny b .am,

Bright floweis are on thy margin blow-

ing !

Glide not so fast, thou little stream !

Thy fount, alas ! is not eternal,

Though joy is on thy waters now—
Thou flowest 'midst the breezes vernel—

In winter thou wilt cease to flow.

Thine is a silent, secret fountain,

Where drop by drop thy source dis-

tills,

Hid in the bosom of the mountain,

And gushing into silver ril's.

Thou art of humble birth, and proudly
'Tis not for thee to roll along :

O ! gentle streamlet flow not loudly,

But sweet and holy be thy song.

O ! thou may'st water hill and valley,

Revive the mead, refresh the wood :

And, like a pensive priestess, sally

From thy own haunt of solitude,

To bless, to charm—on all bestowing

Joy from thy smiles, serene, divine :

And see with sm.les all nature glowing,

Reflected from those smiles of thine.

O ! envy not the furious current

That, like an earthquake, shakes its

shores,

Tears up the forest with its torrent,

And breaks the rocks—and as it roars

Fills all the plain with woe and sadness,

And is disp rsed while hurrying by :

Its mem'ry fleeting as its madness,

And full of gloom that memory.

Thou little stream ! so gayly flowing,

And sparkling in the sunny beam,

While flowers are on thy margin growing,

Presume not, O thou little stream !

Thy fount, alas ! is not eternal,

Though joy is on thy waters now

—

Thou flowest 'midst the breezes vernal

—

In winter thou wilt cease to flow."

We cannot forbear to quote in this

place another song, from Pedro da

Castro, that is fall of the same sensi-

bility, pure feelirg and quiet lesson

to the heart

:

" Stay, rivulet, nor haste to leave

The lonely vale that lies around thee !

Why woullst thou be a sea at eve,

When but a fount the morning found

thee?

Born when the skies began to glow,

Humblest of all the rock's cold daugh-

ters,

No blossom bowed its stalk to show
Where stole thy still and scanty waters.

Ah, what wild haste !—and all to be

A river, and expire in ocean I
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Each fountain's tribute hurries thee

To that vast grave wiih quick emotion.

Far better 'twere to linger still

In this green vale, these flowers to

cherish,

And die in peace, an aged rill,

Tuan thus, a youlhiul Danube, per-

ish."

Was ever the vanity of ambition

rebuked with a sterner lesson by the

rigid morality of German verse ?

and yet, was ever reproof adminis-

tered with a softer voice ? And it is

true that Spanish literature contains

little else than such fine moral

touches as these. With all our Pro-

testant prejudices against Spain, we
know of no country that has a liter-

ature so full of beautiful instruc-

tion, and so uniformly free from li-

centiousness. This remark is true

not only of the great masters of

Spanish literature, as Cervantes,

Lope de Vega and Calderon, but it

is even true of the anonymous litera-

ture that comes to us from Spain.

There is a deep religiousness in

every love tale, a principle and good-

ness in even the most domestic

newspaper poetry, as the following:

"Two little streams o'er plains of green

Roll gently on—the flowers between,

But each to each defiance hurls

—

All thtir artillery are pearls.

They loam, they rage, they shout—and
then

Eest in their silent beds again.

And melodies of peace are heard

From many a gay and joyous bird.

I saw a melancholly rill

Burst meekly from a clouded hill,

Another rolled behind—in speed

An eagle, and in strength a steed :

It reached the vale and overtook

Its rival in the deepest nook
;

And each to each defiance hurls

—

All the ;r artillery are pearls :

They foam, they rage, they shout—and

then

Rest in their silent beds again."

Spain has had but few comic po-

ets, and these few have been dis-

tinguished for an almost solemn

kind of wit, peculiar to a Spaniard.

We may take a short fragment from

Jose de Cadalso :

"That much a widowed wife will moan,

When her old husband's dead and gone,

I may conceive it :

But that she won't be brisk and gayr

If another offer the n uxt day,

I won't believe it.

That Cloris will repeat to me,

'Of all men, I adore but thee,'

I m iy conceive it :

But that she has not often sent

To filty more the compliment,
6

I won't believe it.

That Celia will accept the choice

Elected by her parent's voice,

I may conceive it :

But that, as soon as all is over,

She won't elect a younger lover,

I won't believe it."

We may have another example

from Thomas de Yriarte : it hits at

what we all have seen a thousand

times in life.

*
' You must know that this ditty,

This little romance,

Be it dull, be it witty,

Arose from mere chance*

Near a certain enclosure,

Not far from my m mse,

An ass with composure,

"Was feeding by chance.

As he went along prying,

With sober advance,

A shepherd's flute ly^ng

He found ther* by chance.

Our amateur started

And eyed it askance,

Drew nearer, and snorted

Upon it by chance.

The breath of the brute, sir,

Drew music for on.ce
,

It entered the flute, sir,

And blew it by chance.
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* Ah !' cried he in wonder,
' How came this to pass ?

Who will now dare to slander

The skill of an ass?'

And asses in plenty

I see at a glance,

Who one time in twenty

Succeed by mere chance.'*

We will have one more specimen

from the same author. The whole

piece is too long for our purpose,

but the whole moral may be soon

told. A bear and a monkey enter

into a*n engagement to go out and
gain a livelihood by dancing. The
bear gives a specimen of his skill in

the art, and asks the ape what he

thinks of it : the ape replies that it

is bad, that he cannot succeed at all,

whereon the bear furiously abuses

the monkey's dancing. Just at this

point the poet says :

"It chanced a pig was standing by :

' Bravo ! astonishing ! encode !'

Exclaimed the critic of the sty
;

1 Such dancing we shall see no more !'

Poor Bruin, when he heard the sen-

tence,

Began an inward calculation
;

Then with a face that spoke repentance,

Expressed aloud his meditation :

—

1 When the sly monkey called me duuce,

I entertained some slight misgiving
;

But, pig, thy praise has proved at once

That dancing will not earn my uving.

»

Let every candidate for fame
Rely upon this wholesome rule :

—

Your work is bad if wise men biame,

But worse if lauded by a fool."

Even the staid and sober brow of

religion in Spain is adorned with

flowers as sweet and beautiful as its

own pure spirit. If ever religion

was permitted to court the smiles of

poetry, it was in Spain. It is true

she held in her hand a terrible

scourge for those she hated, and
entwined her brow with scorpions

and nightshade, but peace and
beauty, and blessedness, were in her

hand for those she loved.

In Spanish devotion we find none
of the remote abstractions of phil-

osophy ; nor shall we find there the

philosopher's doubts and fears.

Simple, open, free and submissive,

is the believing Spanish heart. Her
Komanceros planted myrtle and

jasmin in the believer's path, and
threw the lustre ol fancy over the

grim realities that were there.

The general flow of lively faith

and meek submission in Marerque's

Glossa on his departed father, is a

just example of the religion of a

Spaniaid :

"Let's waste no words, for calm and still

I wait—obey ; no idle speech

Submission needs
;

For that which is my Maker's will,

Shall be my will—what ere it teach,

Where'er it leads.

I'm ready now to die—to give

My soul to heaven resignedly

—

To death's great change :

For to desire and wish to live,

When God decrees that we should die,

Were folly strange.

Thou who didst bend Thee from above,

And take a mean and worthless name,

O sovereign grace !

Thou who didst clothe Thee in Thy love,

With the low weeds of human shame,

To save our race.

Thou who didst bear the stripes abhor'd

And give Tay sacred name to bear

All mortal pain

!

Not for my merit, heavenly Lord !

But for Thy mercies—hear me—hear !

And pardon me !"

We will have one more specimen
from Tallante :

"Mighty, changeless God above !

Father of immensity !

Righteous !
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"Whose unutterable love

Led Thee on the cross to die*

Even for us.

Thou who all our sins didst bear,

All our sorrows suffering there,

O Agnus Dei !

Lead us where thy promise led,

That poor dying thief who said

—

Memento me ; .

"

In Spain the same spirit which

has applied poetry to the daily con-

cerns of life—in a word, to every

object of thought and sense—has

naturally made it subservient to

leligion ; and though sometimes the

devout hymns of the Spaniards

press closely upon familiarity with

the Deity, and breathe tones too free

and fanciful for the solemn object to

which devotion points, yet their ef-

fect upon the Spanish heart has

been on the whole beneficial ; nor

can we fairly estimate it by any re-

ference to our own minds, whose
habits and associations are so gen-

erally unpoetical.

On the whole, we confess that we
admire the literature, as we do also

many traits of the national charac-

ter of Spain. It is warm and heroic,

something hospitable, generous,

valorous in Spanish character, It

is forever the land of the pleasant-

est song. Song is the universal ele-

ment of Spain. Like a bright,

etherial flame, it is mingled with

every look and every thought of the

Spaniard. There is not a hill, nor

a valley, nor a streamlet there which

song has failed to consecrate. The
very beggar decorates his petition

with poetic imagery : he will ask for

" blessed almsfrom tenderness,for one

the flower of whose life has been

blasted ;" or "from whom the light of

heaven has been shutout by a celestial

visitation."

From the beggar's petition up to

" adios tu hermoso" softly breathing

on a Spanish lip, all is poetry. But

it is just now a most maligned and

abused nation, by all those espe-

cially who are not content that the

negro should remain what the God
of Nature has made him. History,

however, as well as science, will vin-

dicate the wisdom and the justice

of Spain in this particular, and will

discomfort every nation which has

engaged in the preposterous negro-

elevating business.

**+-

WHAT IS A YEAR?

"What is a year ? 'Tis but a type

Of life's oft changing scene
;

Youth's happy morn comes gaily on,

With hills and valleys green.

Next, Summer's prime succeeds the Spring,

Then Autumn, with a tear,

Then comes old Winter—death—and all

Must find their level here.
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INFLUENCE OF EUROPEAN ON ASIATIC CIVILIZATION.

Europe is commonly said to be the

centre of human civilization, and the

extension of European civilization

the hope of mankind. We do not

mean to dispute this position in the

sense in which it is probably under-

stood, for European civilization is,

"without doubt, the highest that has

yet been attained, although it pro-

mises more from the principles which

it contains, almost buried out of

sight, than from the fruits which it

has hitherto actually produced. The
European race, however, is not pri-

mary and aboriginal, but derived

and composite ; not indigenous to

that continent, but sprung fro n

eastern sources ; and the germs of

its civilization, such as it now ex-

ists, were found in the Celtic, Go-
thic, and Slavonic tribes, of which

it is composed. Now that Europe
has gained an unquestionable as-

cendancy in controlling the affairs

of the world, it is both convenient

and instructive to assume that con-

tinent as a central or starting-point,

and to trace the influences which,

by means of its peculiar civilization,

it is exercising over the rest of man-
kind. There are only three main
directions in which it can make its

influence felt—to the south, to the

west, and to the east. In the south,

Europe has been to Africa a scourge.

In the west, Europe has taken posses-

sion of America, trampling with al-

most equal audacity and reckless-

ness on the rights of the aborigines,

but affording some compensation,

not to them, but to the race at large,

by casting off the slough of feudali-

ty, and substituting somewhat im-

proved forms of its own civilization.

The influence of Europe has not

been confined to the south and west,

but has extended to the east. In

the same manner as America, which
derives its existing civilization from

Europe, is reflecting its own proper

and independent influences, and es-

sentially modifying public opinion

and social institutions on th?t con-

tinent ; so Europe, which still more
remotely derived its civilization from

Asia, has exerted, and continue s,

with accelerated force to exert, its

influence over the destinies of the

Eastern continent. The law of ac-

tion and reaction is found to pre-

vail not only in the physical, but in

the moral world ; affecting not only

the character of in ^viduals but the

condition of nations. Asia, which

formerly sent forth her hordes to

overrun and subdue Europe, is now
revisited in her most ancient seats,

and in her securest recesses, by its

disciplined armies, and controlled

by its civilized governments. The
inquiry naturally arises : In what

condition does modern find ancient

civilization ? In what guise does

Europe present itself to Asia? What
character does she assume? What
benefits or evils does she carry along

with her? What instruments does

she employ ? What are the actual
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results and the apparent tendencies

of this concurrence of the two most
important forms of civilization, the

European and the Asiatic, mutually

related, yet diametrically opposed,

to each other ?

1. The first fact that comes under

our observation is, that when the

two races are brought, as it were,

into each other's presence, although

thus mutually related, they do not

recognize each other ; they do not

perceive or acknowledge the affinity

that subsists between them ; they

regard each other as strangers and
aliens, with whom they have no
community of ideas, of feelings, or

of interests; no relationship of race

or tribe, of kindred or family. In

other wo.ds, they are so widely se-

parated in dress, manners, and cus-

toms—language, religion, and in-

stitutions—that, although belong-

ing to the same species, and tracing

their origin to the same primeval

source of civilization, they yet have

no common ground to stand on.

They remind one of what has been

known to occur in the more intimate

relations of real life—of brothers,

separated in their early years, and
meeting again in mature or ad-

vanced age, without mutual recog-

nition, without fraternal affection,

without common remembrances or

associations ; having different ha-

bits of thought, of feeling, and of

conduct ; and looking upon each

other according to the ordinary mo-
rality of society, as fit objects of

plunder and oppression, or of fraud

and deception. Thus it is that man
estranges himself from his fellow

man, and, whether in the family or

in the tribe, in the nation or in the

race, comes to lose all perception or

ajmreciation of the ties that should

bind them together in a common
brotherhood.

The causes of this alienation of

the European and Asiatic races are

not obscure. Diverging from a com-

mon centre, they have each pursued

a widely different course. Society

in Europe is more the result of mi-

gration than of conquest ; in Asia,

more of conquest than of migration,

although both causes have operated

in each. Various streams of popu-

lation, in successive ages, have oc-

cupied the European continent ;

some flowing on and intermixing

with those that had gone before ;

others receding and intermixing with

those that were advancing from be-

hind ; and others again stopping

short almost at the part at which

they entered ; crossing each other

at various points, absorbing one

another and reproducing, by their

various mutations, that diversity of

national character which we actually

witness. Society in Asia has un-

dergone ako great changes ; one

tide of conquest succeeding another

until it is in vain to seek the original

type and matrix of human civiliza-

tion. Empire has succeeded em-

pire, conqueror has followed in the

track of conqueror, petty tribes have

swallowed up surrounding states,

and been consolidated into great

dominant powers which have again

fallen asunder and been broken to

pieces ; but, amid all these changes

and convulsions, the actual struc-

ture and institutions of society have

been comparatively little affected.

Mahmood of Grhazni, Chenghiz Khan,

Timurlung and Nadir Shah, came
and went like destroying torrents,

with resistless power sweeping all

opposition before them ; but, when
they retired within their ancient li-
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mits, leaving society to move on in

its accustomed channels. Europe
has been less convulsed, but has

been subject to deeper and more
extensive changes. Asia has been

more shaken, but has retained, with

a firmer grasp, her original institu-

tions and her social forms ; thus

widening the difference between the

two, whenever and wherever they

shall be brought into contact.

As this source of the alienation

of the European and Asiatic races is

found in emigration and conquest,

and in the changes that have re-

sulted from them, so another source

is found in religion, and in the

changes which it has produced. The
religious sentiment of the early co-

lonists who passed from Asia into

Europe first assumed the forms of

the Grecian, and subsequently of

the Roman, mythology ; but has ul-

timately settled down in the profes-

sion of Christianity, which is the

distinguishing characteristic of the

entire European race. The religious

sentiment of Asia has embodied it-

self most anciently in the institu-

tions of Brahmunism, next in those

of Budhism, and more recently in

those of Muhammadanism, the three

prevailing religions of the conti-

nent, not only differing from each

other, but radically differing in com-

mon from the dominant religion of

Europe, and presenting an almost

insuperable barrier to intercommu-

nity of sentiment and affection be-

tween the two races.

To this it may be added, that un-

til modern times, the intercourse

between Europe and Asia has been

only transient and little friendly.

Alexander penetrated beyond the

Indus, but it was a march rather

than a conquest, which he achieved.

He conquered Persia, but he was
himself subdued in his turn by its

luxuries and vices, and his succes-

sors ruled as Asiatic monarchs, ra-

ther than as the founders of Euro-
pean dynasties. The Greek colo-

nies in Asia Minor were for the most
part under the control of Persia

;

and the Romans have left no lasting

memorials of themselves in Asia as

they have done in Europe. The
crusades merely grazed, as it were,

the confines of Asia, so that when
Vasco di Gama landed at Calicut in

1498, he found himself among a peo-

ple as foreign in manners, language,

and religion, as did Columbus when
he first landed in America.

We have referred to the mutual
ignorance and estrangement of the

European and Asiatic races, not

merely as a fact in history, but on
account of the effect which is attri-

butable to this cause. We have no
doubt that it is at the foundation of

much of the injustice with which the

stronger has treated the weaker par-

ty in the modern intercourse be-

tween Europe and Asia. In pro-

portion as we increase the ties be-

tween ourselves and our fellow-men,

that is, the better we know them,

the more incapable do we become of

doing them an injury ; and in pro-

portion as we lessen the number of

associations that we have in com-
mon, that is, the less we know them,

the less we are shocked at doing

them an injustice. The great trou-

ble is also that we have not recog-

nized the fact that distinct species of

men have always inhabited different

parts of Asia. The difference be-

tween the Caucasians and the Mon-
golians, for instance, has never been

sufficiently considered. We have

not acted upon the great fundamen-
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tal doctrine that the Mongolian is

not oar brother, and never can be

made our brother by any process of

a common civilization. And as long

as we fail to recognize this radical

difference of species, we shall do our

own race in Asia the injustice to

confound it with an inferior race. The
Caucasians of Asia and Europe have

remained as strangers, if not as foes,

to each other. In each case there

have been few or no associations in

common ; few or none of the links

that bind man to man; few or none
of the checks on the corrupt and
perverted selfishness of his heart

;

and hence the importance of ex-

tending the knowledge of our spe-

cies, and of bringing all the tribes

of men within the scope of our sym-

pathies, in order that no combina-

tion of circumstances may tempt us

tio commit or tolerate an injustice

against them.

2. The next important fact that

arrests attention in a comparative

esimate of European and Asiatic

civilization, when brought into con-

tact, is, that the former is essentially

progressive in its character, while

the latter is stationary and even re-

trograde. The progressive charac-

ter of European civilization has been

evinced in every successive stage of

its development. We see Greece

emerging from a state of barbarism,

and in policy and art, in literature

and philosophy, producing the high-

est and noblest forms of thought

and action ; forms which have de-

scended to the present time, and

have been permanently interwoven

with the intellectual culture of the

race. Rome, less polished and re-

fined, but more vigorous and diffu-

sive, has left her broad impress upon
thela\guage and laws of every Eu-

ropean people. We need not speak

of the civilization of modern Eu-
rope, of the rapidity with which it

is moving, of the height to which it

is rising, and of the extent to which
it is spreading, notwithstanding the

incubus under which it labors, of

despotic governments, feudal insti-

tutions and privileged classes. To
know what it is capable of accom-
plishing, we have only to look

around. It is in America, where we
see the forest falling before the axe,

and populous cities rising in the wil-

derness, where we feel the breath

and hear the tread, and respond to

the voices of the advancing multi-

tudes, that we judge, in all its reali-

ty, of the progressiveness of Euro-
pean civilization. Even what we
see with our eyes, and hear with our

ears, and perform with our hands,

must give a very inadequate concep-

tion of it, without the contrast which

a knowledge of the dull monotony
of Asiatic civilization would supply.

What a different scene there pre-

sents itself! In almost all Asiatic

countries a centralized and all-per-

vading despotism rests upon and
paralyzes the public mind. There

is nothing of the nature of wbat we
call public opinion, public enter-

prize, and public improvement. The
government and its thousand myr-

midons are everything, the people,

with their tens and hundreds of mil-

lions, are nothing. A dull, dead,

stationary uniformity encrusts so-

ciety. Tue history of to-day was
t;ie history of yesterday, and will

be the history of to-morrow, occa-

sionally relieved by the march of de-

vastating armies, and more fre-

quently by the tyrannous freaks of

local pride and power. In exten-

sive countries and provinces, real

property in land is denied to the

people who cultivate it as tenants at
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"will under the government, on terms

agreed on between them and its offi-

cers from year to year, or for longer

periods. The fruits of industry are

thus held at the absolute disposal of

government, in any proportion which

its necessities may dictate, deter-

mined by its own sole will and plea-

sure. Private and public prosperity

are nipped in the bud, and the whole

of society becomes stagnant with

corruption and oppression Lan-

guor, sluggishness, and apathy take

possession of the general mind; po-

verty and ignorance abound ; and

there is no public provision either

for relief of destitution or for the

education of the people. The edu-

cation they provide for themselves

consists of the merest elements, and

a knowledge of these is limited to

a very small proportion of the mass.

The learning that exists, often pro-

found and abstruse, never includes

the natural and social sciences, but

is almost exclusively intellectual

and metaphysical, and, such as it is,

is always at the command of the gov-

ernment, or in the pay of the wealthy.

These, then, are the chief features

of Asiatic civilization : a grinding

despotism carrying out its behests

by means of untold hosts of corrupt

and oppressive satellites of every

grade
;

princes and nobles, and
chiefs alternately cringing and ty-

rannical, according as their faces are

turned towards the powerful or the

weak ; an ignorant and prostrate

multitude trembling at every display

of power ; speculative philosophers,

Springing from a dry intellectuality,

and producing a corrupt public sen-

timent through the medium of the

popular superstitions, of which they
are the interested teachers and un-
believing priests ; no moral life, be-

cause no principle of morality ; no
social progress, because no principle

of progress. And even to this pic-

ture something must be added.

Asiatic civilization is at the present

day not only not progressive, but it

has probably for centuries been re-

trograding. There are proofs ex-

tant, not only of present debase-

ment, but of former advancement

;

of ground once gained, but now lost;

rums of scholastic institutions, the

bequests and memorials of bygone

times! systems of law and litera-

ture which the present generation

but imperfectly understand, and can

much less improve ; clear indica-

tions of civil rights and social ad-

vantages which the men of to-day

have neither the intellect to appre-

ciate, nor the spirit to maintain.

Contrast these two kinds of forms

of civilization, and then judge what

must be the result when they come

not only into contact, but into colli-

sion and conflict.

3. Having thus brought European

and Asiatic civilization into each

other's presence, let us advert to

the means which they respectively

possess or have employed, to in-

fluence the condition of the world,

and especially to those which Eu-

rope has employed to influence the

condition of Asia. Civilization, as

it now exists in Asia, is the effect of

three principal causes that have

been employed to produce it—con-

quest, colonization, and religion
;

and the same means have been em-
ployed to produce the civilization

which now exists in Europe, and

which Europe, still in the use of the

same means, has transferred to

America. Subordinate means, it

maybe admitted, have been employ-

ed to co-operate with these, but their
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influence has for the most part been

merged and lost in that of the three

we have just mentioned. Sometimes
one, sometimes another of these has

been dispensed with ; but taken al-

together, they constitute the chief

instrumentalities by which Asia and
Europe have produced the peculiar

civilizations that respectively cha-

racterize them. Sometimes the con-

quering people have been of the

same religion as the conquered; and
at other times, when they were of

different religions, the conquerors

have ultimately embraced the reli-

gion of the conquered instead of

imposing their own. Sometimes,

from peculiar" circumstances, coloni-

zation to any great extent has not

followed conquest ; but in general

the threefold process has been per-

formed, conquest gaining a footing

on a foreign soil, colonization se-

curing it, and religion riveting the

chains. Thus the best attainable

evidence shows that the Hindoos are

not the aborigines of India, but

that they subjugated by force of

arms the race that preceded them,

gradually extended their colonies

with their conquests, or their con-

quests by means of their colonies,

and still more gradually converted

the real aborigines to their own
faith, a process which is still going

on, and which is even now far from

being completed. The progress of

Muhammadanism throughout Asia

is an illustration of the combined

operations of the same causes. "We

see the votaries of that religion,

sword in hand, taking possession of

extensive countries, permanently

settling in them after having en-

slaved or expelled the former inha-

bitants, and making the profession

of Muhammadanism a qualification

for civil and social rights. We need
only remind the reader that in the

ancient civilization of Europe, in the

transition from the ancient to the

modern by the overthrow of the Ro-
man Empire, and in the extension

of the modern civilization of Europe
to America, these three instruments

have, with various modifications,

been mainly employed. But when
we turn from the west to the east,

and consider the means which Eu-
rope has employed to influence the

condition of Asia in modern times,

we see that one of these instrumen-

talities has been dropped, and ano-

ther substituted for it. Commerce
has taken the place of colonization,

not performing precisely the same
office, nor always following in the

same order, but constituting one of

the three great means employed at

the present day to extend the power
and influence of Europe in Asia.

The circumstances that have in-

duced or necessitated this substitu-

tion are not without interest and

instruction. The conditions of co-

lonization on a scale large enough

to affect the destiny of nations, and
allowing for occasional and influen-

tial exceptians, are a climate adapt-

ed to the physical constitutions and
previous habits of the colonists ; a

deficiency of population in the coun-

try to be colonized ; or, if the popu-

lation is numerous, a debasement of

character in that population, sub-

jecting them either to enslavement

or expulsion, with a willingness on
the part of the conquering colonists

to proceed to either of these extre-

mities. Now in those Asiatic coun-

tries that have been to a greater or

less extent brought under the in-

fluence of Europe, the climate is not

friendly to the constitutions or con-
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genial to the habits of the natives

of northern Europe, who have chiefly

exerted that influence ; those coun-

tries, probably the earliest settled

on the face of the globe, are nume-

rously peopled ; and it is not con-

sistent with the interests of the do-

minant powers, or with the humani-

ty of the age, either personally to

enslave the inhabitants or to expel

them from their native soil. Colo-

nization, therefore, by Europeans

in Asiatic countries, as yet at least,

is out of the question. On the

other hand, commerce, always an

important influence, but confined

within a narrow range, has, since

the settlement of America, and the

discovery of the passage to India by

the way of the Cape of Good Hope,

acquired a new and commanding
power. It traverses the globe from

east to west, and from north to

south. It embraces the remotest

islands ; it penetrates the interior

of continents. It supplies the wants

of all. The substitution of com-
merce for colonization as a means of

influence might seem to be an ad-

vance in civilization, and to promise

pacific and salutary results ; for co-

lonization has usually been preceded

or accompanied by violence and in-

justice towards the original inhabit-

ants of the country colonized, while

commerce in itself is simply an in-

terchange of benefits, and directly

tends to bind man to man and na-

tion to nation in mutual and friend-

ly dependence upon each other.

But alas for the perverted ingenuity

of man, and the false position in

which the institutions of society

have placed him, too poweriully

tempting him to turn good into evil!

For what do we behold in the histo-

ry of the influence which Europe is

now exerting over Asia? We see

commerce, so beneficent in its direct

tendencies, made the base pander to

a rampant lust of political power
and territorial aggrandizement. We
see the same men whose talk has

been of barter and exchange, of

bales of merchandize and chests of

opium, directing the movements of

armies and the invasions of empires,

subverting dynasty after dynasty,

and acquiring kingdom after king-

dom, ruling their subjects with a rod

of iron, subjecting them to a system

of grinding taxation, and closing

the whole by offering them Christi-

anity as a solace for their woes, from

the hands of a clergy paid from the

revenues which are drawn from the

poverty of those whom they are em-

ployed to convert. What opinion

must Asiatics form of our commerce
when it is followed, and our religion

when it is preceded, by conquest

and misgovernment?

4. We are now prepared to take

another step in advance, and to en-

deavor to acquire a correct view of

the existing political system of Asia,

resulting from the combined in-

fluence of European commerce, con-

quest, and religion ; an influence

which has more or less operated

during a period of nearly 350 years,

and the effects of which, therefore,

cannot fail to be distinctly marked.

The political system of Asia may
be conveniently regarded from two

different points of view : first, by
classing the different powers accord-

ing to their origin, as European or

Asiatic ; and secondly, according to

their relative importance, as fir. t,

second, or third rate powers; in the

same manner as the different inde-
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pendent governments of Europe and

America are classsd in the political

systems of those continents.

The Portuguese were the first of

the European powers who made set-

tlements in Asia, but their influence

is now reduced to a nullity. Their

possessions are insignificant ; such

as Gaa, Damaun and Diu in India,

and Maco in China ; but they have

left a deep impression of themselves

in the mixed race descended from

them called Portuguese, and spread

all over the East ; and in the cor-

rupt dialect also called Portuguese,

and spoken by that class.

The Spaniards possess the Philip-

pine Isles, but their power does not

extend within that archipelago be-

yond the immediate reach of their

armies, and the influence of their

religion. They are in perpetual hos-

tilities with several of the native

tribes.

The Dutch possess the island of

Java, and the Molucca, or Spice

Islands. They have settlements on
the coast of Sumatra, and are en-

gaged in frequent offensive and de-

fensive wars with the tribes of the

interior. They claim the whole of

Borneo, although they have only a

few unimportant settlements on the

coast. The Dutch and Portuguese

claim between them the island of

Timor, in the Indian archipelago.

The Danes have two small settle-

ments in India, Tranquebar and Se-

rampore.

The French have the settlements

of Pondicherry, Mahe, and Chan-

dernagore in India, and the Isle of

Bourbon in the Indian Ocean.

The English directly rule, or indi-

rectly control, the whole of India
;

and besides possess the Mauritius,

Ceylon, and various piovinces,

islands, and settlements to the east

of Bangal, which it is unnecessary

to enumerate.

Russia, which is, strictly, an Asiatic

as well as an European power, ex-

tends her authority over a vast ex-

tent of country, constituting the

whole of Northern Asia.

She is the only proper Asiatic

power that is Christian, and the re-

maining Asiatic powers, strictly so

called, may be subdivided into two
great classes ; those which profess

the Muhammadan, and those which
profess the Budhist religion. The
principal Muhammadan govern-

ments are Turkey, Persia, Khiva,

Bokhara, and Cabul, together with

various smaller states in Central

Asia ; and the government of the

Imam of Muscat, on the coast of

Arabia. The Budhist governments

are those of China, with its depend-

encies, Thibet, Corea, and Bhootan,

Japan, Cochin China, Siam, and
Burmah.
Such is a bare enumeration of the

various European and Asiatic pow-
ers existing in Asia, or exercising an

influence over it, omitting all refer-

ence to the nomadic Turcoman tribes

of Central Asia, and of the desert

bordering on the eastern shores of

the Caspian Sea ; to the Bedoween,

or independent tribes of Arabia ; to

the petty Malay states, some of them
piratical, on the peninsula of Ma-
lacca ; and to the savage and half

civilized tribes in the interior of most
of the islands of the Indian archi-

pelago.

This enumeration, dry and meager
in itself, may render more clearly in-

telligible the estimate now to be

made of the relative political im-

portance of the different states or

governments exercising authority in
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Asia. In this estimate we may dis-

miss all reference to the Portuguese

and Danes, whose territorial posses-

sions are insignificant, and whose
political influence is null; as well as

to the various Turcoman, Arab, Ma-
layan, and savage tribes just men-
tioned, who have not as yet been

brought under the influence even of

Asiatic civilization, in its most im-

perfect forms.

Holland, France, and Spain, may
be described as belonging to the

class of third-rate powers, from their

insular possessions ; as well as Bur-

ma!), S am, and Cochin-China, the

chief Indo-Chinese nations, fre-

quently engaged in mutual hostili-

ties, but taking no part in the gene-

ral politics of Asia. A higher place

might be given to Holland, if she

really possessed what she cl ims

—

the three largest islands in the world,

(with the exception of New Hol-

land, which is a continent rather

than an island)—viz : Java, Suma-
tra, and Borneo, although in fact

she can be said to possess only Java;

in itself, however, an invaluable ac-

quisition, and pre-eminently rich in

natural resources. Holland, how-
ever, as well as France and Spain

holds her Eastern possessions by a

kind of sufferance ; for England
could with ease make herself mas-

ter of them all w7ithin three months
after the declaration of hostilities.

In the class of second-rate pow-
ers may be marked Turkey, whose
importance is derived in part from

her connection with European poli-

tics, and in part from the fact that

she is the chief representative of or-

thodox Muhammadanism in the eyes

of all the Muhammadan states,

chiefs andpeople found through-

out Asia. Persia is the next power

in the same class, not because of her
resources and strength, which are

few and sm ill, but because she of-

fers a tempting prey to Russia, and
a barrier against her advance to the

south and east, and also because, as

Turkey is the representative of the

Soonnee, or orthodox doctrine, so

Persia is the representative of the

Sheea, or so-called heterodox faithj

amongst the Muhammadans of Asia-

tic countries. Khiva, Bokhara, and

Cabul, belong to the same class de-

riving iheir importance from their

relative position between Russia and
India ; to which may be added Ja-

pan, forming, as Thibet does to the

west of China, an outpost to the east

of that empire, of congenial policy,

although, unlike Thibet, enjoying

perfect national independence.

The only remaining powers are

China, Russia and England, who
alone are entitled to be ranked

among the first-rate political powers

of Asia. Their relations to each

other, and the influence which they

respectively exert on the condition

and destinies of the whole conti-

nent, are questions of deep and com-

plicated interest.

China, which first demands atten-

tion, is a power of the first order

from the extent and compactness of

her territory, the amount of her po-

pulation, the centralization and ap-

parent immobility of her govern-

ment, and the prestige attached to

her name by the antiquity and al-

leged superiority of her civilization.

There are, however, various consi-

derations which tend to show that

her pretensions and repute are over-

rated. She is governed by a foreign

dynasty of conquerors, who, while

they appear to have prudently iden-

tified themselves with the religion
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and institutions of the country, yet

evince their jealousy of the conquer-

ed race by retaining the military

authority in their own hands. It is

known also that there are widely ra-

mified secret associations among

the native Chinese, aiming at the

overthrow of the existing govern-

ment, and keenly watched by their

Tartar conquerors. It is further

notorious that dangerous and threat-

ening insurrections have, within a

comparatively recent period, taken

place both among the Muhamma-
dan tribes in Tartary, and among
the tribes of mountaineers in the

very heart of the empire. The res-

triction of the foreign trade to the

port of Canton was contrary to the

original policy of the empire, was

dictated by the fear of the encroach-

ments of European powers, and was

a palpable confession of conscious

weakness—a weakness which is ren-

dered more apparent by the removal

of the restriction at the close of a

war, by means of which England

was enabled to dictate her own
terms, and in which China, with all

the will to injure her opponent, ex-

hibited a total ignorance of the art

of war, and an utter incapacity to

wield with effect her own immense
resources. Her relations with Eng-

land are at present friendly, but the

late war, at once unprovoked in its

cause, unjust in its objects, and san-

guinary in its consequences, must
have left a hostile feeling rankling

in the minds both of the people and
of the government, which will here-

after find expression ; and what ex-

perience suggests as probable the

best accounts make certain. With
Russia, China is, and has uninter-

ruptedly been on still more friendly

terms, having allowed her annually

to send a certain number of Rus-

sian youths to Pekin for a Chinese

education, at a time when the sea-

board was almost hermetically sealed

against other nations. Russia is her

natural ally against England, whose
career in India is well known to her,

and whose farther advances she

justly fears ; but it is probable that

shut up in her own self-sufficiency

she does not appreciate the impor-

tance of establishing positive inter-

national relations with Russia with

a view to her future safety, and that

therefore in successive struggles she

will fall an easy prey to her restless

and aspiring neighbor. She par-

takes pre-eminently of the Asiatic

character, and is in fact its highest

and most perfect development. Her
policy is isolated ; her position sta-

tionary ; her government a despot-

ism ; her people puppets. Without

freedom or a knowledge of freedom;

without progress or an idea of pro-

gress ; without sympathy or the de-

sire of sympathy with or from others,

she exiles herself from the commu-
nity of nations, and except by the

mere passive endurance of suffering

and passive resistance to attack, she

will not and cannot join in the move-

ments that are changing and must
still further change the whole form

and structure of Asiatic society.

Russia and England alone remain;

governments with whose general

character we are well acquainted,

but whose relative position, policy,

and influence, in Asia, are not so

fully understood.

The designs of Russia in the East

are much less known than those of

England, from the different nature

of the governments of the two coun-

tries; but they may be inferred from

her history, her position, and her
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acts. She has an extensive territory

in Northern Asia, but it is sterile

and sparsely peopled, and is employ-

ed either as a vast prison-house for

state criminals, or as the abode of

wandering' and uncivilized hordes of

human beings. As in Europe it has

been and is her notorious policy to

extend her power and influence to

the South, so it is in Asia also; and
the means she has employed have

been chiefly those formerly indi-

cated—commerce, arms, and reli-

gion. She has wrested from Turkey
and Persia some of their fairest pro-

vinces between the Black and Cas-

pian seas, and she could at any time

overrun and take possession of all

the remaining provinces in Asia, of

both those countries. From the pe-

culiar difficulties of the country, and
the daring spirit of the people, she

has been for years engaged in an

unavailing attempt to bring Circas-

sia under her complete control ; but

her ultimate success can scarcely be

deemed doubtful. It was the in-

trigues of a Russian agent with the

chiefs of Candahar and Cabal, pro-

fessing to act under the authority of

the Russian ambassador in Persia,

and of the Russian minister at St.

Petersburg, and the apparent rea-

diness of those chiefs to listen to

his proposals, that constituted the

primary motives to the invasion of

Afghanistan by the British in 1838-

39. No sooner was this expedition

undertaken, than Rassia sent an ar-

my to Khiva, professedly to liberate

Russian slaves, but in reality to

counteract the ambitious views of

England, and to restore the sup-

posed balance of power in Central

Asia. It is known that persons have

been deputed by the Russian gov-

ernment to survey the several routes

to India; and to report on the topo-

graphy and resources of the inter-

mediate countries ; and it is alleged

that on the occasion of a diplomatic

difficulty between the two courts,

it was suggested in the official ga-

zette of St. Petersburg, that it might

probably require to be adjusted at

Calcutta. Whatever truth or false-

hood there may be in this state-

ment, we do not believe that Russia

has, or ever had, a settled design to

invade British India, although the

English sometimes allow themselves

to be troubled with such an appre-

hension. Independently of the difV

Acuities of the route, and the formi-

dable opposition she would encoun-

ter on the banks of the Indus, she

cannot spare her armies from Eu-

rope for such a purpose. She will

attempt nothing of the kind by a

sudden effort on a large scale ; but

what she will accomplish will be by

steady and progressive steps, not

the le^s sure because they will be

slow. In the meantime, she pushes

her commerce at every point ; and

the testimony of British travelers

shows that Russian products and
manufactures are found in abund-

ance at all the great marts of Cen-

tral As ; a. As a government, Russia

possesses the passive immobility of

an Asiatic power for purposes of re-

sistance, and for purposes of offence

and progress she has the energy and

enlightenment of an European pow-

er. She is directing her course from

the north to the south in Asia, as

well as in Eu:ope, as sure as that

the course of the sun is from east

to west. This is a moral necessity,

arisiug from her history and position

as a nation, and the influence she will
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exercise must partake of the mixed

character that belongs to her civili-

zation.

England next claims attention,

and, of all the political powers in

Asia, she has exerted, and will con-

tinue to exert, the widest and most

commanding influence over the con-

dition and character of that conti-

nent. She is a power of the first

magnitude in the political systems

both of Europe and America; and

in the political system of Asia the

same high rank must be assigned to

her, whether we consider the extent

of her territorial possessions, the

number of her Asiatic subjects, the

physical resources of the countries

she thus rules and controls, or the

efficient system of government which

she has organized both for the pur-

pose of developing those resources,

for coercing obedience to her will,

and, whenever her policy may dic-

tate, extending the boundaries of

her authority and empire. Three
hundred years ago she first appear-

ed in the Indian seas as an humble
trader, and presented petitions to

the head of the Moghul empire for

permission to traffic within his do-

minions. She is now the paramount
power in India, having a standing

army of at least 150.000 troops, na-

tive and European, protecting a

land frontier of 3,536 British miles,

and covering 1,111,162 square miles

within that frontier, with a popula-

tion of 123,000,000 of souls. This
estimate made in 1837, in an official

report addressed to the Indian gov-
ernment, does not include the re-

cent acquisition of Sinde on the
western frontier of India. Not con-
tent with the whole continent of In-
dia, she has at successive periods,

under real or alleged provocation,

engaged in war both with Nepal and
Barmah

ft
and has curtailed them of

extensive and valuable territories as

the prise of peace. Lahore, on the

northern frontier, which includes

the fine country of the Punjab, the

province of Moultan, and the beau-

tiful valley of Cashmere, is in a state

of civil war, which, as the general

conservator of the peace in India

and on its borders, she will consider

herself obliged to settle by taking

possession of the country. In at-

tempting to guard against the in-

trigues of Russia and Persia, she

has lately sought to control the poli-

tics of Central Asia, by replacing on

the throne of Cabul the representa-

tive of an eld and repudiated dy-

nasty. She has signally failed, and

has created against herself a feeling

of hostility in those countries, which

are thus prepared to throw them-

selves into the arms of Russia against

England, whenever the fit time shall

come—thus increasing a thousand-

fold the danger she sought to avert,

The subsequent acquisition of Sinde,

however, including the command of

the banks of the Indus, has greatly

strengthened her western frontier,

and will afford an invaluable inlet

for her commeree to all the coun-
tries lying to the north of Ind a and
Persia. The extension of her com-
merce was the real object of the

late war with China, which has
opened five ports of that great em-
pire to the commerce of the world,

and brought her thronging millions

within the range, for good or for ill,

of the full tide of European influ-

ences.

There is another source of influ-

ence over the Eastern world, which
England possesses, not fully devel-

oped, and as yet probably almost
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wholly unappreciated. England is

sowing the seeds of future empires

on the Australian continent, in Yan
Dieman's Land, and in the island of

New Zealand, by means of colonies,

in some of which the nascent and
vigorous spirit of freedom is already

demanding a representative form of

government. Hobart Town and
Sidney are within three weeks' sail

of Ca; ton, and by steam probably
less than a fortnight. Fifty o* a

hundred years hence, when these

settlements shall be full grown coh>
nles, or young and independent gov-

ernments, they will not only spread
over the whole of Australia, and ex-

tend their civilization to the nume-
rous oceanic isles between the Ame-
rican and Asiatic continent, but the

inevitable force of circumstances

will carry their commerce, if not
their arms, into China, Corea, and
the isles of Japan. We have spoken
of the force of circumstances, and
England, to do her justice, does not

seek the mere acquisition of terri-

tory, of which she has enough, and
more than enough. It is the exten-

sion of her commerce, in which
every successive year she finds more
active competitors ; it is the coloni-

zation of her growing population,

every year more numerous and less

manageable ; it is the supply of old

markets and the creation of new
ones, at which she aims. It it> f >r

these purposes that she founds, and
cherishes, and extends her colonies,

and it was for these purposes that

in India she first established facto-

ries, then built forts, then acquired

provinces, and finally subdued em-
pires, until her statesmen, groaning

under the load of power and respon-

sibility, have resolved and re-re-

olved that an end must be put to

territorial acquisition in the East.

But all in vain. While these reso-

lution were framing in England, a

contingency had arisen in India
which compelled the authorities there

to engage in a new war, for the pur-

pose, it may be, of punishing a re-

fractory chief, or of keeping the ge-

neral peace, or of avenging an un-

provoked insult, or of protecting an

exposed frontier, and the result still

is more territory. Her mission, as

well as that of Russia, apparently is

to advance—to awaken the nations

of the east from the slumbers of

ages—to spread their commerce,

their arms, their religion, their civil-

ization over the whole of Asia. In

the prosecution of thess objects,

these two powers will infallibly, soon-

er or later, come into collision ; and

the result it is of course impossible

to predict. They may rebound from

each other like two air-balls without

permanent mutual injury ; or like

images of clay or potter's vessels,

they may dash each other to pi^ce-;

but the result will be the same to

the cause of humanity. The bar-

riers will have been effectually

thrown down between Asiatic and

European civilization ; a new spirit

will have been infused into Asiatic

society; precious seed will have been

widely sown, which will germinate

and produce, some thirty, some fif-

ty, and some a hundred fold, in a

renovated people, renovated govern-

in cmts and renovated institutions.

It is consoling to the human mind,

amid the warring passions of man,

the fierce conflicts of opposing civil-

izations, and the crime p-nd misery

which they produce, to discover in

these mysterious operations of Di-

vine providence a purpose—a wise

and beneficent purpose—and to
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trace it from its feeble glimmerings

to its present clearness and distinct-

ness, and in prospect, to its future

full and glorious development. This

purpose we hold to be the percep-

tion and establishment of the moral

unity of universal humanity, the

moral unity of all the families of the

race with each other in the bosom
of their common God and Father.

There is, indeed, an apparent wide

discrepance between the means and
the end; but there is in fact no great-

er discrepance than between the evil

which we see and feel around us, and
the good which we also see and feel

arises from it, as a part of the moral

training which we receive. It be-

hoves to distinguish between the

purposes of individual agents and
the aggregate results of their acts.

Columbus and Vasco de Gama, by

their discoveries, contributed to

bring America, the youngest daugh-

ter of humanity, and Asia, its eld st

progenitor, into unity with other di-

visions of the race, but the moral

concep'ion and purpose which we
have indicated probably never en-

tered into their minds. Each has

achieved an imperishable memory
for himself in faithfully performing

the duties which he owed, the one

to the crown of Spain, the other to

the crown of Portugal ; but neither

looked beyond these results. They
did not contemplate the political,

the social, much less the moral unity

of the whole race, as the certain, the

probable, or even the desirable con-

sequences of their high genus and
enterprise. Even now into how
many minds does this conception

enter, although it is the conception

which aboye all others shines forth

and is embodied in the religion we
profess, and which sheds a peculiar

lustre around the name and doctrine

of the peasant of G-alilee, above all

the philosophers of all other ages

and countries. Sitting at His feet,

and imbibing the spirit of His meek
and all-comprehensive benevolence,

we can form some conception of this

central truth of Christianity, and of

the science of human nature ; but

how far is that truth from being

yet practically realized ! Africa

has not yet, and never will be,

brought within the pale of a

common humanity. Colonization,

commerce, conquest, and religion,

have indeed conducted to a kind of

political unity between Europe, Asia,

and America, for no important, po-

litical event can take place in one

without being felt and responded to

by a thousand chords in the others.

Even as a system of political unity,

however, how imperfect and broken,

how repugnant and jarring it is, we
all know. But the natural conse-

quence of political unity is social

unity, of which, in its true and com-
prehensive sense, we are just begin-

ning to form a conception, while, of

the practical means for its attain-

ment, we are as yet profoundly ig-

norant. Social unity, again, is the

indispensable precursor of a trae

and all-embracing moral unity

among the diversified families, tribes

and nations of mankind, which is

consequently still farther removed
from us in the far vista of future

ages. There is thus a long and no-

ble career for man yet to run on the

face of this globe, high and exalted

aims placed before him. Those who
may look upon all this as visionary

and Utopian, we will only refer to

the history of events both in Ameri-

ca and in Asia, during the last three

centuries and a-half ; events which
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have brought boh continents, pre-

viously ignorant of each other's ex-

istence, into the closest and most

intimate relations with each other

and with Europe ; which have given

an unquestioned ascendancy to Euro-

pean civilization in both; and which

have thus paved the way for that

social and moral unity which is one

of the highest aspirations of the

human soul, and the true end and

destiny of man on earth.

A FRENCH STEEPLE CHACE.

As scientific amurements, field

sports are comparative foreign to

the inclinations of a thorough-bred

Frenchman, who, if he be in the

least given to pleasures of that cha-

racter, finds himself compelled to

borrow from perfidious Albion the

more prominent ideas for his per-

sonal government in manly exer-

cises. And this dependence upon
England evidences itself in the lan-

guage employed in their sporting

phraseology, inasmuch as the pover-

ty of the French tongue compels the

employment of English terms, ap-

plied to specific pastimes. Hence,

turf, sport, jockey, filly, steeple chace,

and a hundred other words of a simi-

lar character, have been incorpo-

rated into the French vocabulary, as

the nation appropriated the sport-

ing manners and customs of their

neighbors beyond the Channel.

Horse racing, as a test of breed-

ing, is of no very remote antiquity

in France, as the horses of the coun-

try, chiefly of the heavy Norman
and Flemish stock, are adapted ra-

ther more for heavy work than for

speed. It was only until the time

of the Duke of Orleans, historically

known as the Citizen E^alite, a title

corrupted by envious Britons into

" rascality," the father of Louis Phi-

lippe, that anything like a breeding

stud was maintained for the pur-

poses of competitive racing. This

nobleman, emulating the British

aristocracy, not only kept an expen-

sive stable, buu established race

courses in various parts of the coun-

try. His frivolity and addiction to

Anglomania, was at the time causti-

cally satirized by O'Keefe, in his mu-
sical comedy of Fontainebleau, a

piece once popular on the English

stage, although filled with all the

narrow-minded prejudice with which

a true-born Briton was wont to re-

gard a " confounded foreigner."

The grandson of Egalite inherited,

in a manner, his ancestor's predilec-

tions for horse flesh, and it was main-

ly through the instrumentality of

the late Duke of Orleans that the

Jockey Club, or as it is legally styled,

''The Society for Improving and Ame-
liorating the Condition of Horses,"be-

came an established institution, and
was subsequently transformed into

the most aristocratic Club in Paris.

Notwithstanding his long and al-

most incessant military occupations,

the Duke was a warm patron of both

breeding and raising, his main rival

on the turf being Lord Henry Sey-
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rnour, an Englishman, born in Paris,

who never saw England until after

the revolution of 1848. This wild

and dissipated nobleman, whose

scandals in his early youth alarmed

even the Parisians, was a younger

son of the Marquis of Hereford, Bri-

tish ambassador daring the revolu-

tion, whose widow, after the revolu-

tion, occupied a leading position

among the English colonists in the

quarter St. Honore. Previous to

the fall of Louis Philippe, Lord Hen-
ry retired from the turf, reformed

his ways of life, and, after the pro-

clamation of the Republic, wended
his way to the land of his forefa-

thers. The wars of the empire de-

monstrated the inferiority of the

French cavalry, while the decisive

charge of heavy dragoons at Water-

loo exhibited the deficient condition

of the horses of France, as com-

pared with those of the English

troopers. After the restoration of

the Bourbons, and the return of the

emigrant royalists, bringing with

them many of the manners and cus-

toms of the land in which they had
expended ye rs of exile, the turf was
encouraged as well by the aristocra-

cy as by the government, attributing

to that source the admitted supe-

riority of English horses for postal

and military purposes. Under Louis

Philippe, who, as Duke of Chartres,

had been colonel of a regiment of

republican hussars, a well denned
system of improving the breed of

horses, at the expense of the govern-

ment, was established, and induce-

ments offered, by means of horse

fairs and racing contests, at which

both national and local prizes were

offered for the best products of in-

terbreeding. The creation of royal

studs in the various agricultural

provinces, the importation of stal-

lions from England and Germany,
and above all, the infusion of Arab
blood, acquired through subjugation

of Algeria, did much to encourage

farmers and country gentlemen to

avail themselves of governmental

generosity in supplying the means
of generating a new stock in the

place of the h' avy, vicious, and slow-

motioned race of animals, originally

of Norman origin.

Notwithstanding the successful es-

tablishment of the turf, not only at

the capital, within whose limits races

were run over, the Champs de Mars,

or parade ground in front of the mi-

litary school, a course plainly Visi-

ble to the crowds congregating on
the opposite banks of the Seine,

from whose altitude a gratuitous

view of the races was afforded thou-

sands of spectators but likewise in

the province^, the Frenchmen could

not remain content without the in-

troduction of a British speciality

—

that of steeple ehacing.

If in flat racing the French were

in a great measure dependent upou
English assistance, when they at-

tempted the novelty of steeple ehac-

ing, they were wholly at the mercy
of British speculators. The owners

of racing stables had vied with each

other in the importation of trainers,

grooms and jockeys, who could only

be induced to relinquish engage-

ments in England by heavy recom-

penses. Upon the Parisian course,

and upon that of Chantilly, the most

aristOLratic meeting of the turf sea-

son, the presence of English retain-

ers, controlling the chief stables, be-

stowed upon both events a com-

plexion by eo means flattering to

Gallic vanity. The pedigrees of the

contestant racers amply demonstrat-
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ed their origin, the familiar names

of the favorite riders denoted the

lack of confidence in jockeys of

French nativity, while almost the

predominant language of the turf

men and their subordinates sug-

gested to a stranger that the entire

affair had been so tinctured with a

Britannic element as to become a va-

pid translation of a foreign pastime

to an unpropitious soil.

The introduction of a steeple chace

into France, a novelty demanded by

the exigencies of fashion, and for

appreciation of which the native-

born Frenchman possessed few qua-

lifications, was accomplished by a

wholesale migration of men and
beasts from beyond the Channel.

Although the annual meeting at the

Croix de Berny was announced as a

French national event, it would

seem that, beyond supplying the

prizes, of rather the one grand prize,

generally exceeding in value any of-

fered upon the British turf, and the

very numerous attendance which in-

variably honored the course, the

Jockey Club of Paris exhibited but

little visible participation in the ac-

tual glory of the affair, which, wTith

a few indifferent exceptions, was

confined to a contest between Eng-
lish horses and English riders.

The Croix de Berny became, in

1846 and 18x7, the leading feature

of Parisian sport, inasmuch as in

those years the attendance of a large

number of distinguished cracks and
gentlemen riders had been secured,

embracing the winners of several

leading races of its' kind upon Bri-

tish soil. Possibly knowledge as to

the gentlemanly character of the

Jockeys, awakened a deeper interest

in the minds of the Parisian fair sex

as to result of contests, whence pro-

fessionals had been excluded, for

certain it is, that the main reason

for the popularity of the Croix de

Berny could be adduced from the at-

tendance of females, to whom the

exciting nature of the pastime ap-

peared more attractive than mere
trials of speed. Indeed, in England,

steeple chacing derives a great mea-

sure of its patronage from the fact

that it is regarded to be no degra-

dation in the owner of a horse, or

other gentleman, to assume the sad-

dle, as this pastime is considered as

a species of test, wherein an ardent

votary of the chace can exhibit in

public, and over a defined bit of

country, his hunting capabilities.

In following in the wake of a fox,

the rider oftentimes avoids obstacles,

through a superior knowledge of the

ground, while, indulging in steeple

chacing, over a course of from three

to five miles, selected or prepared

to test the endurance of the animal

and the skill of its rider, in full

sight of an observing at:d critical

assemblage, a huntsman can nei-

ther shirk difficulties nor avoid the

course, without danger to his repu-

tation.

The attendance at the Croix de

Berny in 1846, and the universal en-

thusiasm created among the Pa-

risians at witnessing its novel dis-

play, produced at the time a de-

cided sentiment among the putative

lovers of horseflesh in favor of stee-

ple chacing ; indeed it became the

fashion, par excellence, as far as

equine pastimes were concerned. At

that meeting several distinguished

Britons, celebrities upon their own
turf, had put in an appearance, no-

tably Sir William Don, known to us

on this side of the Atlantic as an

ac*tor, but then a gay, dashing ex-of-
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ficer of the Guards, whose long legs

cut somewhat of a ridiculous figure

as he bestrode the favorite Pioneer,

Capt. Peel, Mr. Yeevers, a venerable

huntsman, familiarly designated the

" West Country Squire," who, upon

Little Tommy, came, despite his ad-

vanced age, within a neck of being

the winner, and other gentlemen of

fame and repute. In consequence

of this decisive success on the part

of the Parisian manager, the suc-

ceeding season was determined upon

to be one of great eclat, and if pos-

sible destined to partake of an in-

ternational character. Some color

was bestowed upon this last pre-

tension from the fact that, in addi-

tion to an extraordinary entry of

English horses, there was one

—

Commodore—announced as an Ame-
rican, the property of a Mr. Living-

ston, one of the colony from our

countiy, inhabiting the purlieus of

Pau, in the anc.ent province of

Beam, in the lower section of the

empire.

The village of the Croix de Berny*

a very old and mean hamlet, i& situ-

ated about two posts beyond Paris,

in a southwesterly direction, and

beyond the pleasant commune of

Bourg la Peine, historically known
as the residence of one of the female

favorites of Henri Quatre, and the

point, nearest the rising ground, ac-

cessible by railroad; the atmospheric

experiment, connecting the capital

with the picturesque village of Sceaux

by a curiously serpentine track. The
grounds surrounding the Croix de

Berny, occupied by small farmers,

and traversed by a natural rivulet,

n iturally presented that diversified

character, suitable for a steeple chace,

but on steeple chace occasions the

course of the track had been im-

proved, through the erection of ar-

tificial barriers, dispersed in the

ploughed fields and upon the hillsides

in such a manner as to give the

spectators ranged upon the starting

field, a fair view of the capabilities

of the animals, especially when tak-

ing a flying leap.

As a matter of course, the an-

nouncement of this grand steeple

chace of the Croix de Berny, deeply

interested the English residents of

the French capital, and for weeks

before its coming off, in April, 1847,

the entire quarter St.. Hon ore, the

favorite location of the Britons, was

thrown in commotion, as the news

of successive arrivals of horses and

riders changed the complexion of

the impending contest. "When it is

taken into consideration that there

exists in Paris a population of at

least thirty thousand British sub-

jects, many of them maintaining

good establishments, fashioned after

the strct English manner, with nu-

merous household retainers, the ex-

citement created by this sporting

event, among foreign residents, can

be readily imagined. The English-

man in Paris is, generally speaking,

isolated from his French neighbors,

and consequently maintains all his

national prejudices intact; in fact it

can be truthfully said that the Eng-

lish of the lower classes are much
stronger Britons abroad than in the

land of their nativity. As a vast

majority of the subordinate satellites

of the turf in France were of foreign

origin, and preserving their indivi-

duality as to national customs, the

numerous taverns and beer-houses

habitually frequented by persons of

this description became the centre

of attraction to those desirous of

being posted on the coming event,
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for at those resorts could be found

"touters/' and such like parasites

upon the racing fraternity.

At the "Royal Standard," in the

very centre of the English quarter,

within a stone's throw of Her Ma-
jesty's Legation, and directly oppo-

site the British chapel, could be

nightly encountered a congregation

of worthies, ready and anxious to

dispose of stable secrets, in order to

enable speculative geniuses to "make
a book," and, as a general thing,

their information, derived as it was
irom beneath the eaves of the stable,

and confidentially communicated in

a spirit of patriotic fraternity, proved

reliable, so hundreds of adventurers

were enabled to realize a handsome
pile from unnitiated Frenchmen, to

whom betting on odds was an in-

comprehensible mystery, or whose

vanity ran away with their judg-

ment.

It is not to be presumed that gen-

tlemen moving in a good sphere ol

Parisian society, and bearing a repu-

tation as lovers of the turf, conde-

scended to visit in person these An-
glican taverns, even to glean that

information requisite for betting

speculation. In fact, there existed

no necessity for such proceedings,

nz the desired intelligence could be

obtained through intermediaries, too

happy to accommodate the patrons

of the turf with stable gossip and
other news items for a pecuniary

consideration. With men of this

stamp, ever eager to win a preca-

rious livelihood, the Croix de Berny

was a source of revenue not to be un-

derestimated, and as the main body
of expatriated betting men, often-

times expelled from the English turf

circles, were of a comparatively du-

bious social character and of des-

perate financial resources, the in-

formers found it to be to their per-

sonal advantage never to deceive

patrons enjoying the advantage of

a position inside the betting ring.

Not to attend the great event of

the French racing season, and to

fail to comment upon the appear-

ance of turf patrons, masculine and
feminine, in their most gorgeous
display, would have been a criminal

neglect in one who, like me, had
wandered over many lands for the

sake of viewing the people thereof.

Neither would I go in solitary dig-

nity, for the course was too long to

be accomplished by an ordinary

hack, and not a remise or semi-

private vehicle could be obtained

for love or money. I gathered

three of my associates, an American
naval officer, a Welch squire, and a

cosmopolitan traveler, and conjoin-

ed them with me in my projected

day's pastime. The Welchman pro-

posed a four-in-hand, the ribbons to

be committed to his hands, but such

a thing as a drag or appropriate

turn-out could not be discovered in

a city through which even the royal

family are compelled to journey, de-

pendent upon postillions and post

horses. We were, therefore, com-
pelled to imitate our regal governor,

and resort to the services of the

bureau desposies for the necessary re-

lays of horses and riders, when a

new difficulty arose, for although the

post is legally bound to supply the

traveler with animals, the law

does not compel him to supply a

vehicle, posting upon the Continent

being always effected in a private

carriage- or one hired for a term of

days. A visit to the " Royal Stand-

ard " and the investment of sundry

francs in, the bar-room, speedily re-
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moved this difficulty, for as a couple

of its equine-loving patrons saw in

our perplexity the chances for a free

ride and a free admission to the

,
racing-course, they promised to have

on hand a commodious landau,

provided we bore the expenses and

allowed them the privilege of seats

upon the outside, for, as they re-

marked, they would be held respon-

sible for the return of the vehicle,

which in all probability they borrow-

ed from a private stable. There was

no disputing this logic, particularly

as one responsible gentleman was a

dealer in canines and the other an

embryo pugilist, held in great re-

pute by the grooms and coachmen

of the vicinity; so we acquiesced at

once, bestowing upon our accom-

modating friends the additional

charge of the commissariat for the

day.

Neither was our confidence mis-

placed, for at the appointed hour

there was drawn up in the narrow

street St. Thomas du Louvre, on the

morning of the great day of the

steeple-chace, directly in front of

the Hotel de Lille et d'Albion, a

huge, lumbering carriage, of pre-

Noachite construction, which failed

not to attract the wonder and ad-

miration of the loungers upon the

Place Palais Royal. The vehicle it-

self was a curiosity, a ponderous

family concern, the panels of the

door emblazoned with an immense
coat of arms, above which a mitre

shone conspicuously, while to it was
attached four horses of variegated

hues, made fast by straggling rope

harness, the saddle of the off wheel-

er occupied by a postillion in the

full uniform of his state, who guid-

ed the leaders with a complication

of directive cords. Behind the

vehicle, in lieu of a boot hastily re-

moved, was lashed a couple of ham-
pers, which our non-paying com-
panions assured us were well filled

with wines, porters, ales, sandwich-

es, chicken fixings and such like

delicacies ; in fact, our dog-dealer

assured us that they had been done
up just in the style the nobs do the

when going to " Hascot 'Eath."

That our turn-out excited con-

siderable excitement amono- the

British residents of the hotel, versed

in the solution of heraldic enigmas,

any one can be assured when it comes
to their knowledge that our purvey-

ors, unable to obtain a vehicle from
other quarters, had considerately

borrowed the family equipage of

the Protestant bishop of Paris, with-

out letting its custodian know the

point of its destination, a fact made
patent to observers on the road by
display of its armorial decorations,

few of whom failed to comment on
the presumption that an Episcopal

dignitary was doing homage at the

shrine of the Croix de Berny.

With a resounding crack of the

whip, the postillion, in red, white

and blue 1 very, gathered up his

hempen reins and forced his strag-

gling team into a rapid trot, as the

bells on the leaders jing'ed in an
accompanying cadence to our on-

ward march. As we passed through

the Barrier d'Enfer, and entered

upon the road to Italy, a drizzling

rain began to fall, but not until a

long line of vehicles had fairly en-

tered upon their journey. Sudden-

ly a red coated piquer, with gold-

laced hat, dashed in the midst of

the carriages, and with his silver-

mounted riding whip, motioned
them to divide to the right and to

the left. Behind him, in the centre
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of the roadway, rolled a couple of

coupes (English-built broughams),

in deference to whose inmates the

other vehicles either slackened their

speed or halted outright. Those

unostentatious, dark blue coupes

contained junior princes of the

reigning family, whose presence

would not have been noticed had it

not been for the attendance of its

liveried precursor. Then, as the

royal party passed along, came the

crash and dash of contending driv-

ers, each striving to follow in the

wake of the illustrious personages
;

but our postillion, by his trade ac-

customed to right of way, proved

himself equal to the emergency. With
a formidable oath and a terrible

crack of his whip, he urged his team

to a sort of a gallop, and with the

exclamation of " the post ! the

post {" headed off all competitors.

A deep, rapidly-falling rain

drenched equestrians and foot pas-

sengers as we entered into the en-

virons of the Croix de Berny, into

which, as our outside passengers

were well versed with the locality,

we were driven to obtain a com-
manding prospect of the racing

course. A regiment of hussars, in

sky-blue coats and blood-red ex-

tremities, not only guarded all ap-

proaches to the ground, but were

dispersed, with a company of lan-

cers, along the outlines of the track,

while a troop of mounted gens

d'armerie maintained order and pro-

priety at the entrance gates, near

which was temporarily established

an ambulance, with attending sur-

geons, guarded by a detachment of

foot soldiers, a precaution invaria-

bly taken by the French Govern-

ment against accidents liable to oc-

cur when large assemblages of the

people are congregated for any pur-

pose.

A more gloomy and desolate sight

could scarcely be imagined than the

appearance oi that race ground up-

on this celebrated day, so famous in

the annals of the French turf. At
least twenty thousand persons were

in patient attendance upon the

course, including thousands of the

fair sex, many richly clad and dash-

ing amazons, braving the terrors of

the storm to display their daring

horsemanship, and others, leaders

of the fashion, whose diamonds

glistened through the rain-drops,

and rich plumes drooped through

the spray of the incessant shower.

All bore the adversity of their un-

pleasant position with a stoical

gaiety worthy of masculine imita-

tion. At length, as the rain rather

increased than diminished, the

bugle sounded to the scales ; again

its notes called the contestants to

the stand, a field of some eleven

noted cracks, among them Lottery,

Pioneer and Commodore, with a

couple of French animals, their first

appearance upon a dangerous

ground, now rendered trebly diffi-

cult from the descending torrents of

rain. At last, the bugle sounds the

start, and away they go at a head-

long speed for the first barrier, a

hedge washed by the brook stream,

amid the unfolding of umbrellas

and the waving of handkerchiefs.

A French horse refuses the leap, and
its unhorsed rider finds himself in

the brook ; at the next hurdle two

more lag to the rear ; the ploughed

field uses up a couple more ; and
when they turn on the homeward
stretch, the field is narrowed down
to three, almost abreast. A rapid

telling pace crosses the meadow-
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land, almost simultaneously by the

leading racers, rise and take a fly-

ing leap ; the hedge once passed,

the pace augments, as the riders

with dexterous skill, husband their

horses for a final dash. The last

impediment is cleared, the brook is

safely crossed, and by less than a

half length, Lottery, ridden by Mc-

Donough, the most energetic of

steeple-chace jockeys, reaches the

winning-post, closely followed by
his competiting adversaries. And
thus, amid rain and under adverse

circumstances, terminated the great

Croix de Berny of 1S47, justly re-

garded as the most noted of steeple

chaces in France.

-*$*-

AN INTERCEPTED LETTER.

[The following letter, addressed to the

President of the United States, has fallen

into oar hands. We are quit a anxious that

it should reach its proper destination, but

as it might miscarry if sent through the

m il, and as the penmanship is so bad that

it might be difficult to decipher, we have

concluded that it would reach its destina-

tion more certainly if printed. We are

really curious as to its authorship, and if

General Grant knows the author's name,

he would oblige us by sending it to this of-

fice by telegraph. The initials H. W. B.

do not neces arily represent Henry Ward
Beecher. They might belong to Henry
Wiggins Brown, cr Horace Wendell Butler,

or Harold Wellington Briggs, or Hiram
Washington Bibb, or Herman Waddle-
thorpe Bell, or Harvey Whiteman Black,

or Habakkuk Windbag Balaam, or any
other man. Nor is a supposed similarity

of handwriting any evidence. In a popu-
lation of millions, it is just possible there

might be one person whose pot-hooks and
hangers had the graceful curves peculiar to

those of the saint of Plymouth Church.

Mr. Beecher may be the author after all

;

but for reasons of our own, we do not be-

lieve he is.

—

Editor of Old Guard.]

To Ulysses S. Grant:

Dear Sir :—It has been conclu-

sively shown of late, that unless

some means be devised to prevent

the result, the supply of animals

fitted for the knife of the butcher

will not be adequate to the demand.
The number of swine, sheep and
beeves in the United States and its

territories is diminishing year by
year—the increase by reproduction

being less than the decrease by con-

sumption, or the increase being at

least at a less ratio than the increase

of population. At the present rate,

though we may not be deprived of

flesh altogether, yet it will cease in

a few years to be found on the ta-

ble of the poor man. The great

mass, growing individually poorer

as the rich grow individually richer,

will be confined exclusively to a ve-

getable diet. As in the case of the

rice-eating Hindus, our working
classes will become deficient in sta-

mina and pluck, and will fall an
easy prey to the first flesh-gorging

horde who may choose to invade the

land. To avoid, or at least to post-

pone this fate, we must enlarge our
list of edible animals.

It is true that we might become
hippophagists ; but the horses show
the same signs of decrease. Beside .
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horse meat is tough, dry and coarse.

In spite of the efforts of the French

savans, and the ostentatious display

of dressed horse-flesh in the mar-

ket-Louse, the human race does not

take kindly to the new viand. The
mass of flesh-eaters want something

more tender and juicy, as well as

with a finer fibre. The Dahcotahs

esteem a baked dog to be a great

delicacy, and we are assured by hun-

ters who have partaken of the hos-

pitality of the sons of old Mr. Leo,

that when the animal has been pro-

perly fed on vegetable diet, he makes
quite a toothsome dish. It is with

a view, doubtless, to increase the

supply of dog-meat that Mr. Bergh,

the friend of all the lower animals

and of Mr. John A. Kennedy, makes

such efforts to protect the first ca-

nine families and their associates

from the dog-pound. But vague

notions of hydrophobia being di-

gested and thus assimilated—very

unscientific but very positive—will

keep dog-meat just yet from the ta-

ble. Even those who think that a

hair of the dog is good for his bite,

cannot be persuaded that a bite of

dog is good for them. There is an

abundance of rats and mice, said to

be eaten by Chinese with avidity.

The rats, we know, figure acceptably

at the cheap restaurants of Paris,

but there they appear as squirrels.

But to neither these, nor cats, do

people seriously incline. The Dig-

ger Indians subsist sometimes on

worms ; but a vermicular diet is

disgusting to white men. So do

the Central African tribes enjoy a

feast on certain minute insects,

which the Caucasian abhors except

when they are born inside of cheese.

Snails are held to be delicacies by

Parisian epicures ; and, as they are

albuminous, it would be as easy to

devour them as to eat oysters ; but
snails are not abundant. Locusts

are used as food in some parts of

the world ; and really the man w!»o

can munch shrimps should have no
objection to these ; but our grass-

hoppers, the nearest relation to the

locust on this side of the Atlantic

—

what is vulgarly termed " locust'*

being only a kind of cricket—are

not sufficiently plenty. Nor do
worms, gentles, snails, nor locusts

supply the craving for solid and nu-

tritious aliment.

Fortunately, this vexed question

of reconstruction enables us to set-

tle the difficulty ; and thus one

problem solves another, and is solved

in return.

In the South Sea Islands, when
yon civilize and Christianize a na-

tive—and now and then it is said

that pious missionaries succeed in a

feat so difficult—the last of his bar-

barous and Pagan habits abandoned

by the convert—the one to which

in his regenerate state he looks back

most fondly, and to which, in case

of a fall from grace, he returns most
eagerly, is man-eating. The joys of

Paradise are quite attractive to the

imagination of the Kanaka ; but it

is always an even balance in the

mind of the neophyte whether it

would not be a good thing to let

heaven slide, and go back to the

more exquisite enjoyment of a ban-

quet on human flesh. The records

of the bone-caverns show that the

race which once peopled Europe,

and who were by no means savages,

were cannibals. These were the

ancestors of men of this day. The
taste for anthropophagy runs in onr

blood, and there is no reason to as-

sume that a diet wholly, or in pait,
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of human flesh is incompatible with

the highest civilization. It is a mere

vulgar prejudice to suppose that hu-

man flesh is disagreeable to the pa-

late. Quite the reverse. The con-

current evidence of those who have

tasted it, from the free and inde-

pendent resident of Typee, to the

shipwrecked mariner, is that it has

the character of pork, but is far

more juicy and delicate.

Now, we have been trying to re-

duce the South to order for four

years, or more, by sending to it the

most disor ietiy of our northern po-

pulation, mingled with a fair pro-

portion of sharpers and sneak-

thieves, and have failed in our pur-

pose. We have tried to make the

former rebels to admire the magna-
nimity which impels us to abuse the

power given us by the fortune of

war, and degrade ourselves in at-

tempting to degrade the conquered;

and we have failed in that too. We
have subjected refined men and wo-

men to the rule of their former He-
lots, one degree above the savage,

and to the scum and refuse of the

northern cities, one degree above

the brute, hoping thereby to make
them admire free government as we
understand it ; and we have failed

there also. Taere never was such

a terribly perverse and ungrateful

people to deal with. It will not

respect us for our incompetency,

love us for our tyranny, nor admire

us for our meanness. What can we
do to be saved from this trouble

which is beginning to act not only

on our hearts, but on our heart of

hearts, that is to say, our trousers

pockets. The answer given by the

political economist, the philanthro-

pist, or the patriot, is plain. Let us

use the southern States as a source

of supply by which we may relieve

the immediate drain upon the food-

quadrupeds—let us make the men,
women and children there of econo-

mic value—let us bring them to the

highest state of obesity, and pre-

pare them as needed for mastica-

tion by the most refined processes

which skill in the sublime art of

cookery can suggest.

Setting aside the fact that to adopt

this proposition opens a tempting

array of tit-bits to the epicure, let

us consider the immense amount of

food thus thrown into the market

—

an amount that will not only cause

Less draught to be made on quadru-

peds, and suffer them to recruit their

numbers up to the required maxi-

mum, but will also agreeably vary

our ordinary diet. We will suppose

there are sis mi lions of men, wo-

men and children fit to be brought

into condition for the butcher—the

rest being either too old and tough,

or being of those scallawags who do

our dirty work with alacrity, and
are therefore not fit aliment for de-

cent people. Some of the ex-Con-

federate soldiers must be included

among those exempt from slaughter,

their campaigning having secured

them some acquisitions which ren-

ders their flesh unsavory and un-

wholesome. This six millions em-
braces probably two millions and a

half of homines, male and female,

between the ages of eighteen and
forty-five, who, after having been

penned and fed properly, would ac-

quire the requisite fatness, and be

brought to the shambles at an ave-

rage weight of a hundred and fifty

pounds avoirdupois. The remain-

der, from the infant up to the stout

boy and succulent young maiden,

might average forty pounds each.
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Taking the price of veal as the

standard, we suppose our herds of

man cattle, on the hoof, would be

worth about ten cents per pound
;

though sucking babes, being delica-

cies, might draw a larger price from

the pockets of the rich. Tais would
add, very much as Republican speak-

ers used to add the hay crop, a sum
of $49,500,000 to the national wealth

—a sum nearly amounting to two-

fifths of what the Treasury Ring,

aided by their fellow-thieves in Con-

gress, manage to steal during a

whole fiscal year. It is scarcely ne-

cessary with this to show what far-

ther advantage we have in making
the consumers the consumed, which,

as we absolutely refuse to suffer

them to be producers, is the next

best thing to do. Thus the whole

difficulty of reconstruction is hap-

pily and profitably disposed of. The
truculent inhabitants thus got out

of the way, the land of the South

can be enjoyed by the noble Puri-

tan and the angelic negro, wmile that

very inferior kind of native known
as the scallawag, being unwhole-

some as food from his carrion na-

ture, could be put to use as a hewer

oi wood, drawer of water, and fetch-

er and carrier in general to the no-

ble carpet-bagger and Sambo the

altogether lovely.

Patriotism no less than economy

dictates the use of this new article

of food. So long as these people,

or any of their descendants, remain

on the soil, there will be always some

vague tradition about that benight-

ed time when this country had a re-

presentative republican form of go-

vernment ; and this may interfere

with a universal acquiescence in the

existing order of things. It may,

indeed, serve both as cause and pre-

text for serious disturbances. And
while these people remain, it is not
only idle to direct northern emigra-

tion there, but absolutely mischiev-

ous. History shows us that the

conquered always avenge themselves

by imposing their customs, and at

last their modes of thought and pre-

judices, on those of the conquering

race who dwell in their midst. Thus
the Normans in England became
gradually but completely Saxonised;

thus the Fitzgeralds who went to

Ireland as invaders, " became more
Irish than the Irish themselves ;'»

thus the descendants of the Scotch,

introduced by that mild and amia-

ble person, Mr. Oliver Cromwell, to

replace those exterminated, became
moving spirits in the rebellion of

'98
; and thus the Russians who re-

place the Poles deported to Siberia,

are by no means good subjects of

that blessed government where they

scourge women, and look upon ve-

nality and corruption as indispen-

sible qualifications for the accom-

plished place-holder. No man, who
is a man in the proper sense, can

now go to the South and make it

his abiding place, without sympa-
thizing with the sufferings and ad-

miring the patience of the southern

people—none can even glance at the

state of affairs there without look-

ing upon the course of Congress

since the civil war closed, as one

marked by cold-blooded cruelty and

intense meanness. We must there-

fore get rid of the old stock in the

South. It would cost too much to

transport them to some penal colo-

ny, though it was possibly with

some such notion that Mr. Seward

purchased Alaska. The only reme-

dy is extermination, and if we must;

kill, why not kill for the good of oar
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bodies? It is true, indeed, that

when we take these away, decent

people from the North will not sup-

ply their places. Men who respect

themselves will not emigrate to a

place where tLey must live on a le-

vel with ignorant negroes. If they

go, they will not stay. But they are

just those who are most wanted at

home. We will be able to retain

them, and only get rid of carpet-

baggers and such vermin, whom we
can readily spare. These and the

scaliawags will soon quarrel ; their

quarrel will end by their mutual ex-

termination ; and thus the negro

will have a clear field for the prac-

tice of fetishism and the rites of the

voudoo, which will be a great gain

to liberty and civilization all over

the world.

Nor is it contrary to true philan-

thropy, as some shallow people might
think, to devour those who were
once our brethren, and whose ances-

tors, in common with our own, la-

bored to found a republic that for

nearly eighty years marched in the

van of progress, and enjoyed an un-

exampled growth and unprecedent-

ed prosperity. For when, by the

sheer brute force of overwhelming

numbers, bought by the lavish ex-

penditure of borrowed money, you
have overcome a proud and brave

people, whose undaunted pluck ren-

dered so long doubtful a conflict

otherwise hopeless ; and having at

length worn them out, because they

had neither armies, munitions, nor

food left—if you cannot do what
magnanimous men would in a like

case, the next best thing is to exter-

minate them. The same malignity

which strives to make their lives

miserable, should make their death

infamous ; and what greater dis-

grace could bei'al any people than to

find a grave in the maw of animals

who have neither honor, pity, nor

remorse?

We have thus proposed a plan

which will for a long time preserve

us from the horrid fate of an en-

forced vegetarianism. If, after hav-

in eaten all the southerners, we still

find the kine, swine and sheep not

yet so much increased as they should

be, we can endure for awhile to live

on horse-flesh, and even eke out the

supply by killing and eat.ng asses.

But in this last matter we must ex-

ercise some caution, or we may find

ourselves feeding on some of the

brilliant statesmen who suppose

they will bring peace to the country

and profit to the pockets of the

North, by turning its most ferti.e

section to a desert, and reducing

one-third of its people to anarchy,

discontent, and despotism. Natu-

rally taking the most eminent of

such creatures, we might find our-

selves feasting on Sumner, Nye and

Zack Chandler. To be sure, Sumner
would have the tenderness of capon,

and Nye be a rich morsel, while

Chandler, from his habits, would be

both meat and drink ; but were we
to lose that incomparable three, from

what Paradise of noodles could we
expect to import their equals

?

H. W. B.
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POLITICAL SATIEE AND SATIRISTS.

The most marked trait in the

finest political writing is its per-

sonality. It is very plausible to re-

iterate the hackneyed maxim, " prin-

ciples not men," but it is next to

impossible to separate the two. An
intimate connection necessarily sub-

sists between principles and those

who hold them, as between a man
and his dress, a book and its au-

thor. Certain abstract philosophers

(a very small class) may be enabled

by long practice and dint of study,

to disabuse their minds of favorite

prejudices, and set up 'a species of

claim to impartiality and fairness
;

yet such thinkers are seldom actors

on the great stage, but rather spec-

tators of the stirring contests in the

actual arena of politics. They may
write philosophical treatises on gov-

ernment, the wealth of nations, or

the spirit of laws, but they make
inefficient "working-members." Even
Burke was a partisan, and such have

the abLst and honestest politicians

of all ages been. There is unques-

tionably truth mingled with error

in every party; yet a man of decided

character will fiid more truth and
less error on one side than on the

other. Many partisans have been

hypocrites, but by no manner of

means all. It is rather (unless there

exists natural suspicions of interest-

ed motives or palpable deficiency)

an argument in a man's favor that

he is a zealous partisan ; for in its

integrity, such a character supposes

vigor, earnestness and fidelity, the

three manly qualities by pre-emi-

nence. Among the many reasons

that incline a man to join this party

or that, may be enumerated—here-

ditary tendencies, pecuUarities of

mental or moral constitution, per-

sonal gratitude, the influence of a

superior mind, chance or prejudice.

We are apt to consider that this first

cause is much more defensible than

is generally supposed. Viewed in

a certain light, some of the noblest

virtues are ro more than prejudices.

Compared with the universal spirit

of philanthropy, patriotism sinks

into a narrow prsion ; the worthy

father makes by no means so dis-

tinguished a figure, as the humane
citizen of the world. Eeligion, too,

in its most important article, im-

presses a refined selfishness at the

same time that it teaches charity

and general benevolence. For we
must be most solicitous for our own
souls ; no man can stand in our
place, nor can we become the sub-

stitute for another. So in the field

of politics, a nobler contest than

that of the "tented field,'' a man
must take his side, and stand or

fall with it. Middle men become in-

different, if originally honest and
well-me ming, or mere trimmers, if

the reverse; and it is difficult to de-

termne which is the more despica-

ble character. Imperceptibly, too,

a man's principles become identified

with himself, and by a natural con-

sequence, if we have faith in the

one, we learn to love the other. la
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the wisest men, we see every day the

force of political attachments, which

sometimes exhibit a devotion al-

most heroical. And this is right.

One who hazards all for a great

principle, a master-doctrine, should

be strongly supported. A politician

needs his backers as well as a pugi-

list, to give him heart and constan-

cy. We never could understand the

separation, upon which many insist,

between the characters of the states-

man and the private individual. "We

cannot distinguish th« two different

characters of the same person. A
single mind impresses an unity of

design upon all its performances,

and an upright man should be gov-

erned by the same law of right and

sense of duty, in his official posi-

tion, that control his domestic and

familiar actions. If we admire

ability and trust to the unbias-ed

exercise of it, if we believe in the

same creed and favor the same prin-

ciples, how can we refrain from em-

bracing the possessor of such tal-

ents, and the advocates of such doc-

trines, as a personal friend ?

To come back to our text. Per-

sonality we affirm to be the most

striking trait of the most brilliant

political writing. Party spirit be-

gets political satire. Along with its

evident advantages, partisanship in-

cludes a spirit of bigotry that dis-

plays its worst features. " Party

spirit incites people to attack with

rashness, and to defend without sin-

cerity. Violent partisans are apt to

treat a political opponent in such a

manner, when they argue with him,

as to make the question quite per-

sonal, as if he had been present as

it were, and a c lief agent in all the

crimes which they attribute to his

party. Nor does the accused hesi-

tate to take the matter upon him
self, and in fancied self-defence, to

justify things which otherwise he

would not hesitate for one moment
to condemn." Exact statements and
precise deductions can hardly be ex-

pectel when a man is making the

most of his materials, and defend-

ing what he believes to be the true

view, though it may have weak
spots. From an article that has

appeared elsewhere, we quote a few

sentences that we are not sure could

be better rewritten at present : "It

is true that satirists have sometimes

transcended the proper limits of

truth and discretion ; have calum-

niated where they should have calm-

ly censured, and have written a libel

instead of a criticism. The most
piquant satire is necessarily one-

sided, and carried to the extreme

verge of truth ; at times overpass-

ing it. Epigrams lose in point

where they approach the truth. A
moderate thinker is rarely to be

found among professed wits. For,

vThen a man comes to ponder and
weigh opposite qualities and con-

flicting statements, to admit this ex-

cuse and allow that apology, when
circumstance and occasion are con-

sidered, and, in a word, when we
endeavor to strike a just balance or"

the actions and cliarac ers of men,

he rarely can escape a trite conclu-

sion or a mediocrity of argument.
* * * It is only where a point

is driven home with force, when, to

paint one trait vividly, the rest of

the features are thrown into the

shade, that brilliancy is attained at

the expense of fidelity and a liberal

construction." In politics, as in

most things, the most striking argu-

ments are those ad hominem and ad

absurdum. Ridicule serves too often
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as a test of truth ; and though this

delicate instrument may be pervert-

ed to great injury, yet we all know
very well how many people can be

laughed out of notions which could

not be removed by the fairest and
most conclusive argumentation. A
laugh is the best logic for these.

How many subjects, too, of no little

detriment to a cause, though in

themselves of diminutive import-

ance, cnnnot be appropriately treat-

ed, except in the way of jesting and
raillery. The lightness of some
men is far beneath aught but the

levity of a squib or a pun ; whereas

the specific gravity (or, in plain

terms, stolid presumption) of others,

requires merely a superficial expo-

sition, to make them ridiculous for

ever.

There are other considerations

that tend to confirm the usefulness

of political satire. Much may be

done indirectly that we cannot open-

ly face and attack. An allegoric?: \
narrative may include real charac-

ters, which it might be imprudent

to depict in express language. Bold,

bad men, in power, may be scourged

with impunity and poetic justice,

by the dramatist and novel writer,

when a faithful picture of them by

a chronicler of the times would, in

other days and lands than our own,

send him into duress. Existing pub-

lic abuses which, from their intangi-

ble arid irresponsible character, can-

not always be publicly met, may still

be so described in a work of fiction,

as in time to effect a thorough popu-

lar reformation of them. Thus
much at present for the value of the

argument ad absurdum of which we
shall have something in the way of

illustration to furnish before we con-

clude.

The argument ad hominem affects

a man's interest, and appeals to his

pride or excites his iudignntion, and
moves his feelings. It is the most
effective argument to be used with

the majority of men, and when en-

livened by comic ridicule, or exag-

gerated into something like vituper-

ative eloquence by the presence of

a Juvenal tone of sarcastic rebuke,

it displays the perfection of politi-

cal satire, and such as we find it in

the most eminent instances.

The finest and most permanent
satire, whether religious or political,

has been conveyed in works of

imagination, which, falling into the

hands of the greatest number of

readers, have consequently at the

same time obtained universal repu-

tation, and exercised the widest in-

fluence. Of this nature, especially!

are the immortal works of Swiff
,

" Gulliver's Travels," and "The Tale

of a Tab," the most admirable union

of exquisite satire and allegory.

These may be most appropriately

styled allegorical satires, to which

may be added Arbuthnot's " John
Bull," and our Paulding's imitation

of it. The extravagance of unmiti-

gated burlesque, however, does not

in all respects become the true char-

acter of able political writing, which,

when it does admit of satire, inva-

riably demands that the wit be based

on vigorous sense and logic, and
that it appear rather in the form of

great intellectual accuteness, sharp-

ened by exercise, than in the guise

of pure pleasantry or jesting with-

out an aim. And here we may re-

mark, that not a single political

writer is to be mentioned, of any

eminence, and who has a reputation

for wit or humor, whose wit and

humor is not founded upon great
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strength of understanding, shrewd-

ness and knowledge of mankind.

Political wit admits of little play of

fancy, and few or no imaginative

excursions. In fact, it is only a

livelier mode of stating an argu-

ment. It is reasoning by pointed

analogies or happy illustrations, a

species of ejDigrammatic logic. This

is the wit of Junius, of Home
Tooke, of Tom Paine, and of William

Hazlitt. They sought to reach the

reductio ad absurdum by the argu-

ment ad 1 hominem. The accumula-

tion of ridiculous traits of character

made up a comic picture, and de-

monstrated practical absurdities in

conduct at the same time. On the

other hand, by a process of exhaust-

ive analysis, they precipitated, as a

chemist would say, the ludicrous

points of a subject. Cobbett's wit

consisted in calling nicknames with

an original air. Satire is a prosaical

talent, yet it has been exercised by
some of the first poets in the second

class of great poets, the most dis-

tinguished of whom we will refer to

soon. It handles topics essentially

unpoetical, and in a way that would
deprive them of what poetical quali-

ties they might possess. For satire

tends to diminish and degrade,

whereas true poetry aims to exalt

and refine. Satire deals with the

vices, the crimes of the worst part

of mankind, or the levities and fol-

lies of the most insignificant. Much
political satire exaggerates both, but

that is the original sin and inherent

defect of all satire. The value of

satire in a practical point of view is

great ; it is the only curb upon
many, and no ineffectual check upon
the best. Next to religion, it exerts

a happier and a wider influence than

anything else, whether law, custom,

or policy. Such is forcible and well-

directed satire in the worthiest

hands. It is a true, manly style of

writing, but it admits of wide aber-

rations from this standard, and may
become hurtful and dangerous. It

exposes hypocrisy and encourages

an open, frank, fearless spirit
;

yet

this very openness (in base natures)

will run into recklessness and a

contempt of authority, a neglect of

propriety, and a rash avowal of law-

less and foul doctrines. It may con-

vert liberty into licentiousness.—

-

Then, again, satire is often unfair,

morally unjust, or historically false.

The acute perception of Butler,

which, aided by his learned wit and
matchless versification, saw with ex-

actness, and has transmitted to us
with picturesque fidelity, the mere
canting, controversial, corrupt Pres-

byterians of his day, failed to recog-

nise the sturdy vigor of the Inde-

pendent, and the sublime fanaticism

of even the wildest of the Fifth

Monarchy men. Even Scott, though

he came much closer to the truth

in his pictures, unconsciously dis-

torted and caricatured some of the

noblest features of the Puritans.

That stern race of robust men has

hardly yet met with its true histo-

rian.

A too frequent consequence of

successful satire, we have left for our

last objection to its usefulness. It

tends to beget a spirit of indiffer-

ence. Men, looking on the excesses

of either side with an eye of philo-

sophic temperance, are too apt to

conclude that there is nothing worth

contending for ; they become dis-

gusted with what they, in their

short-sightedness, esteem fruitless

struggles, and give over all desire

of victory. Tbey become indiffer-
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ent spectators of a stirring scene,

and might as well, for all good pur-

poses, be altogether removed from

it.

In a former paper we promised

to lay before the reader a catalogue

raisone of those poets who had been

deeply concerned in contemporary

politics, and whose writings had
given an impulse to the parties they

had respectfully espoused. At pre-

sent we can afford to occupy but a

slight portion of this very wide gen-

eral subject. Of this portion, even,

we can present but a sort of profile

sketch, a mere outline. Hereafter

we hope to enlarge our plan and
enter more into detail.

From the time of Chaucer, Eng-
lish poetry has been the firm friend

and fast ally of freedom. " The
Mountain Nymph, Sweet Liberty,'*

has inhaled the melodious airs and
caught the musical breezes that float

on " Parnassus " hill, and Truth has

become the associate of Fancy. But

it is only at a comparatively later

period that an eminent example oc-

curred of a partizan poet, of a politi-

cal pamphleteer in verse. Perhaps

Dryden may be placed at the head

of this class, in point of time as

well as in degree of excellence. But-

ler's mock heroic had more the tone

of a general satire, though " of the

court courtly," the text-book of the

witty king and his livery courtiers.

" Glorious John," however, was the

first poetical special pleader and

rhyming controversialist we can re-

fer to, who was a master in his de-

partment. In Church or State, he

was almost equally at home.* His

most celebrated satire, Absalom and

* Vide, Absalom and Achitophel, and the

Hmd and Panther.

Achitophel, is a masterpiece, and
contains three characters, Absalom,
(the Duke of Monmouth), Atchito-

phel (the Earl of Shaftesbury,) and
Zinri, (the Duke of Buckingham,)
superior to the classic portraits of

Pope.f It includes, besides these,

f We transcribe the two last :

" Of these the false Achitophel was first

;

A name to all succeeding ages curst

;

For close designs and crooked counsels fit,

Sagacious, bold, and turbulent of wit
;

Restless, unfixed in principles and place
;

In power unpleas'd, impatient of disgrace
;

A fiery soul, which working out its way,
Fretted the pigmy body to decay,

And o'er-informed the tenement of clay.

A daring pilot in extremity
;

Pleased with the danger when the waves
went high,

He sought the storms; but for a calm unfit,

would steer too near the sand to show his

wit."

Buckingham has been drawn and paint-

ed by a variety of hands, and by master
limners. Yet in Dryden we find united his

Reynolds and Vandyeke ; a painter, whose
expressive skill was marked by the ele-

g: nee and vivacity of the first Master, with
"the soft expression of the clear Vandyke."
Pope, in his third Epistle on the Use of

Riches, had afterwards sketched with ad-
mirable fidelity and brilliancy :

"That life of reason, and that soul of

whim !

Gallant and gay in Cliefden's proud al-

cove—
The bower of wanton Shrewsbury and love;

Or just as gay, at council, in a ring

Of mimic statesmen and their merry king,"

the brilliant, thoughtless, inconstant, acute,

imprudent, intriguing, prodigal, Villiers,

Duke of Buckingham. But he had been

described by Dryden before, in that inimi-

table picture, which later writers may en-

vy, yet despair of ever equalling :

" In the first rank of these did Zimri

stand ;

A man so various, that he seem'd to l»e

Not one, but all mankind's epitome ;

{Stiff in opinions, always in the wrung,
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vigorous reasoning, occasional fan-

ciful imagery, pointed reflections,

and a style completely adapted to

the subject, full, rich, varied, suffi-

ciently harmonious to give a gusto

to the finest thoughts, and so musi-

cal and dignified as to exalt even

commonplace conceptions to the

rank of heroic sentiment.

The poem just alluded to was the

most popular of the day ; and Dr.

Johnson informs us, in his Life of

Dryden, of the fact obtained on his

father's authority, that more copies

were sold of it than of any new

book except Sachevereil's Trial.

Dryden comprised a school in

himself. His imitators were so vast-

ly inf rior to him as to have sunk

beneath general regard. He is the

Was everything by starts, and nothing

long
;

But in the course of one revolving moon
Was chemist, fiddler, statesman and baf-

ioon
;

Then all for women, painting, rhyming,

drinking,

Besides ten thousand freaks that died in

thinking.

Blest madman, who could every hour em-
ploy,

With something new to wish, or to enjoy !

Bailing and praising were his usual themes,

And both, to show his judgment, in ex-

tremes.

So over violent, or over civil,

That every man with him was God or De-
vil.

In squandering wealth was his peculiar art,

Nothing went unrewarded but desert.

Beggar'd by fools whom still he found too
late,

He had his jest, and they had his estate.

He laughed himself from court; then sought
relief

By forming parties, but could ne'er be
chief

;

For spite of him the weight of business fell

On Absalom and wise Achitophel
;

Thus wicked but in will, of means bereft,

He left not faction, but of that was left."

English Juvenal, (in his satires,) as

Pope was the English Horace, and

exhibits the manly indignation and

eloquent invective of the first writer

without any of the ease and spright-

liness of the second. Saturnine and
silent as he has described himself,

he could ill let himself down from

his position of censor and critic, in-

to the light gaiety of a familiar com-
panion. He is in earnest, and wants

humor to trifle with profound mean-
ing like Swift, or Sterne, or Charles

Lamb. A sage and serious moral-

ist, he has little or nothing of the

wit about him, and in this respect is

totally unlike all the later political

versifiers in English that we can re-

collect.

Swift's best satire was directed

against pretenders of all sorts, in

the Tale of a Tub (a satire on eccle-

siastical abuses, in its primary in-

tention,) and in his Gulliver, against

government and politics. His most
decidedly political tracts, the Con-
duct of the Allies, and the Drapier's

Letters, we never could relish as we
ought, though they both are still

highly admired, and at the time of

their first publication produced very

palpable effects. In the dean's verse

almost every political allusion is

handled by way of badinage, and
expressive of no decided bias or

party feeling. The copy of verses

by Swift that contain the nearest

approach to poetry, (of which few
readers can accuse the witty dean
of Laracor of often committing,)

and which also conveys an impres-

sion of his political preference, is

his address

"TO the eael of peteebobow,
" Who Commanded the British Foi ces in

Spain.

" Mordanto fills the trump of fame,

The Christian world his deeds proclaim,
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And prints are crowded with his name.

" In journeys he outrides the post,

Sits up till midnight with his host,

Talks politics and gives the toast

;

"Knows every prince in Europe's face,

Fiies like a ^quib from place to place,

And travels not but runs a race.

"From Paris, gazette a-la-main,

This day arrived without his train,

Mordanto in a week from Spain.

" A messenger comes all a-reek,

Mordanto at Madrid to seek
;

He leit the town above a week.

"Next day the post-boy winds his horn,

And rides through Dover in the morn :

Mordanto's landed from Leghorn.

"Mordanto gallops on alone
;

The roads are with his followers strewn ;

This breaks a girth, and that a bone.

" His body active as his mind,

.Returning sound in limb and wind,

Except some leather lost behind.

" A skeleton in outward figure,

His meagre corpse, though full of vigor,

Would halt behiudghim were it bigger.

" So wonderful his expedition,

When you have not the lea t suspicion,

He's with you like an apparition.

"Shines in all climates like a star,

In senates bold, and fierce in war,

A land commander and a tar.

" Heroic actions early bred in,

Ne'er to be matched in modern reading

But by his name-sake, Charles of Sweden."

This was that Earl of Peterbo-

rough, the friend of Pope, (who left

his watch to the poet as a daily re-

membrancer of him,) and associate

of the Tory wits, one of the most

gallant, accomplished, romantic, and
eccentric characters of his time. It

was he of whom Spencer relates,

that being in the company of Fene-

lon, with whose sweet, attractive

graces he was charmed, the skepti-

cal lord exclaimed, that he was " so

delicious a creature, that he must

get away from him, else he would
co ivert him."

We committed an error when we
said above that Dryden's imitators

were beneath regard ; we forgot

Churchill. Churchill is now little

better than a name ; a past noto-

riety, a once fashionable satirist.

Byron's brilliant lines upon him,

have strengthened this general im-

pression (with the majority of read-

ers a true impression,) of his pre-

sent obscurity. But the author of

the Rosciad, the first pupil in the

school of Dryden, the model of Cow-
per, the friend of Colman and Lloyd,

and Bonnell Thornton, and the

staunch associate of the notorious

Joan "Wilkes, cannot be so easily

forgotten, in a list of the truly clas-

sical reputations of English Litera-

ture. In Southey's late life of Cow-
per, we find the most impartial ac-

count of Churchill, whose errors,

and in some instances whose vices

grew out of imprudence, and of a
reckless scorn, induced by the tem-
porary oblivion of the claims of

conscience and morality. "The
comet of a season," the star of

Churchill's glory set in melancholy

and gloom. At war with the world,

he beamed restless and dissatisfied

with himself ; and this mental anx-

iety, added to a cutting sense of

disgrace and moral desperation, hur-

ried him into the hasty execution of

poems, that, polished by study and
refined by art, might have stood the

test of ages, instead of being thrown

as lumber into Time's receptacle for

vigorous curiosities and unfinished

poetical studies. Churchill had two
qualities which he never lost sight

or', nor omitted to exercise, manli-

ness and generosity. He was direct,

open, unweavering, and sincere. A
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hater and severe lasher of hypocrisy,

his defects lay rather in an excess of

freedom; and though just and gene-

rous to an extraordinary degree, he

was not always delicate and fasti-

dious enough for the refinement of

modern days. Hazlitt has drawn
his portrait in a line :

" Churchill is

a fine rough satirist ; he had wit,

eloquence, and honesty." Except

his Rosciad, all his satirical poems,

and he wrote nothing but satire, are

directed to political subjects. The
Prophecy of Famine, (one of the

finest,) contains some capital hits at

the Scotch; which the author of Ta-

ble Talk must have relished hugely.

He was a firm adherent of Willi s,

and thought him the purest of pa-

triots, as he used to spca': of Church-

ill as the noblest of poets. There

was, unquestionably, a strong natu-

ral sympathy between them. Cow-
per, who is thought to have taken

Churchill for his model in moral sa-

tire, entertained an equally exalted

opinion of the poet's abilities. " It

is a great thing," writes the former,

" to be indeed a poet, and does not

happen to more th^n one man in a

century ; but Churchill, the great

Churchill, deserves that name." This

is a noble eulogium from the puri-

tanical Cowper, of the impetuous

Churchill. With anecdoes, both of

Churchill's generosity and manli-

ness, we might worthily fill a page

or two, but the dark side of the pic-

ture we feel no desire to exhibit, and

content ourselves with a reference

to the work just mentioned. His

verse is characterized by spirit, in-

dignant fire, vigorous sense, and a

masculine melody peculiar to him-

self. He had much of Dryden's ta-

lent for portrait and impassioned

declamation, with a more dashing

manner, and defects, arising from
carelessness and haste. Perhaps
Churchill's best production after all,

was his Rosciad. This may be con-

sidered the metrical pendant or co-

rollary to Gibber's Autobiography,

which contains the theatrical por-

traits of the age of Pope ; as this,

of the age of Johnson. We quote

these faithful daguerreotypes of

Foote and Miss Pope.

"By turns transformed into all kinds of

shapes,

Constant to none, Foote laughs, cries,

struts and scrapes
;

Now in the centre, now in van or rear,

The- Proteus shifts, band, parson, auction-

eer.

His strokes of humor, and his bursts of

sport,

Are all contain'd in this one word—dis-

torts*****
With all the native vigor of sixteen,

Among ftie merry troup conspicuous seen,

See lively Pope advance on jig and trip,

Corhma, Cherry, Honeycomb and Snip.

Not without art, but yet to Nature true,

She charms the town with humor just, yet

new,

Chcey'd by her promise, we the less de-

plore

The fatal time when Clive shall be no
more."

Pope might have written these

lines, and would by no means have

disdained the reputation of them.

Churchill is in the main just, yet ra-

ther hard upon the author of The
Mayor of G-arratt. His predictions

as to Miss Pope were entirely veri-

fied. This lady and fine p rformer,

afterwards attracted the regard of

the author of Elia, (the most deli-

cate of theatrical critics,) who writes

of her, in one of his admirable es-

says :
" Charming, natural Miss

Pope, the perfect gentlewoman, as

distinguished from the fine lady oi

comedy."
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As we descend to our own days,

we find the bitter personality of po-

litical satire has left verse, in a great

measure, for the public speech and
the editorials of the newspaper.

Modern satire is gay and trilling, in-

stead of being weighty and severe.

Tom Moore and Peter Pindar are

the cleverest in their peculiar style,

we remember; Moore the parlor wit,

and Wolcott the wit of the alehouse.

General badinage and elegant rail-

lery, is the forte of the first ; as a

certain coarse vigor and copious hu-

mor is of the last. We give the

dictum of the finest poetical critic

of the age, on these writers. Of
Moore, " he has wit at will, and of

the first quality. His satirical and
burlesque poetry is his besf—it is

first-rate. His Two-penny Post-bag

is a perfect ' nest of spicery ;' where
the Cayenne is not spared. The
politcian here sharpens the poet's

pen. In this, too, our bard resem-

bles the bee ; he has his honey and
his sting.

5
' As this lively jeu-d'esprit

is not so much read now as former-

ly, and least of all amongst u^, we
have thought our readers might not
be disinclined to a reference to a few
of the cleverest passages.

Here is a choice morceau from an
imaginary Letter of Y. R., to the

E of Y ; written the day
after a dinner, given by the M
of H—d—t.

"We missed you last night at the 'hoary
old sinners ;'

Who gave us, as usual, the cream of good
dinners

;

His soups scientific—his fishes quite prime
;

His pates superb—and his cutlets sublime !

In short, 'tv» as the snug sort of dinner to
stir a

Stomachic orgasm in my Lord E gh,
Who set to, to be sure, with miraculous

force,

And exclaimed, between mouthfuls, « AHel
cook, of course !

While you live—(what's there, under that

cover, pray look,)

While you live— (I'll just taste it),—ne'er

keep a she-cook.

'Tis a sound Salic law— (a small bit of that

toast,

)

Which ordains that a female shall ne'er

rule the roast

;

For cookery's a secret—(this turtle's un-

common)

—

Like masonry, never found out by a wo-

A certain Countess Dowager, on
the eve of issuing five hundred cards

" for a snug little route," writes thus

to a lady intimate, in her zeal to

catch a Lion for the evening dis-

play :

"But in short, my dear, names like

W-i ntz schitstopshinzoudstroff,

Are the only things now m ike an ev'ning

go smooth off

—

So bring me a Russian—'till death I'm your

debtor

—

If he brings the whole alphabet, so much
the better

;

And—Lord ! if he would but in character

sup

Oh his fish-oil and candles, he'd quite set

me up !

Au revoir, my sweet girl—I must leave you
in haste

—

Little Gunther has brought me the liqueurs

to taste.

" POSTSCRIPT.

"By-the-bye, have you found any friend

that can construe

That Latin account t'other day of a Mon-
ster?

If we can't get a Russian, and that thing in

Latin,

Be not too improper, I think I'll bring that

in."

Among other capital things is a

letter of a fashionable publishing

house to an author, enclosing his»

rejected manuscripts :

"Per Post, Sir, we send your manuscript
look'd it thro'—
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Very sorry—but cpn't undertake—'twould

not do.

Clever wo k, sir ! would get up prodigious-

ly well,

Its only defect is— it never would sell

!

And though statesmen may glory in being

unbought,

In aD au.hor, we think, sir, that's rather a

fault.

Hard times sir—most books are too dear

to be read,

Though the gold ot good sen e and wit's

smatl change are fled,

Yet (he paper we publishers pass in their

sten d,

Rises higher each day, and ('tis frightful

to think it,)

Not even such names asF—tzg—r—d'scan

sink it.

However, sir, if you are for trying again,

And at something that's readable—we are

your men."

With professional courtesy, the

writer ventures to point more ven-

dible somethings, in the way of Au-
thorship, as Travels, Tracts against

the Catholics, East India Pamphlets,

Reviews, and finally hits upon a

master thought of its kind :

" Should you feel any touch of poetical

glow,

We've a scheme to suggest—Mr. Sc—tt,

you must know,

(Who, we're sorry to say it, now works for

the Row,

)

Having quitted the borders to seek new re-

nown,

Is coming by long quarto stages, to town
;

And beginning with Rokeby (the job's sure

to pay,)

Means to do all the gentlemen's seats on
the way.

Now the scheme is (though some of our
hackneys can beat him,)

To start a fresh Poet through Highgate to

meet him,

Wno, by means of quick proofs—no re-

vises—long coaches

—

May do a few villas, before Sc—tt ap-
proaches,

Indeed, if our Pegasus be not curst shabby,

He'll reach without found'ring at least Wo -

burn Abbey.

Such, Sir, is our plan—if you're up to the

freak,

'Tisa match ! and we'll put you in training

next week
;

At present no more—in reply to this let-

ter, a

Line will oblige very much
" Yours, et cetera.

"Temple of the Muses."

Nothing can surpass, fjv exqui-

site pleasantry, sharp satire, and the

finest wit, this brilliant gem; unless

it be the following lteter, which will

be relished vastly by those who are

familiar with the domestic history of

the then Prince Regent, afterwards

George IV,. with which we must
conclude our extracts, though there

is more than as much again, of

equal lustre :

"EXTKACTS FEOM THE DIAKY OF A POLI-

TICIAN.
" Wednesday.

"Through M—nch—st—r square took a

canter just now

—

Met the old yellow chriot, and made a low

bow,

This I did, of course, thinking 'twas loyal

and civil,

But got such a look—oh, 'twas black as the

devil !

How unlucky !—incog, he was traveling

about,

And I, like a noodle, mast go find him out

!

Mem. —When next by the old yellow cha-

riot I ride,

To remember there is nothing princely In-

side.

Thursday.

"At levee to-day made another sad blun-

der

—

Whac can be come over me lately, I won-
der !

The P e was as cheerful as if, all his

life,

He had never been troubled with friends or

a wife.

'Fine weather,' says he—to which I, who
must prate,

Answered, « Yes, sir, but changeable rather
of la'o.'

He took ii, I fear, for he looked somewhat
gruff,
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And handled his new pair of whiskers so

rough,

That before all the courtiers I fear'd they'd

come off,

And th n, Lord, how Geramb would tri-

umphantly scoff

!

Mem. — To buy for son Dickey some ungu-

ent or lotion

To nourish his whiskers—sure road to pro-

motion.
" Saturday.

"Last night a concert—vastly gay

—

Given by Lady C— stl—r—gh.

My Lo d loves music, and, we know,
Has two strings always to his bow.

In choosing songs, the B,—g—t named
' Had I heartforfalsehood framed,'

While gentle H—rtx—d begg'd and pray'd

For ' Yours I am, and sore afraid.'
"

" Peter Pindar," says the writer

from whom we have already quoted

in reference to Moore, " the histo-

rian of Sir Joseph Banks and the

Emperor of Morocco, of the Pilgrims

and the Peas, of the Royal Academy,
and of Mr. Whitbread's brewing

vat, the bard in whom the nation

and the king delighted, is old and
blind, (this was written previous to

his death,) but still merry and wise;

remembering how he has made the

world laugh in his time, and not le-

penting of the mirth he has given
;

with an involuntary smile lighted up

at the mad pranks of his Music, and
the lucky hits of his pen— ' faint

picture of those flashes of his spirit,

that were wont to set the table in a

roar ;' like his own Expiring Taper,

bright and fitful to the last; tagging

a rhyme or conning his own epi-

taph ; and waiting for the last sum-
mons, grateful and contented

!"

Previous to the period when these

authors flourished, and during the

era of cur g: eat national struggle,

appeared our first essays at the

union of politics and poetry, chiefly

in the form of political satire. Trum-
bull's Hudibrastic poem is a spirited

copy of the admirable original. A
Frenchman, of more politeness than

critical sagacity, wrote of it as supe-

rior (!) to Hudibras; but such praise

was %per-Hudibrasticin itself. Our
epic poet, Barlow, is said to be the

best known abroad, (or rather was
the best known,) of our national

bards, a fact that tends to injure the

true poetical fame of our genuine

sons of song. As a burksque writer,

Barlow deserves considerable praise.

Dwight, Humphreys, Hopkins, Fre-

neau, T. Paine, and a few of equal

rank and ability, have long since

been forgotten. It is a little singu-

lar that our earliest writers of verse

should have been followers of Pope,

and destitute of any spirit of intel-

lectual independence.

In England, we recollect nothing

of the Anti-Jacobin wits .superior to

the Croaker effusions. Canning, the

best of the writers, was neat and

elegant in his verse as in his oratory,

and rarely rose above a classical cor-

rectness and gentlemanly smart-

ness.

The last satirical jeu oVesprit in

England that time has made classi-

cal, (upon which we can at present

lay our hands,) was a joint produc-

tion of C derid^e and Southey, that

appeared in the Morning Post some

years ago. Since that time epi-

grams and verses, numberless have,

doubtless, been produced, but no-

thing comparable to the fodowing,

with which we shall bring our ram-

bling lucubrations to a close :

"THE DEVIL'S THOUGHTS.

" From his brimstone b id, at break of day,

A walking the Devil is gone,

To visit his little snug farm of the earth,

And see how his stock went on.

Over the hill and over the dale,

And he went over the plain,
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And backwards and forwards he swisli'd

his long tail,

As a genteman swishes his cane.

And how then was the Devil drest?

Oh ! he was in his Sunday best,

His jacket was red and his breeches were

blue,

And there was a hole where his tail came
through.

He saw a lawyer killing a viper,

On a dung-heap beside his stable,

And the Devil smiled, for it put him in

mind
Of Cain and his brother Abel.

A 'pothecary on a white horse

Rode by on his vocations,

And the Devil thought of his old Friend,

Death, in the Revelations.

He saw a cottage with a double coach-

house,

A cottage of gentility !

And the Devil did grin, for his darling

sin

Is the pride that apes humility.

He went into a rich bookseller's shop,

Quoth he, « We are both of one col-

For I myself sat like a cormorant once,
Fast by the tree of knowledge.'

Down the river there plied with wind and
tide,

A Dig with vast celerity

;

And the Devil looked wise as he saw how
the while,

It cut its own throat. ' There !' quoth

he with a smile,
1 Goes England's commercial prosper-

ity.'

As he went through Cold-Bath-Fields he

saw
A solitary cell,

And the Devil was pleased, for it gave

him a hint

For improving his prisons in hell.

-'s burning faceGeneral -

He saw with consternation,

And back to hell his way did take,

For the Devil thought, by a slight mis-

take,

It was general conflagration."*

* The history of the above prodaction is

interesting, and is related at length in the

late London edition of Southey's Poetical

Works. It appears the author hip was
quite a matter of discussion—Porson, the

famous Greek scholar, being named among
other claimants. In pome of fact, how-
ever, whatever merit the piece possesses is

chiefly due to Southey, who contributed

the longer £nd livelier portion. In the

edition of Colerid e, from which we ex-

tracted it, the poem is no longer than we
have given ; but later editions present it

tripled in length, though hardly in pi-

quancy .

FORGIVENESS.

My heart was heavy, for its trust had been
Abused, its kindness answered wiih foul wrong,1

So, turning gloomily from my fellow men
One summer Sabbath day I strolled among

The green mounds of the village burial-piace,
Where pondering how all human love and hate

Find one sad level ; and how, soon or late,

Wronged and wrongdoer, each with meekened face,
And cold hands folded over a still heart,

Pass the green threshold of our common grave,
Whither all footsteps tend, whence none depart,

Awed for myself, and pitying my race,
Our common sorrow, like a mighty wave,

Swept all my pride away, and trembling, I poegave !
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WHAT THE WAR SETTLED.

Over three years ago, General

Grant descended from the govern-

mental heaven in Washington city,

to the^e " lower" southern "regions,"

to find out the disposition of the

vanquished " rebels" towards " the

best government in the world '—not

in our narrow continent and expir-

ing country—but in orbem terroe, and
per tot anvos—on the whole round

globe, and in all the ages. General

Grant was "the right man in the

right place"—"the victorious gene-

ral of the revolution," as quoth Mr.

Speaker Colfax

—

amvlissimus voi.

He was that little earthly god, whose
thunder had shaken the foundations

of the country—not mediocriter lobe-

factantem statumreipublicoe—but very

violently, and whose voice was now
invoked to re-establish order—the

Jupiter Tonans who was to smile and
become the Jupiter Gustos of the

Republic

!

He came at the behest of the Pre-

sident, like L. Opimus by the de-

cree of the Roman Senate—to take

care of " the new nation," of which

Andrew Johnson, by " the act of

Providence," the force of the Con-

stitution, (illudfuit !
) and the rage

of Booth, who, like Servillus Ahala,

who slew Spurius Melius with his

own hand, sua ruanne, had shot

Abraham Lincoln, in the midst of

his revolutionary designs

—

Sluden-

tem, novis rebus. General Grant had

become the guardian Proeses—the

historical figure-head—the Pater Ci~

vitatisf His business was that of

Opimus—ne respublica caperet quid

detriments He "came," he " saw,"

and he reported to the President, in

December, 1865. This did General

U. S. Grant, aforesaid, and this is

his report

:

" I am satisfied that the mass of think-

ing m*m in the South accept the present

state of affairs in good faith. The ques-
tions which have heretofore divided the

sentiments of the people of the two
sections—slavery and States' rights, or the

right of a State to secede from the Union

—

they regard as having been settled forever

by the highest tribunal—arms—that men
can resort to. I was pleased to learn irom
the leading men whom I met that they not

only accepted the decision arrived at as

fnal, but now that the smoke of battle has

cleared away and time has been given f.r

reflection, that this decision has been a

fortunate one jor the country, they receiv-

ing like benefits from it with those who op-

posed them in the fie'd and council. My
observations lead me to the conclusion that

the citizens of the Southern States are anx-

ious to return to self-government as soon

as possible; that while reconstructing, they

want and require protection from the gov-

ernment ; that they are in earnest in wish-

ing to do what is required of them by the

government not humiliating to them as ci-

tizens ; and that, if such a course should

be pointed out, they would pursue it in

good faith."

It is not the object of this paper

to show how little the policy of his

party was affected by this " report"

of General Grant—how his " obser-

vations" were discredited by its

vengeful leaders, and his pacific sug-

gestions met by legislative usurpa-

tion and oppression—how even he

was soon forced by denunciation, or
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seduced by ambitious aims, and won
to an abandonment of his own con-

clusions, and how the most vindic-

tive " war" has been waged for three

years, " outside of the Constitution,'

upon a vanquished people, " in ear-

nest in wishing to do what is re-

quired of them by the government."

It is not our object to criticise a

man, or to characterize a party.

History has it in keeping that G-en.

Grant's report " settled" nothing,

whatever may or may not have been
" settled by the war." It serves our

purpose to observe that a false theory,

or even a true one, does not often

benefit a patent fact. Men who
doubted the system of Copernicus,

and persecuted Galileo for teaching

it, never disputed the rising of the

sun! It was easy to believe that

the southern people, after being

wearied and wasted by four years

of desolating, savage war, and being

compelled to surrender their armies,

worn to starving skeletons by une-

qual conflict, were ready enough to

resume their relations to the Fede-

ral Government, and undertake the

duties of good citizenship—that they

were " anxious to return to self-gov-

ernment," and if not willing to give

up their property in " slaves,"

at the lease resigned to what seemed
to be the inevitable fate ; but it was
going a bow-shot beyond human
credulity to assume that they re-

garded "Slavery and States' Rights"

as having been settled forever by
the "highest tribunal—arms—that

men can resort to." Not to assert

very positively that " arms" is not
" the highest tribunal that men can
resort to," in an age of Christian

civilization and exalted reason, nor
to dogmatize unduly upon the fact

that " Slavery and States' Bights"

did not " heretofore divide the sen-

timents of the people of the two
sections," and were not fairly put in

issue in the war of coercion, we must
be allowed to think that Gen. Grant
was egregious?? imposed upon by

men whom he calls " the leading

men" of the South, who " pleased"

h m with t be assurance "t- atthynob
only accepted the decision arrived

at as final, but now that the smoke
of battle has cleared away, and time

has been given for reflection, that

this decision has been a forcunate

one for the country, they receiving

like benefits from it with those who
opposed them in the field and coun-

cil." We will venture that a Con-
gressional "Smelling Committee"
may explore the whole southern

country from Richmond to Galves-

ton, and not find a dozen southern
" leaders" who will, under their own
names, endorse this Munchausen-
ism !

We assert two cardinal positions:

1st. In the nature of things, wars
" settle" nothing beyond physical

results. They are an exercise of

force, and do not, and cannot, hold

reason and conscience, and just law
and righteous government, amena-
ble to their tribunal of blood and
violence. Force is rot reason—it is

not always the minister of right. It

is not the foundation of law and
government.

2nd. Practically, the war unset-

tled everything that could be unset-

tled in government and society.

Like the Noachian deluge, it did not

repeal the laws of nature, nor change
the position of the poles ; nor blot

out the stars ; but the foundations

of the earth and the fixtures of the

firmament remained.

That political, social, commercial
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and moral consequences of the g\ av-

est significance will follow the war,

as they have followed in the tracks

of all other wars, we are not set to

deny. That some of these conse-

quences may be beneficently over-

ruled for the good of mankind by

that Divine Power which presides

over and moulds the destinies of our

race, we see no reason to doubt.
!
' 3rd. "The Union," and "the su-

premacy of the Constitution," were

to be settled by the war. This was

the very battle-cry of the war party.

The controversy respecting them,

which had come down to us ab urbe

condita, was to be " settled" perma-

nently and forever. Esto perpetua

was to be graven by the sword upon
the pillars of a government of " con-

sent !" We assert that these, of all

other things—this "Union"—the su-

premacy of this " Constitution," and
" the perpetuity of this government,"

were most unsettled—that the war

has destroyed ' the Union," leaving

its restoration by the Democracy
a question of alarm ng uncertainty.

It has overthrown " the Constitu-

tion," which the war leaders, civil

and military, were accustomed to

swear, each day, to preserve invio-

late and forever ! It has rendered

the existence of the government it-

self, in any form, Republic or Impe-

rial, a matter of the most anxious

doubt.

This is what we assert in this ini-

tial paper. "With favoring opportu-

nities we hope to follow up each

proposition, in subsequent contri-

butions, with an amplitude of argu-

ment and illustration which ought

to convince the most skeptical, and

arouse the dormant energies of the

Democratic people of this country.

The flood has passed. The land

smiles in inviting beauty. It is time

for us descend from Ararat, and re-

idify the altar of a true Republican

worship.

FAITHFUL.

O friendships falter when misfortunes frown
;

The blossoms vanish when the leaves turn brown

;

The shells lie stranded when the tide goes down—
But you, dear heart, are ever true.

Th<; grass grows greenest when the rain drops fall.

The vine clasps closest to the crumbling wall,

So love blooms sweetest under sorrow's thrall.

I love you, darling, only you.

The early rohin may lorget to sing,

The loving mosses may refuse to cling,

Or the brook to tinkle at the call of spring,

But you, dear heart, are ever true.

Let the silver mingle with your hair of gold,

Let the years g< ow dreary and the world wax old,

But the love I bear you will ne'er grow cold
;

I love you, darling, only you.
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FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

The past month of July has, per-

haps, been the most extraordinary

in the annals of Wall street history.

Money has commanded as high as

one-half per cent, per day, or at the

rate of one hundred and fifty per

cent, per year ; and while the stock

market has, by this most singular

state of things, been thrown into the

hands of the bears, trade and com-

merce have been prostrated, and

the feeble industry of the country

has withered like a green tree under

the lightning's blast. Boutwell's

policy has been condemned by all

parties. He has locked up, by his

financial manipulations, an immense

sum of currency, which, added to

the retiring system of the Wall street

bears and bulls, has wrought more
or less disaster upon the commercial

interests, and complicated the diffi-

calties of the merchant and manu-
facturer, which have for so long a

period, prior to Boutwell's appoint-

ment to the Treasury, been sufii-

ciently grave and serious.

To show the alarming and utterly

demoralized condition of the money
market of New York, which givoS a

tone, normal or aborma], to the

financial centres of each business

section of the whole Union, Wail
street loans, in the early part of July,

were put on the record at rates va-

rying from 50 to 300 per cent, per

year. It is not necessary, under
such a condition of the finances, to

speculate on the causes of a depress-

ed trade ; such facts touching the

loan market are sufficiently explana

tory. Boutwell's policy has tended

to aggravate the evils which have

so long embarrassed the honest in-

dustry of the ninety-five per cent,

of the people. The wealth-pro-

ducer, who is obliged to go into the

loan market under such a disastrous

state as is now presented, could not

borrow, if he would, for mere names
are not accepted without tangible

collaterals in shape of public stocks

;

but the wealth-producer would not

submit to such rates as now rule,

for they but hasten the ruin which

a loan from bank or c spitalist, he

fain believes, would enable him to

escape. When we know that there

is at least seven hundred millions

of currency in the hands of the

people of the United States to-day,

which, if the laws governing this

agent were left unobstructed, would

give the wealth-producers all the

aid necessary to move their produc-

tions to market, this periodical

stringency is an enigma, the solu-

tion of which, allowing the law of

supply and demand to operate, is as

inexplicable and difficult as the

squaring of the circle. But this law

of supply and demand does not

operate. The gamblers of Wall
street, and the Treasury Ring, have

entered into a conspiracy to periodi-

cally retire twenty to forty millions

of this currency, that depression

may follow in the stock market
;

and their purchases of securities to

the amount desired succeeding, the
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stringency is broken by suddenly

letting out all this retired currency,

which at once sends the stock market

to an extraordinary altitude, when
these gamblers unload at huge pro-

fits, and again prepare for another

depression by calling in the curren-

cy, and again producing the desira-

ble stringency. This is the game of

fast and loose, so terribly injurious

to the commercial transactions of

the country, that Wall street has

been for months engaged in.

Under proper laws, unmolested

by speculators, left free to ebb and
flow, governed only by the demands
of the healthy and legitimate trade

of the country, the currency we have

to-day is really double what we need,

and a " tight money market" should

not exist. We are not moving two-

thirds the wealth to-day that we
were in 1859, when the entire South

were rich and prospering ; the cot-

ton yield, 5,000,000 bales, agricul-

ture all over the Union in the high-

est state of activity ; manufacturers

in the North making enormous pro-

tits, and wealth creating throughout

our broad country, infusing life and
activity into merchandising, and
producing the largest amount of

that property exchanging, which

comes under the head of " general

business." To accomplish all this,

and keep 5,000,000 of producers

constantly employed, and beside a

domestic trade, giving lreight to

5,000,000 tonnage of ocean ship-

ping, it required currency to the ex
tent of less than $400,000,000. What
have the political economists of the

dominant party to answer in the

way of explanation, when the howl
of their great rank and file is "give

us more money, give us more mo-
ney?" We have nearly double the

sum to-day that we had in 1859
;

and we have also a prostrate and
crippled South, with her great trade

blotted out, and we have stag-

nation all over the North. Tnis

state of things requires less money,
and yet the cry is, " we have not

enough." There is only one remedy
for our troubles, financial, political

and social, and that is the destruc-

tion of the party in power.

Tho New York Tribune is con-

stantly harping upon the reduction

of the debt, stating that it has been

reduced over $200,000,000 since

July, 1865. On that date it stood

$2,757,253,000. On November 1,

1867, it was down to $2,491,504,000.

It has steadily advanced since that

date, and in the nineteen months
that have elapsed up to this time,

instead of reduction, we find we are

$16,000,000 deeper in debt. In
other words, in the year and three-

quarters that have passed, we have

not reduced the huge debt a dollar;

on the contrary, we have increased

it to the extent of the sum named.

•^
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Mr. Flagg, in his account of his trave's

over a part of wine-growing Europe, gives

an entertaining and instructive description

of the mode pursued there in the culture

of the grape and manufacture of wine.

His examination was more thorough in

France than elsewhere, and he seems to

have been fascinated with the low-vine sys-

tem in vogue in the South of France,

which he recommends for adoption on this

side of the Atlantic. Tie German wine

districts he passes over carefully, but mere-

ly glances at tho»e of Italy. As to Spain,

Portugal, Hungary and Greece, he does not

touch them, though he has a little to say

at second-han I concerning Tokai—a wine

which bears the same relation in monetary

importance to the rest of the Hungarian

vintage, that Montepulciano does to the

wines of Italy. A good deal of invective

is thrown out against Gall and Gallizing

—

not as it is so much, as the thing is under-

stood by the author. Mr. Flagg does not

have much objection to the use of crystal-

ized cane sugar in Champagne—the con-

version of which into spirit produces ram,

as he does th i use of grape sugar as an ad-

dition to a must deficient in saccharine

strength, which creates brandy. He also

believes implicitly in sulphur as a specific

for the Oidium, and gives seventy-three

pages to the pamphlet of Mares on the

subject, with proper illustrations. He a so

recommends wine as a habitual drink in

quantities rather "heroic," as the doctors

would say—"a quart diily for each adult,

and a pint daily for each child. '' He thinks

the Catawba the best of all American vines,

and is a warm friend to the Ives and Nor_

ton's seedling. We have to differ with Mr.

Flagg on several things. We are quite sa-

tisfied that the treatment under which the

varieties of the Vitis vinifera—thoroughly

artificial plants—will live and even flourish,

would cause, if applied to the varieties Of
the V. Idbrusca and V. cesteo.ilis, srili bat

a few removes from their wild state, in the

extermination of the latter. We do not
object, in a season where the requsite

quantity of sugar is not present in grape
juice, to having it supplied artificially. We
look upon Catawba as a very uncertain

kind of grape for wine-making, at the Ives

and Norton as being nearly as bad—as the

Concord as a gross humbug ; and we do
not believe there ever was, or ever will be,

a pint of wine made from the Isabella

—

and never good wine from the Catawba,
Ives or Norton, without the addition of

sugar to the must. Three of those named
are not wine-grapes at all, and the others

only in favorable seasons. As to the amount
of wine to be drunk, t s a habitual thing

—

if in earnest, it is absurd ; if in jest, with-

out point. But a great deal of informa-

tion can beglemed from the book, and
certainly much entertainment. Mr. Flagg
is a pleasant writer—some of his descrip-

tions are very graphic—and the reader will

not readily relinquish the book until he has
exhausted its contents. The description

of the visit to Johannisberg, and his un-
expected good fortune in forming one of a
distinguish.d party of tasters, makes one
of the pleasantest chapters in the volume. *

The Rev. Dr. Anderson, who was former-

ly Foreign Secretary of the Board of Com-
missioners of Foreign Missions, has wri

-

ten a book in defence of missionary enter-

prise, as a means of provoking new contri-

butions to the work in Borrioboola Gha,

* Three Seasons in European Vineyards; Treating
of Vine-Culture, Vine Disease and its Cure ; Wine-
Making and Wines, Red and White ; Wine Drinking
as Affecting Health and Morals. By William J. Flagg.
New York : Harper & Brothers. 16ino, pp. 332.
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and parts adjacent.* In doing this, the

reverend gentleman goes into a series of

panegyrics on St. Paul and St. Patrick, re-

pudiating, however, the claim of the Ro-

man Catholics to the latter, whom he seems

to think was a sort of independent evan-

gelical clergyman, engaged on a private

mission of his own. From the history of

these and their work, the reverend gentle-

man arrives at the conclusion that after the

mission has made converts, it should next

make native pastors; and fortifies thiscon-

clusio 1 by results in Tahiti and Madagas-
car. But the American Boaid might have

learned all that long ago, had they profi'ed

by the action of the Jesuite missionaries

wlio invariably surpass those of the Ame-
rican Board in this work. When the au-

thor asserts that "Ti is necessity of a na-

tive pastor to the healihful and complete

develo ment of a self-reliant, effective na-

tive church, is a discovery of recent date,"

he shows that he has not made himself ac-

quainted with facts. But the great extra-

v agance of the work is where it assumes to

treat of results. When it talks of the pro-

gress of missionary efforts in China and
Madagascar, one is obliged to smile ; but

when to this is cites the results had in

Western and Southern Africa as successes,

persons a' quainted with the utter failure

of all the missions in those quarters are

disposed to laugh. True, " nearly the

whole of Southern Africa has, for many
years, been under religious culture by mis-

sionaries." But let any one ex mine the

concurrent testimony of all travelers, and
he will be satisfied that all the money and
valuable lives that have been thrown away
in an attempt to make Christians of a race

incapable of comprehending Christianity,

has been entirely wasted. Dr. Anderson

probably speaks truth when he says : "But
it seems not to be the Divine purpose that

Equatorial Africa shall be evangelized by

the white man ;" but when he adds: "It

was reserved, as I now love to believe, for

the descendants of Africans to carry the

gospel to the lands of their forefathers ;"

and that " we may expect them to be for-

ward to do so, when once their own Chris-

tian privileges have become assured," he

merely utters no a sense. But he is not sa_

* Foreign Missions : Their Relations and Claims
By Rufus Anderson, D.D. LL. D. New York: Cliaa.

Scribner & Co. I6mo, pp. 373.

tisfied with that. He goes on to say : "No
white man should join their missioas ; and
men from their own race will in due time

be their agents for raising friends among
themselves, and perhaps, too, their Secre-

taries for Correspondence with the African

Missions." Credat Judceus ape'la. An Afri-

can missionary sent to Africa, out of the

influence of white supremacy, would soon

re apse into the Voudoo priest, or the fetish

worshipper ; but if the matter be left to

the control of negroes here, it is hardly

possible that missionaries will ever be

sent. The worst feature of the book, how-
ever, is the abuse showered upon mission-

aries not of his own mode of thinking. Of

an attack on one class he quotes, and ap-

sures us that " the whole plan ot their mis-

sion was a lie ; that it began jn lies and

perjury, and was so maintained, and by

lying and deception was utterly ruined in

the end." All this is in bad taste, to say

the least.

Of late years the disciples of the selfish

school in morals seem to have outnumbered

those who claim pre-eminence for intuitive

perceptions of right, and the apostles of

the former sect have almost monopolized

public attention. The opposite side are

now represented in the recent work of Mr.

Lecky,* who brings precision of statement,

much pov^er of general zation, patient re-

search, and" a very pleasant style to the aid

of his side of the questicn. He preiaces

his history of the progress of ethics among
the European varieties of the white race,

with a clear and nearly impartial statement

of the points at issue between the rival

schools, and betrays no more leaning in his

summary than was natural in a man whose

convictions were decided. Beginning at

the earliest recorded period of European

history, he traces the rise of clear and de-

fined notions of morals down to the time

of Charlemagne, when the chiva'.ric and

chaotic began to give way before the rise

of the practical and defined. Into the

flow of his narrative he presses an amount

ot incident that renders the work full of

interest to the gentral reader as well as to

the student of ethics. Tne stvle is charni-

* History of Enropean Morals, from Augustus to

Charlemagne. By William Edward Hartpole Lecky
M. A. In Two Volumes. New York: D. Appieton &
Co. 8vo, xvhi., 498 ; x. 493.
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ing, the design commenrlaVe, and the

mode of execution displays cleverness.

The work may be properly regard' d as one

of the most remarkable contributions to

our literature ; and though all of the points

made will n< t be admitted by the disciples

of Hobbes and Bentham, it can not be de-

nied that the author has presented the

views of those of his own way of thinking

wi'h great force and even with some novel-

ty. We commend this wo k to the consi-

deration of men of all views. Here and

there we have an error, manifest enough,

and now and then a flash of bigotry of opi-

nion ; but on the whole, the volumes are

marked by truth, candor, research, and

broadly-Lberal views.

Mr. Roosevelt, in a small work upon the

mishaps of a citizen who removes to the

suburbs in order to cultivate ease and ve

getables, gives an amusing but a rather too

extravagant picture of the attempts made

by men in attempting something for which

tin ir habits and nature have unfl. ted them. *

The design of the work is well enough, but

the execution is not marked by any skill.

In all such productions a moderate amount

of probability should be maintained. It

is simply impossible that a man so igno-

rant and semi-idiotic as the hero could

have existed, and though the reader will

be ftmused at the outset, he w.ll get tired

long before the close. The illustrations of

the work are wonderful in the way of bad

drawing and coarse engraving ; and the

figures of men and animals are as d'sjoint

ed as the style.

The recent attempt of some sneaking

fellow to find a new claimant—the eighth,

we think—for the authorship of "Beautful

Snow," has cabed new attention to that

remarkable idyl of the town—apropos to

which we have the appearance of the poem
itself, with eighteen of like character, in

an elegant little volume, f Of the produc-

tion which gives title to the volume it is

needl- ss to speak—its merits have already

been shown in its extreme popularity. But

*Five Acres Too Much. By Robert B. Roosevelt
New York : Harper & Brothers 16mo, pp. 296.

t Beautiful Snow and other Poems. By J. W- Wat.
con. Philadelphia; Turner Brothers & Co. 18mo,
pp.96.

with it we have other poems, rarely below,

and in one instance above, its standard ;

and so like it in style and mode of hand-

ling as to form powerful evidences ot its

origin, were there any room for doubt on
the matter. It is singular that of all the

claimants, by themselves or others, for

this popular lyric, none but Mr. Watson
write, or have written, in the same vein of

thoughts. We have some notion of taking

this subject as the groundwork ior a paper

in the body of the magazine, and should

we carry out our intention, it is not our
purpose to do our work with gloved hands.

In the meanwhile, however, those who de-

sire to have one of the most thorough en-

joyable collections of metre of the present

day, should add the volume to their library

Floating from time to time in the sea of

journalism, we find admirable articles, dis-

playing fancy, tact, great powers oi obser-

vation, foice of expression, and evin ge-

nius. Rarely are these waifs gathered.

Some friends of the late Mr. Buffum have,

as a matter of both duty and pleasure, res-

cued some of his pleasant sketches of tra-

vel and adventure from oblivion, and ga-

thc red them together within the covers of

book.* The volume is a pleasant one.

Without any great profundity of thought,

the author had keen perception, and great

facility of expression. His description is

always eh ar, and he amuses without fa-

tiguing his reader. The invalid, the man
of leimre, and the traveler, will each find

this work a sure means of relief irom te-

diousness, and a remarkably pleasant com-
panion for an otherwise weary afternoon.

Much of the popularity of the late Mr.

Brown as a lecturer was due to his manner
of delivery ; and to give his productions

in print is to present us with punch minus
one half the spirit, or champagne from

which the bubbles have entirely gone. Yet

there are so many who have heard, and so

many more who have heard of him, that

anything by the late " Artemus Ward,
Showman," is likely to be sought for with

* Sights and Sensations in France, Germany, and
Switzerland ; or, Experiences of an American Jour,
nalist in Europe. By Edward Gould Buffum. New
York ; Harper & Brothers. l6mo, pp. 310.
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eagerness. His literary executors have

brought out in a pecu'iar shape his la est

and most popular peulornance,* and wit a
deal of ingenuity have so arranged the ty-

pography as to give a fair notion of the

manner and style of the delivery. We
nave chuckled a deal over the book in read-

ing it—whether others would do that, we
are not so sure. There are, however, hits

to enjoy throughout the volume, that tickle

of themselves, and do not want their drol-

lery and point heightened by extrinsic

means.

Mr. Kings^y has some reputation as a

novelist, and is supposed to be rather a

master ot his art; but his 'Stretton'f would
make us think the reputation unfounded,

and the supposition unjust. The story is

obscure—the plot confused—the characters

indistinct—the incidents absurd. After

reading it from first and last, we dipped

into the story here and there at random,

in search of a clue 10 its purpose; but were

not successful. We fear we should fail

even were we to read it backwards. At
first we began to fear that our mind was
failing, but the testimony of friends to

whom we handed the book being like our

own, we have concluded that the stupidity

lies in the story and not in the reader.

The series of commentaries upon the

greater Hebrew prophets, by Dr. Cowles,

closes wi h "Jeremiah."! In this, as in

the rest of the set, the author has done his

work in a way to meet the requirements

of the class he addresses. The notes are

clear, plain and copious, not remarkable

for profundity, but expressing that kind of

thought likely to be grasped by the general

reader. The introduction to the volume

h^s interest. The author complains that

Jeremiah suffers generally in comparison

*Artemus Ward's Panorama, (As Exhibited at the

Egyptian Hall, London.) Edited by his Executors,

T W. Robertson and E. P. Hingston. With Thirty-

four Illustrations. NewYork : G. W. Carleton & Co.

16mo., pp. 213.

t Stretton. A Novel. By Henry Kingsley. New
York: Harper & Brothers. Imp. 8o., pp, 144. Pa-

per,

t Jeremiah, and his Lamentations; With Notes,
Critical, Explanatory and Practical, Designed for

tooth Pastors and People. By Rev. Henry Cowles,
1). D. NewYork: D. Appleton & Co. 12mo pp. 431.

with Isaiah, whose lofty imagery impresses

the reader more strongly than the pathos
and tenderness of the man of sorrows.

But we are at a loss to see how any two so

entirely dissimilar in style and purpose of

work, can possibly be subjects of compari-

son. Each is master ot his own field ; and
certainly there are parts of Jeremiah —of
the Lamentations especially—that are un-
surpassed in their beauty.

If we have not produced an American
novel, it must be conessed that there is a

near approach to it in " My Daughter El-

linor."* Here we have a plot—not intri-

cate, but very well-defined, a series of con-

nected incidents, distinct and distinctive

characters, and the appearance at least of

all that makes up the modern novel of so-

ciety. But the characters are not always

na .ural, nor the language and events fitted

to the locality. The writer has mixed the

habits of the landed proprietors of Eastern

Virginia, before the war, with manners of

English country gentlemen, and brought

these to the neighborhood of New York.

Clive Farnsworth might have stepped from

the pages of any of the modern English

novelists. He is an Englishman hardly

naturalized. Tom is a Virginian from the

immediate vicinity of Richmond, who has

traveled himself into a profound respect

for the letter K. Bossiter is the Conven-

tional New York politician. And these

people talk of a wagon, phaeton, or coach,

as a "trap"—a slang word particularly

English. The women are little better.

Amanda is the "Yankee gal" of the stage,

never seen in real life ; the Idol is a gross

caricature ; but Miss Laid ley is admirably

drawn, with her consistency admirably pie-

served throughout ; the heroine is scarcely

less cleverly given ; and the minor charac-

ters are generally well done. The author

is a young man, has a brilliant future be-

fore him, when time shall have toned down
his extravagance, and experience shown

him where to correct his faults. If he be

an old offender, he has spent his force in

this shot. We think him young, however,

and his book very notable for matter and
manner.

*My Daughter Ellinor. A Novel. New York;
Harper & Brothers. Imp. 8vo. Paper.
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—L. W. Schmidt, No. 24 Barclay street,

has published m a handsome brochure, a

treatise on the "Origin of Languages," by
W. H. J. Bleck, Curator of Sir G. Grey's

Library, Capetown, South Africa, and edit-

ed, with a preface, by Dr. Hackel, Profes-

sor in the University of Jena—the who'e

translated into Emdish by Thomas David,

son, of St. Louis. The object of the work

is to show, through the vocal development

of language, the material development of

man from animals. That is, to predicate

on the grimaces and gesticulative language

ot monkeys, as their chatterings, cries,

chicks, roars, howlings, &c, the fact of a

common origin with man. It is not claim-

ed that the monkey is the progenitor of

man, but that the two are the lateral

branches from a common progenitor, dis-

tinct and separate from the anthropoid

apes. Where this common progenitor is,

or has been, for a great many thousand

years, or where geological discovery, or pa-

lacontological investigation will determine

his whereabouts, as an <. xtinct fami.y gruup,

is I ft to conjecture to infer. The work is

characterized by marked ability, and is

written with a truly scientific spirit, and
should be careful]y read by all who wish to

see the best linguistic argument which can

be adduced in support of the novel theory.

We, however, find in it nothing to shake

our belief in the doctrine that not only

man, but every species of man, has a dis_

tinct and independent origin of his own.

To our mind, nothing is more indubitably

settled, by all that we know of living na_

ture, than the permanence and unchanga_

bility of species. But we can just as easily

accept the animal origin of mankind as we
can the preposterous dogma that they all

sprung originally from one human pair.

That is, we can as easily believe that a ne-

gro was developed out of an ape, as we can

that a white man was developed out of a

negro, or a negro out of a white man. To
the purely scientific mind, the doctrine of

the animal origin of man rests upon as lo-

gical and rational a basis as that of the

unity of his human origin. For the ana-

tomical, physiological, and psychological

differences between the various species of

men, are as great as those which separate

the lowest type of man from the highest

grade of animals. To say, therefore, that

the highest type of man " progressed" from

a lower human stratum, is to say that the

lowest type of man may have "progressed"

from the animal stratum next below him.

There is no twist.ng out of or getting away
from this conclusion. While, therefore,

we entirely dissent from the doctrine of

Mr. Bieck's work, we rejoice that it has

been translated and reproduced in this

country, for it must inevitably stir the now
stagnant stream of scientific inquiry. As
it cos is only fifty cents, it is within every-

body's reach. We take great pleasure also

in informing scientific gent'emen that Mr.

Schmidt is the 1 irges. importer of foreign

scientific books of any publisher we know
of in America.

—The Bev. John Kirk, Professor of The-

ology in the Union Evangelical Academy,
England, asks this very hard question

:

'
' How is it, if savage man advances to-

wards civilization by ever so slow a pro-

gress, that he is thus iound, after all the

inconceivable ages imagined, not advanced

in so much as the minutest fraction ot a

degree? * * No well informed man
will risk the sober assertion that there is

any evidence of the slightest degree of

spontaneous improvable capacity in barba-

rian man, such as might secure his civili-

zation in the course ol ever so many ages."

And the learned divine might have assert-

ed, without the fear of refutation, that the

history of all nations has not been that of

long progress, but rather of retrogression.
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What is called progress, as applied to the

whole life of any people, is a baseless

dream. It will do to flatter the imagina-

tion of the ignorant, but the profound stu-

dent of history knows better. The splen*

did Scriptural p aable of Adam's fall is

really the history of man in all time.

Against all the cavils of the infidel, it is

true, as a mythical history of the expe-

rience of all nations. All the so-calied

" Reformers" of the world, have only been

aa a few flies, which were carried under by
the very next turn of the wheel of time.

The fuss and noise they each make in their

turn is only like some angry, muddy stream

alter a shower—it bubbles and brawls along

for an hour or two, and the a is heard no
more. If we think of the number of mighty

peoples who have flourished briefly and
then gone out in weakness and shame, we
shall sadly smile at all the baseless talk

about the progress of man. Among intel-

lectual races, one generation may improve

upon the physical inventions of anoth r •

but these very inventions have at last un-

dermined the moral life, and hastened them

on to the gulf where all human greatness

has ended, in one common catastrophe.

Can we see ourselves ? We are yet only in

our youth, and yet if we continue to run

back morally, politically, religiously, and

intellectually, as we have been going on for

the last ten years, where shall we be in fifty

years ? Di.^ up Sodom and Gomorrah, and

we may see ourselves, as history will see

us. What a political stream we are soon

to be !—apples and onions, and horse-

dung, all swimming together, upon one

tide mto a common gulf! And, as we are

borne along, hear the joud lackwits shout

Progress! While there sits the philoso-

pher, over in his quiet watch-tower, trans-

lating the fire-cyphers of history and of

destiny ! He sees no progress in all the

clatter of ihis "improved" machinery,

which grinds the heart, and brains of man
between the mill-stones of avarice, despot-

ism, and lust. He sees no progress in a

state of society where such a mere rich

booby as an A. T. Stewart, or such a mili-

tary dolt as a General Grant, are the fore-

most sort of men of the times! What

would a Socrates, a Cato, a Publius Cyrus,

or evea a Jesus of Nazareth do in the

midst of such a people? Call you this an

intellectual age—an age of progress—an

age where brains are in demand? No-
The scoundrel who can sell most tape-and.

bobbin—who can murder the greatest num-
ber of men in the shortest time, or who
can easiest get a contract to ch°at every-

body—he is the great man of this " Age of

Progress."

—James Wood Davidson, the Columbia
correspondent of the Yorkville Enquirer,

makes the following remarkable statement

relative to the white and black races of

South Carolina : "To-day there are 100,000

more negroes than whites in South Caro-

lina. In ten years the two races will be

equal in numbeis. It is a notorious fact

that the negro race does not increase as

fast as the white, and we shall assume that

this dtficiency ol increase by births is as

three to four. Should this assumption ap-

pear excessive, we will throw in the great-

er immigration of whites. The mortuary

report of 1868, in the city of Charleston,

shows that out of a population of 40,000,

equally divided between the two races,

there were 1,208 deaths—380 whites and
818 negroes. That is, one v* hite in every

51 dies per annum, and one negro in every

24, which is less than two per cent, of

whites, and more than four per cent, of

negroes, there being 20,000 of each in the

city. Municipal regulations and public

hospitals make the mortality of the ne-

groes probably less in the city than it is in

the country.'' Before the so-called eman-
cip >ti.on of the negroes, there was no such

fri jhtful nvriality of the race in the South.

These statistics show that what is called

"freedom" is simply murdering the negro.

The religious bodies, therefore, who have

lately employed so much time in public

prayer for the negro, ought, we think, to

pray to the Almighty without ceasing that

He will put the poor darkey back where he

was before the war, as the only possible

means of preventing the cruel extermina-

tion of the race. The ne-roes are now a

majority of 100,000 in South Carolina; but

the way "freedom" is murdering him, the

whites will be in a majority in less than ten

years. What wil Congress do then? Make
a law to kill enough whites, perhaps, to

preserve the negro majority.

—A lady from Louisville writes us this

question :
' Mr. Burr, can you tell us what

General Gr > nt meant when he said, ' let us
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have peace V " He meant what the parrot

does, when it says, "polly wants a crack-

er."

—An effort is being made by some theo-

rists in Englan 1 to prove that the Kound
Towers of Ireland do not antedate the

Christian Era. What foolishness! Some
years ago we spent several weeks inves-

tigating these remains, and we cannot con-

ceive it possible for any intelligent man to

locate their origin alter the Christian Era.

We positively know that the ancient Irish

designated them Bail-tolr, i.e., "the Tower
of Baai, or the San," and the priest wiio at-

tended them was called Aoi Bailtoir, i. e.3

Sperintendent of Baal's Tower. These
towers were certainly built by Sun-worship-

er*. And they were unquestionably of

Phoenician origtn, or, at least, they must
have been built by those who had adopted
the rel gion and architecture of that peo-
ple. The attempt, therefore, to locate the

daie of these structures within the limits

of the Christian Era is not worth the atten-

tion of scientific men. We could demon-
strate its absurdity by a great many facts

at oar command, if it were deemed neces-

sary.

—The Mon.rel papers are taking
gre t pleasure in publishing the fact that
the Emperor of Russia has written a letter

expressing his "gratification at the success
of the Un on arms and the election of Gen.
Grant lo the Presidency. " Well, we ima-
gine that there is hardly a despot in the
whole world who does not feel some satis-

faction at the aspect of things in this coun-
try. The principles of the party repre-
sented by Grant ought to please thd Czar
of Russia, for they are quite in harmony
with the kind of government he adminis-
ters.

—A religious exchange says, perhaps
boastingly, that "Milton was a Presbyte-
rian." But respect for truth compels us to

say that Milton's connection wich the Puri-
tans was owing more to a union of politi-

cal views than than to a similarity of reli-

gious belief. Milton's dislike of the Puri-
tan clergy was always bitter and undis.
guised. And the Puritan preachers hated
him thoroughly in return. When his
Treatise on Divorce appeared, the Puritan
ministers c msed him to be summoned be.
iore Parliament, and one of them, preach,
ing before Parliament, called the Treatise a

"wicked book which deserved to be burn-

ed." So disgusted indeed the great poet

became with the high-handed deeds and
notions of the Puritans, that he at last en-

tirely absented himself from all public wor-

ship. He seems in his old age to have en-

tirely renounced some of the most vital

doctrines of the Puritans, for he stigma-

tized the terms of " Trinity," " Tri-unity,"

&c, as "scholastic notions." Besides,

Milton was really a friend of liberty, what
the Puritans never were. They were pro-

digiously devoted to having their own way,

but were most cruel and implacable to-

wards the way of everybody else. They
were ever ready to hang and burn people

who dared to differ from them ; but the

great Milton stands acquitted of all these

abominations. His writings in defense of

liberty are in advance of any works pro-

duced either in England or America at the

present day.

—A German scientific work on Man as

the Cotemporary ot the Mammoth, trans-

lated by A. C. Alexander for the Smithso-

nian Institute, says :
' We are forced to ac-

knowledge that Man, as he stepped at fi st

upon the earth, bore, in his instincts, his

passions, and his wants, no small resem-

blance to the brute." Who or what forces

us to make such an acknowledgment ? We
are not so forced. On the contrary, we af-

firm that in no part of nature or history do

w ; find the least evidence that man ever

resembled the brute more than he does

now. On the contrary, the youth of man-
kind was its most innocent age. The fossil

human rem ins, indicating a low organism,

are no lower than the organism of the ne-

gro, hottentot or Australian of our day.

No department of science yields the least

evidence of anything like a progressive de-

velopment of man from one species to ano-

ther.

—In a Sunday school-book the children

are told that "it is disrespectlul to a father

to call him pap instead of papa. ' But it

happens that pap is the original word. In
the Greek language it is pappa, in the Latin
pap, or papilla, but it came into both of

these languages from the more ancient
Celtic, where it is pap. It arose from the
fathers feeding their children with a food
called pap. Among the ancient Greeks the
same was called tat. Both in the Spanish
and Portuguese it is papa, and in the Dutch
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and Danish it is pap. But its original is

the Celtic, which is the most ancient of all

these languages. The children have there-

fore very ancient authority for calling their

fathers "pap."

—Beecher justifies the custom of the

"reformers" of various stripes wearing long

hair, by saving, "it is a classical custom,

for the ancient Athenians practiced it."

O, sir, your learning is as bad as your po-

litics. It was the Laecedetnonians who
wore the r hair long, floating down upon
the shoulders, whiie the Athenians and
other Grecians wore theirs short ; and
hence Plato, in a way of raillery, calls the

Spartans ISpartio chaites, i. e. ,
" long-haired

Spartans." The ancient Gauls seem to

Lave imitated this custom, for the Romans
called them comati, i. e., "hairy." But
brother Beecher must not charge these

things upon the Athenians. Our modern
"reformers" resemble the Athenians just

about as much as a Benen orang resembles

one of the Patriarchs.

—Mr Grant (spare us the mortification

of saying President Grant,) did actually

make a speech at the Boston festival after

all, and here it is complete : "It affords

me great pleasure to visit the captal of the

State which did so much for my support,

and for the support of the Union."

—The Rev. Henry Ward Beecher preach-

ed a sermon at the military commencement

at West Point, and Grant, with a great

war-like parade, attended the '

' Peace Fes-

tival" at Boston. This is a novel example of

the " right man in the right place"—a pro-

fessed disciple of the "Prince of Peace"

teaching the professors of the art of war,

and a son oi Mars the chief figure at a

Peace Jubilee

!

—Gen. Grant has a polit
:

cal organ in

Richmond called the State Journal, which

says :
" Colleges have become great public

nuisances." They must be so indeed to a

party which proposes to base the political

edifice of our country upon the intelligence

of negroes.

—The sudden death of Henry J. Ray-

mond, editor of the New York Timps, has

produced a profound sensation, especially

among the journalists of this city. Mr.
Raymond was unquestionably one of the

best journalists in t^is country. Though
not a profound writer, he was a very ready

one, and possessed a remarkable gift for

seizing the salient points of all questions
which agitate the pubic mind. This gift

is perhaps more important for a successful

journalist than great ability. But we by
no means undervalue Mr. Raymond's abili-

ty. He occupied several prominent and
responsible posts, and he certainly acquit-

ted himself, intellectually, with credit in
all of them. But it is our habit to speak of
men, dead or living, wi>h strict justice and
truth. We cannot, therefore, while we
deeply deplore the sudden and untimely
death of Mr. Raymond, refrain from ex-

pressing our sorrow that a man of his un-
doubted ability and great opportunities,

should pass away, leaving so slight an im-
press ot himself upon the public mind.
On none of the great ideas, either good or
bad, which now or in future wi 1 rule the

destinies of this country, or which may
p?rish, except as they pass eternally into

history, has he left the least mark of his

intellect. And the reason is, that he was
not a man of convictions. That is, no truth

ever took such hold of him as to burn in

his heart and brain, and set him to grap-

pling incessantly with the issues that con-

cerned it. He regarded man and society

simply as so much material to be used for

the personal gratification, or advancement,
of the journalist or the politician, and hav-

ing thus used them, and now being done
with them, they have done with him. He
has connected his name with no event, and
no idea which will last in the memory of

the people. Many men, with far less talent

than he possessed, have made a much more
lasting mark, by working at, and adhering

to, some principle, good or bad, which
must be a part of the history of th. s coun.

try. Notwithstanding Mr. Raymond was
a man of great mental activities, and play-

ed a conspicuous part in the political drift

of his time, he has passed away lik^ a

shadow. His case is an idustration of how
little even prominent journalists mav have

to do with the creation of public op don,

beyond the meie publicity of news. Thus,

every life which is not fastened to some
great and enduring idea, is, if we may say

so, a failure. Kind friends may bolster its

memory at the moment of its pissing

away, but it is only an artificial shadow
thrown up for a single instant upon the
wall of time. It vanishes like the winking
of an eye.
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